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L.t roduction

This paper was written at the request of th Conditions of

Work and Life Branch, Working Conditions and Environment

Departrnent, the International Labo.c Lffice. It is a response

to, commentary on, and supplement for a document produced

by the B ranch entitled: “Working Conditions and the Choice of

Tochnology: Research Design.’ The objectives of the research

proposed there are:

(J “(a) to define and to quantify the effects on workers

and on their working conditions of various types

of technologies;

“(b) to document the connection between technological

choice and working conditions; and

“(c) to establish a list of po]L and technology options

together with their social implications .“

The program envisaged in the document begins with a

numbor of piot case studios, the objectives of which are, in

addition to (a) and (b) above, to enable the Conditions of Work and

11fe Branch.

- to evaluate which research method.ology is most

appr opriat e in syst ematicaily investigating the pr oblem

or aspects of it;
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- to provide prelimiriary information on ny policy

or stratogy that has been introduced to cope with

the problem and its subsequent resuits; and

- to aid in the development of a methodology which

allows for a careful assesb..nt of thè cons equences

of technological choice on working conditions.

The objective of this commentary is to build on the ILO

document and more specifically to develop an analytical approach

to the aforementioned research goals.
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Introductions

1. Effective research on the choice of technology and

working conditions, -- - designed tc ±1uence public and private

policy in a significant mariner, - - - wiil require careful delineation

of available scope for flexibility in technological and organizational

choices; open confrontation with potentially intractable goal conflicts

between productivity, competitiveness and efficiency targets on

one hand and employment, equity, and manpowe utilization goals

on the other hand; acceptance of the distinction between an argu

mentative advocacy of a “biil of rights” and an iterative search for

feasible optimization paths; and perceptive incorporation of signi

ficant contextual factors which influence the like).ihood of particui.ar

choices, limit the likelihood of oth. nd in general defi.nethe mix

of technology matrix within which choices are being recognized,

weighted, and implemented. Effective research wUl not ignore

more basic” inquiries; qui.te to the contrary, it will not begin

where consensus exists but rather where significant gaps in under

standing remain. However, the design of effective research involves

a strong orientation to the decision-rnaking process. The link from

basic inquiries to option generation is the role of assessment

methodolog les and participatory processes in effective research.

*
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.Assessment: A Summary

Z. Asses sment asks several questions which are of

pa.rticuJ.ar relevance to the issue of choice ofteclinàlogy and

working conditions.

a. What are the higher-order impacts, the effects

of effects”? AnaJ.ysis of higher order Lmpacts

is the major route to uncovering unintended and

unanticipated cons equences, both positive and

negative. O
b. Assessment implies mor. “dlistic analysis.

Problems are defined systeniaticaily and, while

problem-bounding is a persistent difficulty,

criteria for bounding are not derived from the

divisions of disciplinary domains but from attempts

to discern relatedness, linkage and interdependence

within an existing or emerging system.

c. Are there likely irreversibiities being courted?

Irreversibility as the imposition of daming impacts

which incur irrevocable ].osses 1g becoming weil

understood,—not so weil understood is lrreversibiity

as the restriction of future options. Technological

and organizational choices often narrow the domain
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of future choices; — a difficulty if the çeteris paribus

or projection assumptions about market conditions or

the “state of techn.ology prove incorrect.

d0 Is a technology choice sustainable? Cn i’mple-.

mentation continue without incurring higher adjustment

costs with time? Will implernentation generate a

succession of adjustment problems that ultimately

will undermine the viability of the initial choice?

Piece rate wage approaches to producUvity often

prove unsustainable because of diminishing retu.rns

to incentive programs and other factors which operate

to establish productivity normsQ Accommodation to

these problems often resuJ.ts in byzantine incentive

systems which are too mysterious to niotivate; too

complex to administer, and thus operate with the

reverse ofthe desired ei. Sustainability is

especially critical for imported technologies, where

complementarities (maintenance, skiil levels, control

systems, raw material flow continuity, etc.) are often

not present and where the trade-offs involved in

utilization (e.g., labor dispiacement rather than

specialization) are different.
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e. Assessment seeks to identify and evaluate alternative

options. This implies an iterative an4, to a degree,

a circular process..’ It also implies that assessment

is not purely an analy-tical question; it is also a

question of involving affected and affecting parties

in identifying options, inc.r1orating relevant value

weights in the analysis, and in evaluati.ng the multiple

aspects of implementation.

f. Assessment can revolve around variec cornbinations

of technological and social problems, but assessment

wUl aiways concentrate on the interrelationships between

technology choics and social, economic, cuitural and

political processes. The social goal and normative

orientation of assessment is, in fact, what distinguishes

assessment fromtechno-economic evaluation. The

issue is not whether a ology wifl work or whether

it is economically feasible, but rathez does a techno

logical application make a significant positive contribution

to the realization of some social goal. That, of course, is

a very complex matter, involving problerns of operation

alizing goals (in particular, distinguishing between social

goals as public goods and as the aggregation of private

goods), evaluating goal conflicts, institutionalizing an
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assessrnent capability at a point least likely to lead

to “technical fix” distortions, identifying appropriate

non-technical information and incorporating it at

significant points in the decision process, etc.

Nevertholess, in principle, it is entirely feasible

to drive anassessment by optimization of working

condition goals. The utility of such an assessment

wiil depend on the degree to which the significance

of other goals is fufly appreciated an$I options identified

wh.ich do not require complete abandcnment of strongly

hcld economic and technological efficiency objectives.

An Analytical Framework

3. The application of an assessment perspective to the

issue of working conditions and choice of technology can proceed

provided certain caveats are first entered.

a. Existing research on choice oftechnology and

working conditions is voluminous, but not entirely

consistent even on very basic points. For example,

there is littie consensus onthe major determinants

of work organization, proponents being divided instead

among 3 positions: technological process, size of

firm, and culture. If research proceeds on the basis
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aï any one, the identification of problens and oppor

tunities and the derivation of specific options will be

quite different0 The first two positions support

convergence propositions and the plausible pursuit

of common goals; the third position would emphasize

divers ity and with it, the potential inappropriateness

of universal goals. The lack of consistent research

support for any of these (or other) positions implies

that a priori acceptance of a technologcal, s cale, or

cultural imperative as the starting point for assesament

research would be unjustifled.

b. The search for paradigms can often be a hindrance

to understanding. Research designedto generate and

influence significant decisions should çoncentrate on two

objectives. First, the re:ch shouJ4 identify the

dynamics through which tecbnological choices and

working conditions interact. This is considerably

more complex than developing an inventory of impacts, C)

a step which, if flot carried further, can be characterizéd

as the error,of misplaced precision. Identifying points

where new fiexibility is required or where existing

flexibility can be constructively used implies looking
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at a complex system and recognizing the aspects of

the system which make a difference, the relationships,

in other words, which are strategic. For example,

the identification 0f prin-’- :r impacts i.s not necessarily

the specification of most significant impacts. Higher

order or indirect impacts are often more strategic in

the sense of transmitting, magnifying and distorting

the effects of a technological application and more

significant in the sense of directly influencing outcomes

on the worker, his job satisfaction, frustrations, etc.

Second, the research should focus on the generalizability

of suspected strategic relationships. This requires

between-industry and within-industry tudies under

diverse settings. However, it also requires special

attention to the sustainability and irreversibility issues.

Under what conditions, for example, will the relation

ship shift work—. family instabflity —job stress

dissipate? If there are special factors which modulate

fuJier appearance of this relationship (e.g., extended

family structure) is that modulation durable over the

longer term? In certain contexts, is shift work an

irreversible step that forces future consideration of

labor dispiacing technologies?
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c. The presence of potentiaily irresolveable goal

conflicts in the choice of technology - working

conditions issue cannot be sidcstepped The

burden of proof wil be on the research in many

instances to demonstrate that options which

improve or at the least prevent the deterioration

of working conditions can be constructed and

implemented without adver s ely affecting p r oductivity,

employment generation, survival, etc. The o
research will have to carefully evaluate and in most

instances avoid categorical goal staternents It wiil

need, in other words, to substitute rigorous optimi

zat ion among goals that are not fufly compatible for

the ineffective advocacy of particular rïghts.

d. If the research is u.nclear about its principal intended

audience, it is very unlikely to be effective research.

The principal intended audience should be those who

are directly making or through policy influencing those O

who directly make techrw. choices and in some

sense are the final arbiters at the firrn level of trade

off s affecting working conditions. That irnplies

several points. First, special attention needs to be

paid to the context which yielded the need for a
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tec1noIogical choice. What type of bttleneck was

uncovered? What type of opportu.nity was pcrceived?

The choices may be responses to unpredictabilities

in the policy environme for example, which can

bcst be met by attempts to stabilize policy rather

than by “scial fixes’ to accompany technological
f

responses. Second, and closely related, it is

necessary to distinguish between some ‘objective’

C understanding of the complex linkage between

of technology and working conditions and the perceptions

of thoso affecting or affected by decisions on the choice

oftechnology andworking conditions. Perceptions will

not be the simple reflections of perverse misstatements

or even of partial u.nderstandings; -- they will reflect

alternative and deeply based value premises that cannot

be divorced from any uJ.tixnate identifjed range of options,

third, where labor and management interests are not

fully congruent, the range of options will need to reflect

wherc decision-making power resides. In many

instances, but for diverse reasons, that will mean

that only marginal ttsocial fixes” will be acceptable

for exarnination and possible implementation. This

should not be a source of discouragement, but rather

a hlpfu1 indicator of wherc to concctrate energy.
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4. As is true with any research, data coUection is only

one o a nuinber of elements for assessment research. However,

unlike other research, assessmerit cails for a significant degree

0f iteration, an expansion of plausible scenarios to generate

strategic options for the most likc1r cenarios. Assessment

has bcen characterized as principally a normative science enter

prise, asking what ought to happen, but necessarily building on

a positive science problem: What has happened. A research

design to identify strategic elements of the technology-working

condition complex and to facilitate identification, analysis, and

evaluation of options which emphasize the workers, that is, a

social Lix, needs to cycle through a number of steps.

What is the technological choice at issue? What

are the characteristies of alternative choices?

How does each interact with existing technological

and working condition endowments?

b. Wh.at are the principal working condition impact o
categories?

c. What are the higher-order, indirect impacts?

ci. What are the strategic impact categories? How

durable is the strategicness” acrosa different

technological mixes and endowments, varied

degrces and types of change, and a range of

firm sizes and industry sectors?
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. Wha is th.e tec11no1ogica1 imperativ? What

e::cJonous or competing variables might account

or obsc;rvcd systematic relationships subsumed

y the cjncet of the “technological imperative”?

What evidence is t1ere to support t1e pecLfication

of limîts on the durabiiity and ±lexibility 0f the

imperative? What complementarities are required

to strongthen the irnperatîve? What complementari

ties inadequately or inappropriately p2esent tend to

diminish. the imperative?

f. What bottleneck and/or cpportity sui)ports the

attemptcd technological Lix”?

g. What are the major constraints on the fuflest

realization of the technico-economic objectives

cf a teclinological Lix?

h What is the scope for a “social Lbc” that either

minimizes a technological imperative without

significantly sacrificing techno-econornic gains or

maximizes what amounts ta a social irnperative

without imperiling techno- economic viability?

The steps are not unilinear, but rather marks on a circle

throoh which anaivsis may have ta rua several tirnes. For example,
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iJ:;ification of options in step H. requires recycling through

G to anaiyze and evaluate impact. A social Lix which presumes

ao ac’ct of the existing workilace social system need be altered

and n tec1uologLcal imperaive that inclicates implementation of a

cd-noiogy will mandate changes In worl1ace social system is a

cc i rhicn must bc 1 esolved through evaluation of the likelihood

U- UJ imperative wiIl be realized, the contet wliich jielded the

perception and selection of the particular technology and the

possible compensatory or equivalent contribution of some social

‘ix0

Data Requirements

5. The TechnologyChoice. What is the technology being

considered? In what ways is it different from what is already

pesent in the firrn? How is it expected to interact with and/or

substitute for the technology mix and overail technological endow

n-ient? What are the perceived risk

5. The Principal Working Condition Impact Cateories. Q
This tyio1ogy was the subject of the aforementionci ILO docurn nt,

!lîDrking Conditions and the Choice of Technology: Research

Dcsign. The tology presented here modifies ad adds te the

cariier ty-pology. Five impact classes are identiied with 9 impact

categcries0 The assumption is that the classes wIll be relevant
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ail cae, but ail the impact categories may not be appro

The Work

L.nact Catogory 1. Work Orga:izatioii/sob Content

laidicators:

1. Ty-re of production system. (This is derived from

secicecimicai svstem an ;is The emohasis

shouid be on defining the technolory in ternIs of

C
the dcmands it makes 0fl socio-physieal arrange

ments. The production system is the intermediate

mechanism for transmitting those dcmands It

presurnably ostablishes a set cf minimal tasks

which contrai and planning systems wiil need to

face.)

Z Punctional Differentiation. Ento what functions can

a process be disaggregated? What is the relationship

between a teclinologicai e and the maintenance

0f OXi sting funct ional divis ions?

3, Workpace flow

4 Work ioads and job descriptions task comprehensiveness)

5. Task content.

6. O-utput standards.

7. Ernpioyce density
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E Spatial concentration similar tasks.

9. Spatial concentration within function

C1a5 1 ConaiLions to Work

Inpact Category Z. Social Relations Within Fim

In dicat or s

1. Employce interaction ‘frequency, scope, stabiity)o

2 Workgroup formation, recruitment, maintenance;

controls on.

3 Social composition of the firm social system. C

(Stratification bases, skm, age, sex, race, rural

urban origin, occurrences of cohesioi, friction)

4. Informai heiping, learning system.

5. Instances and sources of shopfloor fr.ction.

6. Numbor of employees distributed by function/task/

job titie.

Innact Category 3. Control System

Indicators:

1. Tas k/work allocation. How organized? (Divisions,

levels, sections, job tities) What are the criteria?

?. Centralization/decentralization. Over what issues

do different levels in firm hiera.rchy have authority
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or significant decision-making s cope • Who participates

in identifying the need for a decision, defining the

opîons, and actually making decisions for different

types ofproblems (Process related, worker efficiency

relatcd, etc.) and at different levels?

3. How is feedback organized? Is this a techno-economic

function measured in terms 0f output volume stability

or does it represent the input of several divisions or

Q

Impact Category 4. Employment/Security/Terrnination

:ndicators:

1 • What is the recruitment vocess? What are the stated

and implicit qualifications (education, exp erience, age,

sex, race, urban/rural origin, income, marital status,

incorne)?

. Is there training or retraining? Under what circum

stances and for whorn?

3. What is the evaluation/promotion/rotation process?

What are the criteria?

4, What is the disrnissal/turnover rate? What are the

major causes? Are there protective rnechanisms

olDerating?
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5. What are the costs of holding a job in ternis of

transportation costs, equipment and uniform costs,

etc.

Glass 3 Conditions for Work

Impact Category 5. Hours of Work

Indicators:

1 Standard woking hours

2. Length and distribution of ovértime

3 Standard work week
0

4 Shift work How is it organized2

Impact Category 6. Physical Conditions

Indicators:

1. Noise, vibration

Z. Light

3. Heat

4 Air quality 0:
5. Space

6. Chemical/mechanical/elertricai. hazards

7. Industry specific hazards and ergonorrj.ic problems.

8. Accidents (rate, ty-pe)
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In-act Catcgory 7. Remuneration

Indicat ors:

1 • Bases for payment. What is it? Is it understood?

2. Indirect benefits. What roles do ernpioyees have

in accepting, evaluating or modifying indirect

benefits?

Glass 4. Conditions of Life

Impact Category: Social Indicators

Indicators:

1. Housing

2. Supplementary incarne soires

3. Family stability

4. Farnily size

5. Kinship obligations

6. Health

7. Social status

8. Acces s to essential services

9. Education/mobility (for ernployee, ernploye& s spouse

and chiidren)

10. Leisure

11. Migration



Class 5. Job Satisfaction

Impact Gategory 9. Job Satisfaction

Indicators:

1. Attitudes about the work

Z. Attitudes toward remuneration

3. Attitude toward the fîrm

4. Attitude toward the work group

The Working Conditions Impact Inventory is summarized in

Table 1 Several points about impact indicators should be noted. O

a. Indicators cross 3 levels of analysis: firm, workgroup,

individual. Distinctions need to be made between

impacts that operate at these 3 levels and the inter

action between levels,

b Indicators touch 3 types of impact are as: human

relations and management, the conditions within which

human relations and management function, and the

criteria by which the adequacy of human relations and Q
the contextual conditions are appraised. Here again,

distinction needs to be made between areas and special

consideration given to interaction.

C. Specific measures have generaily not been provided.

This allows room for development of within industry

categories and for cuJ.turally specific instruments.
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Table 1. Working Condition Im.pact Inveritory

(ass Impact of Category Indicators

The Work 1. Work Organization/ 1. Type of production system

Job Content Z • Fu..nctional. differentiation

3. Workpace flow

4. Task content

5. Workloads and job

descriptions

6. Output standards

7. Eniployee density

8. Spatial concentration

sirnU.ar tasks

9. Spatial concentration

W within finction

Conditions Z. Social Relations 1. Employee interaction

to Within Firm Z. Workgroup

Work 3. Social composition

4. Informal helping

5. Friction
6. Number of employees

3. ControlSystem 1. Task/workailocation

2. Centralization/decen

tralization

3. Feedback

4. Employment / 1. Recruitmentprocess

Security Termina- 2. Training/retraining

tion 3. Evaluation/promotion/

rotation

4. Dismissal/turnover

5. Costs

Conditions 5. Hours ofWork 1. Standard Working hours

for 2. Length and distribution

Work of overtime

3 • Standard work week

4. Shift work
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Class Impact Category Indicators

6. Physical Conditions 1. Noise
2. Light
3. Heat
4. Air quality
5. Space
6. Chemical, mechanical/

electrical
7. Industry specific

8. Accjdents (rate, type)

7. Remuneration 1 • Bases for payment

2. Indirect benefits

Conditions 8. Social Indicators 1. Housing

0f Z. Supplementary incorne

Life 3. Family stabi].ity

4. Farnily size
5. Kinship obligations

6. Health
7. Social status

8. Access to essential

services

9. Education/mobiity

10. Leisure
11. Migration

Job
Satisfaction 9. Job Satisfaction 1. Attitudes about the work

2. Attitudes toward O
rernuneration

3. Attitudetowardthefirrn

4. Attitude towardthework

group
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d. The above 3 factors taken together strongly imply

the non±easibi.lity of any single or overali methodolo

gy. A mix will be required that reflects the relative

accessibiity of particuJ.ar indicators, the combiriation

of ‘objective’ andtperceptual’ data and variation in

required degrees of ca)ï;ation or sensitivity in

indicator definit ion

7. Higher-Order and Indirect Impacts. This is derived

principally through crss-impact matrix analyss. The additional

data required is that related to firm productivity and relevant

economic indicators of a more or less successful operation.

8. The Strategic Impact Categories. This is derived

principally through cross-impact matrix analysis. The major

data requirements are from sampling to ensure variability in

terms of various scale, market structure, industry structure,

and labor market factors.

9. What is the “technological imperative? Derived

principaily through cross-impact matrix analysis and secondary

analysis of supplemented matrix data. The major additional data

requirements above what have already been noted are for exogenous

and competing explanations:
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a. Policy. Are there predictabilities or wipredictabilities

in the policy environment which skew choice of tech

nology and/or working condition choices in particular

directions?

b. Size structure of industry i there a consistent

relationship between firm size and technological

economies within particular industries?

c. Geographical setting. Do the labor and infrastructure

endowments of particular settings narrow the range

of possibilities for working condition or technological

arrangements?

d. Product diversity. Does a fluctuating or variable

product mix lead to conditions which narrow alternative

relationships possible between given technologies anci

working conditions?

e. Management/labor/ideology. Is there a widely held

belief in particular technology working condition con

figurations such that the belief in inevitabiity makes

the relationship inevitable?

Other indicators are, cf course, possible. The thrust should be

to examine plausible alternative explanations. A likely source for

such alternatives are facto’s which narrow the enipirical range

C
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of technology-working condition configurations. Ifan exogenous

factor accounts for the apparent systematic relationship, then

the hy-pothesized ‘tech.nological imperative’ can be significantly

modified or even rejected altogether. Siniilarly, ii an exogenous

factor limits the empirical range of either technology or working

conditions or forces wide variability of one, then atechnological

imperative may bemasked. Another limitation onpecifying an

imperative is indication of “u.nique” conditions which may support

o a technological imperative. The factors already listed are principal

examples. In late industrializing settings, where appropriate labor

forces may be in thin supply and technological options may be

highi.y limited, there may be apparent technology imperatives,

particularly in high technology industries. However, this may

well be a “late industrialization effect whi.ch will be overcoine

by acces s to a broader tech.nology pool and the rnobiiization of a

broader cross-section of the labor -e to skilled industrial

strata. This will be one area where both over-Ume (historical)

and comparative analysis wUl be needed, correlating e.g.

changes in the composition of the labor force within a plant or

industry with changes in the variabiity in technology-working

condition interrelationships.

10. What supports atechnologicalfix? Two types of data

wiil be required here: ‘objective’ and perceptual. The principal
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types of ‘objective’ data, in addition to the impact matrix and the

additions already noted, are:

a Underutiization or overutilization existing capacity.

This includes measurement of capacity utilization

and incorporation of signi.flcant input or demand

factors which support observed capacity utiization.

For example; Are there bottlenecks or interruptions

in raw material acquisition or preliminary processing

that lead to alternating periods of idie capacity and long

queues? Is the effective demand for output in terms of

volume, quality, diversity, etc. greater than what can

currently be satisfied?

b. Scale economies not attained. Major sources of scale

e conomie s include indivisibiities, incr eas ed dimensions,

specialization, massed resources, utilization of more

efficient techniques, rriarket contro]., etc. If a firm is

close to these, it may seek a technological Lix to go

over the top.

c. Scale diseconomies operating. Major sources of

diseconomies of scale include Lactor limitations,

technical forces (stress and strain in equipment),

management, and labor relations • Factors which are
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supporting increase in unit costs as output increases

may invite compensatory tech.nicai fixes.

d. Unpredictabilities in operating environment. Major

examples of unpredictabilities are labor turnover

and policy. Either can lead to technical fixes to reduce

unwanted variabiity in costs, etc.

e. Inability to meet market demand. Exa.niples are:

inadequate output volume, inadequate output quality,

insufficient product variabiity.

il • What are the major constraints on the full realization

aL the technical/economic goals of hnological Lix? This

question also requires a mixture of objective and perceptu.al data.

Data categories that wiil be particuJ.arly relevant here are:

a. Engineering /economic expectations for performance

and returns. (Can be derivedfrom simulations

and/or cumulative plant studies availa.ble air eady.)

b • Workforce qualifications

c Accuracy in analysis of need for a tech.nological fix

and adequacy of response (managerial qualifications).

d. ‘1Poor technoiogy

e, Proxirnity to the technol .1 Lix. Sometimes, a

technology is expected to have broad ramifications

o

o
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on £irm operations. In actuality, the amifications

may fail off rapidlly with functional or spatial distance

from the technology. This may re±lect a misanalysis

0f process iriterdependence or an underestimation of

the abihty of the social system within the firm to

lirnit the effects of a technological change.

f. Overutiization or underutilization

g. Maintenance/spare parts shortages making breakdowns

a serious problem.

h. Alterations in market demand and other exogenous

factors which amou.nt i.n effect to a modification of

the conditions which supported the choice of techno

logy. This canworkbothways. For example, as

rapid ex-pans ion of Indonesian textile industries in

the early 1970’s revealed, iie market maybe more

competitive than was anticipated. Or1 it may have

been made more competitive by the appearance of so

many new and expanded plants.

12. The scope for a social fix. The generation of social

fixes must be externaily supplied. The cross-impact matrix and

related analysis can contribute the identification of strategic

intervention points and provide ‘a di.f.ferent light for the specification
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and evaluation oftechno-economic “necks. The issue is

how to support any social fix option. Th.e ans’er is suggested

in Figure 1. Through a recycling and iteration cn the matrix

artd on the questions asked through the analysis, the effect wifl

be to generate scenarios.0 However, these are scenarios based

on identified strategic patterns, on qualified technological

imperatives, on more thorough understanding of the forces which

yielcl perceived neecls for a technical Lix, the factors which limit

the viabiity of the fix (including perceived techno-economic risks

and the impact of the technological Lix itself), and the role of

policy, cultural and external economic factors • Joint optimization

of techno-economic and social objectives requires understanding

within a given sociotechnical system as weil as of it. The former

demands microlevel analysis that yields strategic understanding.

The latter demands comparative and macrolevel analyses that shed

light on regularities and variabilities. Alternative social fixes

can be cycled through this data base and optirnized against what

ever techno-economic constraints are deenied appropriate.

Conclus ion

13 • The design is not for a one-shc rese4rch project b

rather represents the basis for a L ual, cumulative monitoring
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cf past and existing choices as an approach to anticipating the

impacts of future choices. It is also the Loundatton for a cuxnu

lative monitoring that helps identify appropriate points and Lorms

for policy intervention. At the same time, as evidence aboi.

the predominance of certain strategi - nkages is obtained, the

research can be supplernented by doser examination of those

linkages Finally, it should be noted that the research wiil also

reveal social imperatives that may require minimization or even

a compensatory technological Lix. An obvious example is the

unwillingness of workers in many developing countries to take

safety precautions made available and encouraged by manage

ment. A social irnperative can be identified through cross-impact

matri.x analysis, particularly where over-time data is available,

and through examinatin of constraints to maximi.zation oftechno

p

economic efficiencies éxpected frorr’, fechnologies in use.

14. A society can only control i±s own future when sub

stantial options are available, The function 0f assessment is to

help keep the door open on a wide range of options. However,

to do this entails some u.nconi.fortable costs. Reductionist

problem deflnitions, the type which strongly dominates both

academic and applied circles, need to be superseded by com

prehensive holistic problem views. That wil flot be an easy

succession, but it wiil need to occur nevertheless if options
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are to be generated rather than nu:
. refined. As the [LO

document points out:

“Due to the complexity of the relations hip
between the choice of technology and its
social implications, no socio-techiiical
assessment methodology is comprehensive
enough to apply to ail situations •“

That is undoubtedly accurate, However, improving working

conditions requires recognition of very complex factors and

very interdependent systems. It is not only the social impli

cations of technology choices, but the technological implications

of social choices that need to be simultaneously viewed. If our

inadequate knowledge of sociotechnical systems makes that seem

a foreboding task, how much more foreboding is the advocacy

of options inadequately assessed?

O
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I. INTRODUCTION

The desire for a better quality cf working life is often
expressed in developing countries through their concern in
the procese 0f industrialisation. Industrialisation is the
assumed key to economic growth, ‘modernisation” and survival
in a highly competitive world. And technology is instrumental
in achieving these goals.

However, technology is very frequently badly applied.
The negative effects of technology are clearly mnifest in
poorworker—Dob fit, longer hours of work, shift an nig
work, increased. fatigue, occupational hazards and accidents.
Moreover, while the potential is there for improvement, there
are factorswhich favour inappropriate technology: th,e
prejudice that the worker should adapt to the machine, 10w
priority given to effects on easily replaceable workere, lack
cf knowledge. The harm from inappropriate use cf technology
falle moet heavily on the worker, but it also has an inevitable
impact on productivity. Thus a double price je paid in terme
of development and it is a price which je paid. over a long
period cf time, for once a production facility is in operation
change can be very difficult and very costly.

Fortunately, poor applications cf technology is not
inevitable. Technology is not deterministic; there is not
juet t’one best’ way ‘(Qj’ producing a product or ach.ieving a
technological objective. There je not one best way cf
industrialising. The choice of’ technology means that opportu—
nities exiet not only to rectify past errore but to use techno—
logy to ensure good working conditions.

The potential cf tech.nology to improve working conditions
je realised through technical decisions concerning prcduct
choice, product design and production facility design. These
technical decisions, because they ultimately determine the
design c± jobs, can enhance or constrain the improvement cf
working conditions. The appropriate technical decision would
consider the effects cf technology on workers and the community.
The wrong technical decision would trade—in long—term growth
for short—term econcmic advancement.

TJnder the ILOts International Programme for the Improve—
ment o± Working Conditions and Environment (PIACT), a number
cf national case studies are being carried out to investigate
the effects cf technology on conditions cf work and life in
developing countries.

1 K. Kogi: ‘Effects 0f Industrialisation on Wcrking
Schedules”, in Journal c± Human Ergology (Tokyo), Vol. 5,
No. 2, 1976, pp. 133—143.

2 j• Carpentier and P. Cazamian: Nigh.twcrk (eneva, ILO),
1977.
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II. DEFINITION OP TERMS

Given the complexity cf the relationship between working
conditions and technology it is necessary to provide defini—
tions which are both conceptual and operational. The con—
ceotual definitions ±‘acilitate understanding of the theoreticai
framework while the operational definitions o±’fer concrete
“rule of thumb” measures cf the terms used. Effort was made
cc that as much as possible both the conceptual and operational
definitions are neutral.



2. Organisation cf Work
and Job Content

(a) actual working hours
including overtime

(b) arrangement of working:
time especially shift
and nightwork.

Theie are certain important:
job characteristics which
fail under the general
category cf work organis
ation and job content:

characteristics cf
the operations
involved in the job
itself including, for
example, work pace,
the extent cf variety
in the wcrk, whether
the worker inspects
his own work, whether

There are many operational;
definitions cf work
content. But a simple way:
is using cycle time since
cycle time is related to
most factors cf job
content except for work
pace. For work pace, a
“rule cf thuib definition:
is heart rate used in
fatigue measures or the
time spacing betwixepired:
motions on the part cf the:
operator cf a machine.

3
3
)

3
3
)
)

3
This area is wel].. resear—
ched by industrial psycho—)
logists (ref. Turner and )
Laurence, 1965; Wild, 1975)
etc. ) who hàve developed )
sophisticated models and a)
corresponding technical )
language wherein work
content characteristics )
are referred to as auto— )
nomy, “closure”, challenge,)
etc. However, the charac—)
teristics mentioned in the)
conceptual definiticn isD)
suffiojent to illustrate

)

A. Wcrking Conditions

1. Working Time

( TER1VIS
: CONCEPTUAL DEFINITION : EXIiPLESOFCPERATIQNAL COMMENTS )

( : : IIIOJ : )
(_______________________
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TERMS CONCEPTUAIJ DEFINITION

he is responsible for
repair and maintenance,:
the complexity of the
work, the extent to
which the worker can
choose his own tools,
equipment and work
methods;

the meaning 0f “work
content”.

The relationship between
these characteristics and
their desirable effect on
workers is curvelinear.
There is an “optimum”
amount of variety, complex
ity, etc. , and too much is
just as harmful as an
adequateamount.

ç
(
(
(
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(b) career opportunities

— promotion (opportun—
ities for upward
mobility);

(c) skill requirements

— amount of training
and/or experience to
perform the job at
specified level of
proficiency;



(d) social relations and
supervision

— the social clirnate
in the workolace.

:l1 places oi’ work as well :
:as ail the sites and areas
:vhere work is carried out
including not only the
permanent, indoor, station_:

:ary places o± work but also
:temporary places of work
such as civil engineering

:si-tes, open air places such
:as fields, forests, roads
:and so on without exception
:The working environment has:
:a decisive incidence on the
:helth and sad’ety o the
:workers as it involves
:potefltial occupational
hazards as well as stress

:factors They include the
:physical aspects such as
:mjcroclirnate, uusts, gases
and vapours, ionising and
non—ionising radiations,

:noise and vibrations, and
:otljer aspects related to thè
:potefltjal inechanical hazard
:perjjflg to premises,
equiDment, lay—out and ;vork:

:organjsation; it is now
:considered that the guality:

Tumber and types of
grievances.

ifl many cases, it je possi.
ble to directly measure
these aspects viith instru—:
ments: for example,
instruments are available
which measure temperature,:
humidity, the colour and
intensity of light, noise,:
and the presence of certaifl
substances and atmospheric:
pollutants.

)
)
)
)
)

Leasurement of these
factors should be compared’
with established thres—
hold limite.

)

3
)
)
)
)

I
)
)
)

5
)
)
1
)

O

( :

TiR,IS 00TOEPTUAL JiINITION : XALSOFOPdTINL

(
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tb working environment
in the enterprise includes
the psychological aspects
and the problems cf mental
health.

Occupational safety and
health include prevention
cf occupatio cal accidents
and diseases and the
improvement cf the working
envirooment. This concept
therefore covers net only
the protection cf the phy—
sical integrity cf the

:ror1cer and the oreventioc
cf occupational diseases

:but also aims at the promo—
:tQfl and maintenance of the
:highest degree cf physical,
:mental anci social well—bein
:0f workers in ail occupa
tions.

:rgonomjcs is a multidis—
ciplinary science integra—

:tjng elements of physiology
:psvchology, hygiene, techno!
:log-- and otier sciences
:related to work. Its object
ive is the adaptation cf th
workplace, cf the physical

:and social working environ—
:ments and cf véork organisa—
:tion to t}:e capabilities,

Sickleave, rates of
occupational diseases,
accidents and injuries.

Felevan :easures relate
to the volume and ±ayout
cf the work space and
equiptxient, and the cuanti—:
ty and direction cf muscu—:
lar effort recuired ‘oy the:
j oh.

•( : :

TEPJiS C ONT 2PTTLiJ 3NTIN iTIOT C OTNENTS

,

4. Occupational Safety
and Heaith

(
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5. rgonomics

(
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• rn TTrpfl EXJ,LS O OPERATIONAL
: . LEI1INITION

CO,LL JS

abilities, skills a:id :iabi-1
cf workers. In particular,
ergonomies may be consid
as having the following
major aims:

To ensure physical and
mental well—being, in parti—
cular by contributing to
prevention of occupational
accidents and disoases,
reducing physical and ment—
al workload and promoting
acceptability cf work and
job satisfaction.

( B. To en sure social well—

( : being by improving social

C : contacts and encouraging

( : participation of workers

( in work organisation.

( : c• To contribute to a
raticnal techno—economic
r.an—machine system, in
particular by adjusting the
special machine require—
mente to the functional
cbaracteristics cf the
worker and thereby increas—
ing the efficiency cf the
man—machine system.
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( : : :

TERMS CONCEPTTJAL DEPINITION
: OPERATIONALEXAIVEPLES :

COMMENTS 3
( : : : )
(___ : : : )
( B. Technology : Refers to the whole produo- : )
( : tion process (series of : : )
( : processes) including hard—: : )
( : ware and software. : : )
( : : : )
( 1. Hardware : Hardware is usually in the: : )
( : form of tool, machine or : : )
( : factories; it is something:
( : tangfble and visible.
(
( 2. Software : Refers to knowledge, know—:
( : how, experience, education: : )
( : and education and organis—: : )
( : ational forms.
( :
( C. Worker Characteristics : : : )
( : : : )
( : (a) geographical back- : UrlDan/rural. :
( : ground; . : : 3

: (b) age; : Age : )

( : (c) education; : Years of schooling. : )
( : : : )
( : (d) training. : Specialised courses : )
( : : completed, relevant job : )
( : : experience. : )
(________ :
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III. THE PELATIONSHIF BETVfEN WORKING CONUITIOITS
AN.D TECIINOLOGICAL CIOICE

Consider a job. It could. be any job, but a common
exaniple is that of a typical assembly—line worker in a car
manufacturing plant. What does bis ob entail? In an
interview a worker describes hie job.

Hy job is to weid the cowi to the metal underbody.
I take a jig off the bench, put it in place and weld
the parts together. The jig is ail made up and the
welds are made in set places along the metal. Exactiy
twenty—five spots. The une rune according to
schedule. Takes me one minute and fifty—two seconds
for each job. I walk along the une as it moves. QThen I snap the jig off, walk back down the une, throw
it on the bench, grab another just in time to start on
the next car. The cars differ, but it’s practically
the sanie thing. Finish one — then have another one
staring me in the face.

I don’t like to work on the une — no man likes to
work on a moving une. You can’t beat the machine.
Sure, maybe I can keep it up for an hour, but it’s
rugged doing it eight hours a day, every day in t}ie
week ail year long.

During each day I get a chance for a breather ten
minutes in the morning, then a haif—hour for lunch,
then a few minutes in the afternoon. ïhen I’m working
there is not tnuch chance to get a breather. Sometimes
the une breaks down. Vrhen it does we ail yell

As long as the une keeps moving I’ve got
to keep up with it. On a few jobs .1 know, sorne feilowe
can work like heu up the une, then coast. Most jobs
you can’t do that. If I get ahead maybe ten seconde,
the next modei has more weids to it, so it takes ten
seconds extra. You hardly break even. You’re always
behind. Vhen you get too far behind, you get in a
hole — that’s what we eau it. Ail heu breaks loose.
I get in the next guy’s way. The foreman gets sore and
they have to rush in a relief man to bail you out.

It’ s easy for them time study fellows to corne down
there with a stop watch and figure out just how much you
can do in a minute and fifty—two seconds. There are
some things they can see and record with their stop
watch. Eut they can’t dock how a man feeis from one
day to the next. Those guys ought to work on the une

C. Vlalker: Modem Technoiogy and Civilization: An
Introduction to Human rroblems in te Machine Age (New York,
McGraw—Hill Eook Company, Inc.), 1962



for a f ew weeks and maybe they’ll feel corne things
that they neyer pick up on the stop watch.

I like a job whee you feel like you’re
accomplish.ing sornething and doing it right. nen
everything’s laid out for you and the parts are ail
alike,there’s not rnuch you feel you accornplish.
The big thing is that steady push of the conveyor —

a gigantic machine which I can’t contrai.

You know, it’s hard to feel that you are doing a
good quality job. Th.ere is that constant push at
high speed. You may improve after you’ve done a thing
over and over again, but you neyer reach a point where
you can stand back and say, “Boy, I done that one good.
That’s one car that got bullt right.” If I couid do
my best I’d get corne satisfaction out cf working, but
I can’t do as good work as I know I can do.

y job is ail engineered out. The jigs and
fixtures are ail designed and set out according ta
specifications. There are a lot o± little things you
could teli them, but they neyer asic you. You go by
the bible. They have a suggestion system, but the
fellows don’t use it too much because they’re scared
that a new way to do it may do one of your ‘ouddies
out cf a job.

How does technology affect hic working conditions? Vie
can see that for this worker, and for many like him in tradi—
tional assembly une work, the application of the engineering
principies of mass production bas rendered his job meaninglese
to him. Tie conveyor belt determined hic work pace. Because
the job was broken down to be as specialised, standardised,
and simplified as possible, it was highly repetitive and
reuired littie or no skill. The tools and work methods were
predetermined and if changes were made, it was th,e engineer
who controlied it. 11e worked on a minute part of the product
and neyer got a sense of the whole. Since differences in
skill were more or iess elirninated, he finds it difficuit to
sec any opportunities for promotion.

Consider another job. In a small foundry, one com.mon
and necessary job relates to semi—finishing cf castings. This
is done by grinding the casting with one of several different
types of machines depending on the size of the-mold. If the
casting is huge the worker uses a portable grinder, while if
it is smail he carnes the casting near his equipment. In
both cases, problems related to noise (from his own operation
and noise from others near him), vibration, awkward body posi
tion, weiht cf equipment and/or casting, dust (sand causes
silicosis), safety (e.g. machine guarding), heat, etc. are
criticai.
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Prom these examples we can see that hardware chosen
solely on the basis of technical engineering criteria greatly
determined the nature o± jobs. In so doing, many working
conditions were also determined. In the assembly une job,
the conveyor beit determined many aspects cf work organisa
tion and job content — work pace, variety, responsibility in
choice of tools and work methods, complexity 0f the job,
skill requirements, possibilities for social interaction and
career opportunities (refer to table). Whereas, in the
foundry job, the adverse physical working conditions related
to safety, noise, vibration, dust, heat, design of equipment,
etc. can be traced to the particular equipment used. Thus,
to the extent that technology, especially hardware, influence
the link between the worker and what he does, technology
influences working conditions.

10 emphasise the relationship between technology and
working conditions, we have focused exclusively on the impact
cf hardware on particular jobs and its consequent working
conditions. However, technology, jobs, working conditions
and the relationships among them are more coniplex and dynamic
than this.

First, if we define technology as the total production
procese, including hardware and software each process involving
a different activity, set of skills and usual1y) machinery,
it is apparent that the series of processes entail a corre—
eponding set of jobs. For example, a production process may
include purchasing, milling, drilling, welding, assembly,
testing, painting and d.ispatch with corresponding jobs of
buyer, driller, welder, assembler, tester, painter and
dispatcher. Thus, it is more appropriate to visualise the
production process as an interdependent system o±’ related
Drocesses, methods, tools and equipment and their corresponding
jobs rather than in terme cf “a technology o± an organisation”.
Using this systems approach alerte us to the fact that efforts
to improve working conditions for one job may result in the
downgrading of working conditions in another. And it ena’bles
us to identify critical decision points to improve working
conditions and widen the range of viable tech.nological alterna
tives.

Secondly, partly due to changes in technology itself and
the high rate o± technological change, it is increasingly,
evident th.at technology is neither unalterable nor determi—
nistic. In other words, there are choices ta be made Going
back to oui’ assem’oly—line worker, is it necessary that such a
job exists? No. Automobile assembly plants have been
designed so that workers can assemble a major part of the car
or work in teams. This means that the “technology” cf car
assembling does not determine particular jobs, though it
apparently does constrain th.e available choices.
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There are, in principie, numerous technological choices
in producing a product, achieving a technologicai objective
or organising workJ Though there may indeed be oniy one
way if technicai decisions have been made. Obviousiy, once
a product has been rigidiy specified, the production facility
buiit and the machinery instaiied, any attempt to achieve
meaningfui jobs is severeiy constrained. For exampie, an
organisation that has huge investments in stationary equip—
ment which has littie operationai flexibiiity may find it
extremely difficuit to identify ways to change the jobs cf
its machine operators. (That job design considerations might
have been brought irito the picture when the equipment was
designed is an issue of considerabie significance — but,
unfortunateiy, not one about which much can be done a±’ter the
equipuient is in place.) Technical decisions therefore canQ enhance or constrain the potential to improve working condi
tions.

An examination of the constraints which derive from
technicai decisions requires a look at the decision—making
process itseif.

For this paper, we will focus on three major stages cf
decision—making — product choice, product design and production
facility design. Aithough these three stages impiy some sort
of sequence the distinction among them je arbitrary. For
example, a technicai decision concerning product choice rnay
include technicai decisions concerning product design and/or
production faciiity design while technicai decisions concerning
product design may incorporate technicai decisions regarding
production facility design. The three stages can best be
viewed as continuum wh.erein a technicai decision at one pointconstrains future choices at a later point. Therefore, we
will look at some working conditions that recuit directiyfrom a technical decision made at a particular stage as weilas those that fiow or can be linked te the next stage (i.e.constraint to technologicai choices and decisions at the nextstage). This examination wiil show that before the worker—jobrelationship (and therefore working conditions) is specifiedthere is a wide range cf technologicai choices and a whoieseries cf decisions to be made. The design cf jobs with goodworkirig conditions is best viewed as a conseauence of prierchoices.

The hardware and software empioyed in any industry arepartiy determined by the products produced. The decision tomake these producte recuits from econornic and politicai

L.E. I)avis and A. Cherns: The Quaiity cf Working Life:Probiems, Prospects and the State of the Art, Vol. i (New York,Free Prese), 1975.
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decisions. At the most general level, these products fali
into certain demand categories. The more broadly these
demand categories are specified, the wider the variety cf
products that will fulfil them. For example, if thedemand
category is taken to be clothing with no other specification,
a wide range of products are available. Thus, constraints
to obtain good working conditions are theoretically non—
existent or at most minimal. However, in practice, the
demand will include sorne characteristics (general specifica—
tions) which lead to product choice.

Product choice

This is the first stage cf actual decision—making.
Although there is a thin une between product choice and
product design, a distinction between the two is necessary
since the focus cf decision—making is different. While
engineers are the rncst influential group in deterinining
product design, national planners have a vital role in deter—
mining product choice. In their policies influencing demand
and the developrnent cf certain industries and sectors, they
explicitly or implicitly are making technical decisions
concerning product choice which may have far—reaching implica
tions. If in response to the demand for transportation, a
technical decision to make cars is made it is likely that due
te financial constraints, one can already foresce working
conditions problems related to traditional assernbly—line work
(it is unlikely that (leveloping countries will build another
Kalmar), shift work, safety and health (noise, heat, vibra
tion, work—load, stress, etc.).

It should be noted that if the product is se finely
specified, then it is possible that only one process may be c )feasible. On the other hand, there are different ways cf
making shoes, different types cf cars, houses, etc., to be
rnanufactured.

Within a wider context, product choice has direct bearing
on policies regarding technological dependency, indigenous
technology and balanced socic—economic development. For
example, given a choice between establishing an agricultural
equipment workshcp and a cernent plant, it is apparent that
the agricultural equipment workshop offers more potential for
training and skill development, local adaptation cf foreigo
designs (and eventual local designs), decentralisation (local
manufacture cf sare parts) and cultural adaption cf working
and family lif e.-1-

Develcprnent Centre: Appropriate Technology:
Problems and Promises (Paris, OEC), 1976.
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Product design

Once a prcduct is chosen and its characteristics speai—
fied, the range cf viable technological choices are altered
if net constrained. For example, a car can be designed
according to a stylistic model used in industrialised countries
or ±‘unctionally designed for utilitarian purposes. An
example of the latter is th.e “sakbayan” (‘vehicle cf the
masses”) in the Philippines wh.ich has a smaller less powerful
engine and whose chassis, having a minimum cf accessories, is
made by simply bending and welding steel sheets. One type
ci’ car design, because of its rigid manufacturing standards,
entails a less flexible production process (especially hard
ware) which minimises possibilities for job design with gcod
working conditions. The simpler model, on the other hand,
becauses o± its less elaborate and precise manufacturing
process, imposes less technological constraints for technolo—
gical decisions concerning working conditions. Similarly,
clothing can be made from synthetic or natural fibres. A
UNIEO/TJNEP case study (19 June 1975) on the textile industry
in Thailand shcwed that the manufacturing cf synthetic
materials led to respiratory disease caused by the inhalation
of dust (composed of minute fibres of synthetic material) and
vapour (from urea and aldethyde resins); and dermatitis caused
by handling the fibres (synthetic fibres can perforate the
skin) or chemicals used te condition, dye and finish the yarn
or fabric.

In the agricultural sector, the variety 0f rice chosen
has important implications for working conditions problems
related to workload, body posture, the use of roler mills or
hand/haramer pounding, and the use of pesticides.’

c. From these above examples, we can see that technical
decisions concerning product design has important direct
ramifications for working conditions as well as for later
technological choices.

At this stage, engineers beco,me important decision—makers
since prcduct design and the technical management cf its
manufacture are usually their responsibilities.

ILO: Choices cf Technology and Wcrking Conditions in
Fural Areas, Paper submitted by A. Ianuaba te the Philippine
National Tripartite Conference on Improving V/orking Conditions
anŒ Envronment, iJanila, 12 te 14 December 1977 (Geneva;
mimeograpneci).
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Production facility design

Once the product is designed, a production facility must
be designed and built. Although produet choice and design
have substantiafly constrained subsequent choices, there are
stiil technical decisions to be made at the production facility
design stage that can effeot good working conditions. In
±‘act, most job design or humanisation o±’ work experiments nave
been carried out at this stage.

(a) Production facility at
design stage

if’ the factcry is still at the design stage, working
conditions can be incorporated in the design eriteria. This
allows more oDpcrtunities, i.e. technological ohoices ta Oensure well—designed jobs and consequently avoid future
exDensive remedial measures. At this initial production Cfaciiity design stage, ergonomie principles related to physi— —j

cal working conditions such as climatic differences, lighting,
ventilation, noise, machinery lay—out, antbropometric
characteristice o±’ workers and safety and health can be
considered. With regard ta organisation cf work and job
content, technical decisions concerning how work should be
distributed and oranised (job design for individuals or for
interacting groups), work flow, pace, level cf mechanisation
and/or automation, hours of work, shift and nightwork. rest
pauses, part o± the product done by the group or individual,
degree cf shopf’loor participation in decision—making, potential
for on—the—job training and skill development, leisure facili—
ties, etc., can be made.

A design strategy which takes into account these factors
in the “socio—technical systems’1 approach. The basic idea
bebind this approacl-i is that any production system bas twa
fundamental dimensions — a technical system (eouipment, work
procese, physical layout) and a social system social relation—
chip arnong those who perform the job). These two systems are
in-tegrated and mutually supportive. Oorollary to this idea
are the following twa assumptions:

(1) technical systems incorporate social system
choices, i.e. social system requirements are
intentionally or accidentally designed into
technical systems; and

(2) the socio—technical system is embeddec3. in a
socio—cultural environment.1

1 Davis and Oherne, op.cit.
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If we closely examine the application of technology te
work organisation at the design stage, we find that not
only dccc the tedhnical design influence social system design
and behaviour — but that the technical system design includes
social system design. W1nen a technical system is designed
it carnes with it psychosocial assumptions about man and
work. This means that contrary to common belief, technology
is not predetermined by its own developmental 111aws or

s inherent logic (technology is not deterministic). Instead,
technology is substantially determined by the psychosocial
assumptions o±’ its designers. Once these assumptions are
deeigned into the technical system, the resulting jobs conform
to the prophecy implied in the design. For example, if the
designers’ underlying assumptions are that workers are lazy,
indifferent, unreliable and motivated only by economic

Q incentives, then the technical system design will consider
them as “replaceable machine parts” to be controlled by the

O technical system or by strict personnel supervision. On the
other hand, if the designers’ assumptions are that workers
are reliable, seif—organising and capable of work comraitment,
then the technical system will require that they perform

• responsible, meaningful jobs.

Unfortunately, failure te understand th.e implications cf
technical system design has led te a division in the design
process itself with the technical system design solely with
the engineers and the social system design with managers and
“organisation specialists”. This division o± responsibilities
has allowed the technical system design te dominate and fore—
close options te design jobs with good working conditions,
and te maintain those psychosocial assumptions that developed
more than a century age.

Moreover, the came technical system will operate in radi—
cally different ways depending on the people who work there
and their socio—cultural background. Therefore technology
viith its associated work organisation superimposed on a
different socio—cultural system is likely te have negative
consequences on both the work system and the community unless
a planned effort is made te deal with these consequences.

Significantly, the “socio—technical systems” approach
provides, if net necessitates, a multi—disciplinary approach
te the design process. This ensures that both the technical
system and the social system are equally considered. Such a
joint systems design bas the potential net only te generate
technological alternatives with more choices in social system
designs but aiso te specify and incorporate social system
criteria as requirements cf technical system design.

It is apparent that engineers have a key role in the
design process. However, the current preparaton and Dractice
0f engineers require a reconceptualisa-bien 0f man’s rele in
the production system. This entails rejection cf the
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conventional view 0f the technical systern as inviolable
together with ail its concomitant psychosocial assumptions.
Industrialised countries are now experiencing the coets and
diseconornies inflicted by the choice (or non—recognition if
there was a choice) of industrial technology based solely
on engineering principies. For developing countries, the
probiems are exacerbated. Not only are engineering courses
rooted on the narrow assuniptions cf traditional engineering
but also on a totally different cultural environment.

Thus, the potential to improve working conditions at
the design stage is great. For exaniple, in the Final
Report]- on the study of the effects of group production
methods on the humanisation of work, Burbidge notes that
“there appears to be no technological limitation to the use
of group production methods”. Classifying products into O
components (discrete items such as forks, drills, casting,
etc.), bulk materials (quantity measured in units of length, Ovolume, area or weight such as wire, steel sheets, chemical
products, sugar, rubber, etc.) and assemblies (items
produced by joining components together such as machine tools,
furniture, television sets, etc.), he shows that ail the
different group production methods are in use in the
production of ah the types cf producte histed above. This
finding, based on a survey cf 189 companies throughout the
world, is a powerful demonstration o± the lack of technolo—
gical constraints in the use of group production methods
in particular, and of the fiexibility of the technicai system
in general.

(b) Production facility is
already built

If a production facility is already built and the
machinery installed, technological choices to improve working
conditions are further limited. Since at this stage
technicai decisions focus on changing an existing situation
(i.e. restructuring or redesign), the extent te which change
is possible depends on such factors as the design cf the
product, the cost of existing equipment and its operatïonsl
complexity and fiexibility, and the amount 0f money the
company is wihhing to spend on th.e change. In fact, in
some cases due to the extremely expensive equipment, only
minor modifications cari be made.

1 John I. Eurbidge: Final Report on a Study cf the
Effects cf Group Production Methods on the Humanisation cf
Work, Report prepared under contract to the International
Labour Office by the International Centre for Advanced
Technical and Vocational Training (Turin), June 1975.
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The physical working environment including such factors
as noise levels, vibration, atmospheric pollution, heat,
exposure to dangerous substances, is in rnany cases the resuit
of the overwheiming influence of existing equiprnent. For
example, most existing biast furnaces require, in order to
be operated, workers to be exposed. to extremes o± ternperature
and fumes which cannot usualiy be eiiminated without major
and expensive modifications. Another common exampie in
developing countries is a textile miii, where the elimi-nation
of dust would require major changes to spinning and weaving
equipment.

Under these circumstances, recourse is frequently had to
remedial measures such as masks, protective ciothing and
other measures which do not alter the basic nature of the
problem. Such remedial measures often create problems them—
selves or are not adopted by the workers.

Concerning work organisation, much of the research in
industrialised countries has concentrated on improvements
using existing facilities. This includes research and
experience regarding job eniargement, job enrichinent, job
rotation, etc.

An example this is a study on the scope for change in
mass production. It was found that by allowing the workers
to move aiong the une, using buffer stocks to increase cycle
time, shorter assembly unes and adding auxiliary tasks such
as inspection can resuit in some variety and worker responsi—
bility on the job. However, it should be noted that in
heavy assembly, the job is greatiy defined by th,e expensive
equipment that surrounds the work station and changes in
equipment are very costly.

The constraints posed by expensive equipment are even
more apparent in the chemical and procese industries. For
example, in petroleum refining, the amount of capital invest—
ment per worker is so huge that oniy peripheral changes, i.e.
remedial measures versus radical equipment change can be
realistically implemented.

However, in 10w investinent assembly where production is
usually in batches and the technology simple, elimination of
the assembiy line can often be offset by increased operational
flexibiiity, improved quality and better working conditions.

Therefore, once a production facility has been built,
there i-s a striking reduction in the available technological
choices, or, in other words, a striking inerease in the
constraints preventing good working conditions.

Ray Wiid: Work Organisation (London, John Wiley and Sons),1975.
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Cutting across the decision—making levels described
above, there are a set of considerations whic1i also limit
choices. As previously noted, product cboice is often the
resuit of political and economic decisions. These decisions
often reflect trade—offs between a particular society’s
development goals and priorities and the restrictions imposed
by such factors as tbe patent system, the cost of equipment,
the demands of the international market, the lack of available
knowledge concerning technological choices and their conse—
quences, and the weak information or communication system in
developing countries. Further, these decisions also influ
ence product design and production facility design in ways
analogous to those concerning product choice. The details
cf these influences are beyond the scope of the present
discussion. However, certain factors are sufficiently close
to our concerns to ment a brief look. These are scale,
quantity and quality of production.

Scale refers to size of the plant or production facility.
Some methods of production require large—scale plants to
operate efficiently (e.g. steel manufactuning) while other
processes may be carried out efficiently in small plants.
Scale has important implications for working conditions
because large—scale production frequently entails a rigid
complex bureaucratic structure and presents technical con—
straints due to the sequential interdependence of operations.
It is interesting to note that in large—scale enterprises
there is often a “strenuous attempt to attain smallness
within bignesshl.l For example Kalmar and General Motors
have attempted to create small workshops within large plants.
Moreover, large—scale plants tend to encourage concentration
of industries in urban centres, with consequent economic and
sociological implications cf migration of workers to cities
and the need of provision of housing and other social facili—
ties.

A second factor, closely related to scale is the quantity
cf products to be manufactured. Quaritity is relevant because
its specification influences to a great extent scale and the
methodof production feasible. For example, it is unlikely
that simple backyard operations can meet the production target
specified for national and export market of shoes.

A third factor concerns the quality of the product.
Differences in quality is in most cases tantamount to diffe—
rences in product which therefore entail the application cfdifferent production processes with all its attendant implications for working conditions. For example, the productionDrocesses differ between making sophisticated faster carsand simple functional ones, between making synthetic fibres

E.P. Schumacher: Small is Beautiful: Economics as IfPeole Mattered (New York, Harper and Row Publishers), 1973,p. 04.
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and natural fibres, between making a high powered versatile

tractor and equipuient designed by the International Rice
Researcb Institute of the Philippines.

IV. AJJAPTATION

Most technological processes are developed in industria—
lised countries. Therefore, the choices available te
developing countries do not aiways include hardware and soft
ware appropriate to their local conditions and needs. There
is, consequently, a need to develop or adapt technologies in
addition te those “on the shelf”. This ineans that in fact
there are two issues: the selection of technology which
already exists outside the country, and the adaptation cf
this technology to the local situation. Moreover, there is
a third source of technology in developing countries that in
a sense is already both selected and adapted: indigenous
tecbnology developed through local innovation.

Assuming that the technology is imported from abroad, it
is usually adapted in one way or another. Adaptation implies
change to accommodate the constraints and minimise the nega—
tive conseq.uences of technical decisions. It can occur
through modifications in the technical system or the social
system or both. Products can be chosen and/or redesigned to
encourage particular production processes and linkages with
other products te meet local economic priorities. An exainple
0f technical system adaptation would be modifications in
peripheral or ancillary operations (e.g. packaging, dispatching,
etc.) in a production process to obtain well—designed jobs,
even if the core technology is inflexible. Other technical
system adaptation examples such as the application of ergono—
mics, the improvementof physical working environment, etc.,
were noted in the above section on redesign after a production
facility has been built. Exainples cf social system adapta—
tien are training cf workers on—the—job or establishing
training centres, choice of location and decentralisation cf
industries, building cf social facilities, etc.

Worker—job fit

The center of any study on working conditions aould be
workers. However, thus far, we have been taiking about jobs
as if there were an average worker for whom an ideal job could
be designed. In fact, workers differ. They differ in their
physical attributes, personal needs and goals, cultural values
and. traditions, expectations, skills and abilities. Moreover,
these differences vary over time. Individual differences
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have crucial implications for adapting the technical system
to the worker and vice versa. To a great extent, the degree
o± congruence or fit between thepeople who do the work and
the work itself determines working conditions.

On the most obvious level, workers vary in human physical
dimensions and capacities (height, weight, size, tolerance
for heator cold, tolerance for physical stress, etc.). Thus,
a tool, machine or workpiace, shouid be designed to suit the
people who wiil use it. A chair or workbench designed for
an average European inay be too high fer an average Asian.
A sefety device instaiied in a drill press cannot function
because the anthrepometric dimensions cf the werker cannot
reach it. A sickie for harvesting in Western countries may
be toc heavy or require awkward posture for an Asian farmer.
Moreover, in considering physical buman dimensions and
capacities, it must be remenibered that not only do werkers
react differently to different situations, but that they react
differently to the saine situation.

Ergonomic consideration of human physical dimensions are
important flot only for the cornfort of the worker but also for
productivity. Because people are adaptable, and they can
cope somehow with ail but the most impossible arrangements,
management tend te be unaware of the price they are paying for
this adaptability. Since a person only has limited work
capacity, what he is using te overcome aspects cf the tasks
which have been made unnecessarily awkward is really spare
capacity which could be available te preventaccidents, and ta
maintain quality and productivity. Aise, proper adaptation
can bring the work within a greater range cf people (e.g. older
or handicapped workers).

Since most developing countries import their equipment
or its design frein industrialised countries, adaptation can
pose problems. Indeed, ergonomics may be more crucial for
developing countries where work is more labour—intensive.

In addition to physical differences, workers aiso vary
along psychological dimensions which they bring to the job.
These differences derive partly from different work experiences
as weil as frein more basic differences in personality, values,1ff e styles, social class, and family and educational back—
grourids. The important fact te recognise is that net ail
workers want enriched jobs, greater challenge, more responsi—
biiity, a promotion te management or an opportunity to interact
with other peopie on their jobs. Because seine workers are
more cencerned with financial rewards and job security, prefer
simple routinised jobs or prefer to werk alone sheuld net
automaticaliy be construed as an indication that they are
“unhealthy or immature” individuals, or that their q.uaiity cfworking life is poor. This is a value judgement that will
not be made here. It is important te remeuiber that working
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conditions, especially work organisation and job content,
should be assessed in terms 0f the workers’, rather than the
inanager’s or researcher’s value system. However, the fact
that such differences exist must be recognised and deait
with in any attempt to improve the quality o±’ working life
for a diverse group of workers.

Perhaps the most important factor of how a person reacts
to a job is the level of knowledge and skill he or she has
to perform it. When a worker’s skills and abilities do not
match his job, serious problems develop for both the worker
and the employing organisation. It is often thought that it
is necessary to design jobs which use a minimum cf skills to
“match” the available labour force in developing countries.
However, niost jobs designed to correspond to very 10w skill
levels consist of repeated gestures (e.g. in asseiubly unes)
or mere muscular effort (e.g. manual excavation for oons.icbon pro
jects). In the long run, such. jobsare counterproductive
because they do not lead to the developrnent of useful skills
and greater productivity. Moreover, the frustration which
results from such jobs is closely associated with absenteeism,
turnover and poor quality products.

0f course, a reverse problem is overqualification of
workers. Overqualification can represent as much a mismatch
between job and person as lack of ekiils and abilities.
Overqualified workers are likely to find themselves
urachallenged by the work and bored with it.

Certain additional worker characteristics moderate the
relationship between the worker and the job. These are age,
sex, education and culture.

Age is relevant to worker—job fit especially with. respect
to (a) the lessened adaptability cf older workers as a function
cf biological changes coupled with the need for them to adapt
to the technology itself; and (b) the changing values and
expectations of young workers due to more and better education.

Women have traditionally been assigned jobs which were
supposedly adapted to their particular abilities and communityroles. These jobs — mostly involving manual dexterity — arebecoming less and less appropriate to wcmen wh.o are better
educated, who have higher expectations and who are increasinglycalled upon to take new roles in society. For example,women are frequently employed in sorting, packing and otherroutine jobs concentrated in th.e textile, clothing, tobacco,food and similar industries.

Education also changes expectations and skills which theworker brings to the job. Even where manpower planning liasproduced the necessary supply of skill mix, there remains
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the need to educate and train people about the actual work
situation which may be significantly di±’ferent from experience
in educational institutions.

Finally, worker characteristics are also influenced by
culture. This is particularly important since the technology
which is exported from industrialised countries is designed
with a particular set o± values and attitudes toward work.
In many cases, these values and attitudes are di±’ferent in
developing countries. For example, one author’ pointsout
that “societies forni different cultural norms about ‘my work’
or ‘your work’, about who may appropriately be included or
excluded from work groups, and about work structure that
conform most accurately to existing societal pecking orders.
Moreover, cultures also differ in a variety of work practices,
including: (1) appropriate arnount 0f work; (2) time periods Q
allotted for work — continuously, infreq.uently (seasonally),
almost neyer; (3) the pacing or rate o±’ work — steady daily (
effort or short periods of concentrated effort, or machine
versus individual pacing; (4) activities that may accompany
work — taiking, singing, socialisin; (5) whether work is
done in private or in public; and. (6) appropriate work for
a person’s age and sex.”

It je therefore apparent that what is a “good” job
depends substantially on worker—job fit which in turn je a
function cf both the characteristice of the worker and the
characteristics of the job. Although a “perfect” match is
somewhat idealistic, there are usually two ways cf improving
worker—job fit once the technology is in place. These are
personnel selection procedures and training.

Personnel selection is essentially evaluating, in terms
cf the requirements of the job, the capacities of those
persons who are candidates for it. The limitations cf such
procedures are that they tend to encourage practices incon—
sistent with the attainment of a good match between workers
and jobs. For example, one problem is that jobs will tend
to be filled by people who receive the highest scores on
selection tests — people who are often coneiderably over—
qualified for the job. A second problem is that the job
requirements themselves (which are taken as “given”) often
include problems — repetitive work, noise, etc. — which
cannot be solved by selection, especially in the long run.

Training has many of the same functions and litions
as selection. While it is obvious that training has numerous
positive aspects, for the purposes cf this paper, it is neces—
sary to point te one cf its liiations: to what extent can

H. Triandis: “Work and Nonwork: Intercultural
Perspectives”, in Work and Nonwork in the Year 2001 (Monterey,
California, Brooks Cole Publishing Company), 1973.
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training overcome or compensate for poorly designed or chosen
technology? For example, how can one train a worker to cope
with repetitive work or alienation?

In surnmary, the above discussion eniphasises the need to
take into account both worker and technological variations in
adaptation. It implies that efforts to increase worker—job
fit via selection and training are often undermined if the
technology itself is poorly designed in ternis of worker
characteristics and local conditions.

Indigenous technology

Although many technologies are iinported, indigenous
technologies offer an opportunity to iniprove working conditions
which is frequently not recognised. Indigenous technologies
are net only adapted te local conditions in the use of local
raw material, but also allow theworker to participate in the
design of his own job. The organisation of work, the arrange—
nient of working tue, the division of labour, have evolved in
response te local conditions, skills customs and preferences.
Specific policies should be formulated te encourage the
development and protection of indigenous technology.
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V. AGRICULTURE AJID RURAL AND SMÀLL-SCALE INDUSTRIES

The relationship between working conditions and technology
in agriculture and rural and small—scaie industries contains
some parallels with large—scale industries, but the different
social and cuitural context and the radical differences in the
technologies most commonly found require a separate discussion.

In the rural and informal sectors, the socio—cultural *
system is a dominant force affecting ail aspects of a worker’s
1ffe. By and large, it defines who he is, what he is to do
and haw he is to do it. Relationships among people, whether
based upon kindship, neighborhood or friendship are greatly
characterised by shared values, sentiments and beliefs. The
social order based on consensual folkways, mores and religion
orient a person’s activity toward the community. The develop—
ment of individualiem is minimal.

In most cases, the family is the basic unit of production.
Equipment is limited to simple human or animal powered
impiements. Work is seq.uential and the worker carnes the
product through every stage of production. This lack of
specialisation eliminates the need for any significant
co—ordinating activity. Production techniques requires simple
skills. Technological knowiedge and work competncies are
transmitted by observation and learning by doing.-’

The introduction cf new technology causes draniatic trans— (j)
formation in individual and community lives. Power technology
(such as electnification), transportation technology, agri
culture technology and production technology resuit in, inter
alia, different sicili requirements, occupational specialisation,
proliferation cf new occupations and formai organisations, less
dependence on vissitudes o± nature, questioning cf traditional
social arrangements and authonity, and changes in the meaning
and nature cf work and non—work.

1 Peter Kiiby: “Farm and Factory: A Companison of the
Skill Requirements for the Transfer of Technology”, The Journal
cf Development Studies, (London, Frank Cass and Co. Ltd.),
Vol. 9, No. 1, Oct. 1972.
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Due to the inter—relatedness of ail aspects of life and
the poverty in these sectors, the introduction of new techno—
iogy with ail its associated values, work organisation and
complexities, causes considerable strain and con±’lict.
Perhaps, more than in the urban sectors, second, third and.
higher order effects (unplanned or unforeseen) 0f technology

- beconie evident as the people attempt to adapt and cope with
the challenges of change. For exaniple, although electrifica—
tion is introduced by governments according topreplanned
objectives, it also recuits in longer hours of work, and
increase in shift and night work.

Thus, without discounting the beneficial influences of
technological change in the rural sector, let us look at some
of the working conditions issues that are becoming increasingly
relevant as technology is diffused.

Working time

It is obvious that working tirne is greatly influenced by
technology. Although the maximum hours of work are usually
specified by mutual agreement between employers and trade
unions or by government legislation, these are often flot
effective deterrants or viable solutions except in large planta
tions where the workers are more organised and trade unions
exist. Moreover, as experience has shown, enforcement is a
problem. To a farmer what is important is how he cancorapen—
sate for a costly tractor or how soon he can harvest and market
his crops to make ends rneet. Thus, in agriculture and in
srnall undertakings, the cost o± equipment can niilitate against
shorter hours of work.

In corne cases, mechanisation and extensive use of ferti—

Q lisers and pesticides have indeed reduced hours of farrning work.
But this has been offset by an iricrease in hours in side jobs
so that in fact the total hours of work became even longer.
Thus, while agricultural mechanisation has increased productivity,
it did not solve but instead aggravateithe problems of long
hours and fatigue. Expectedly, there has been a corresponding
increase in accidents. Professor Manuaba cites simular
examples for both men and women workers in Bali.2

Thus, in the rural sector, the determination of working
time and its consequent effects on workload, fatigue and acci
dents should consider the wide range of activities engaged inby the particular worker.

In srnall—scale manufacturing workshops, long hours of workis also the rule more than the exception.

1 K. moue: “Changes of Working and Sleeping Hours ofFarmers in Accordance with Technological Innovation in Agriculture” in Journal of Human Ergology (Tokyo, University 0fTokyo Press), Vol 3, No. 2, December 1974, pp. 131—142.
2 Manuaba, op. cit.
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Workin environment

Technical variables influence the tangible conditions 0f
the workplace: noise and vibration, lighting, temperature,
chemical and other occupational hazards, dirtiness, arduous—
ness cf the task, and atmospheric pollution. In part,
optimal physical working conditions are achieved through
application of ergonomic specifications in the adaptation cf
technologies to the characteristics cf the workers. For
example, the arduousness cf the task can be minimised if the
equipment and the workplace are adapted to the human physical
dimensions of the werker.

It is widely known that extremely peor physical werking
conditions are common in small—scale enterprises and work—
sheps (“sweat shope”). They exist in ceramics and brick— Qmaking industries in Bali, the scrap lead smelters in India,
the s1aghterhouses in the Philippines, the grain—rnilling C)plants in Burma, etc.

In a survey cf small foundry workshops in Japan’, it was
±‘ound that a higher degree of mechanisatien did net solve
many working conditions problems. Dust concentration in
the moulding shops varied between 3 to 38 mg/ni3 while in the
f inishing processes measurements reached 300—400 mg/rn3 level.
Exposure te noise was significant due to accelerated mechanisa—
tien. Lighting was usually under 100 lx. Poorly designed
workspace resulted in unnatural working postures and constant
exposure to dust, noise and heat. The author notes that, from
a working conditions point cf view, the appropriate design cf
jobs should focus on practical means te red.uce environmental
hazards and excessive work deniands which may net necessarilyinclude higher tnechanisation.Since workers are often necessaryte handie the non—mechanical part of the production process,the workplace sheuld be arranged te minimise the risk cfhazards for the workers and te make allowances for them.

Occupational safety and health

In the agricultural sector, safety and health problemsrelated te technological change directly concern the use cfagricultural chemicals and the eperation 0f agriculturalequipment and teols.2 Certain levels of exposure te insecticides, fungicides, herbicides and similar preducts have beenfeund te endanger the health cf workers. In mest cases,

1 s• Herino: “Major Workshop Problems in the FoundryIndustry”in Letters to the Editor of Journal cf HumanErgolegy. (Tokyo, University cf Tokyo Press), Vel.4, No. 2,1975, p. 181.
2 ILO: Social Conseguences cf Technological flevelopmenton Plantations, Cemmittee on Work on Plantations, Sixth SessionSecond Item on the Agenda (Geneva), 1970.
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the problem lies in the lack 0f safety precautions due to
inavailability 0f pretective masks or ignorance. With
respect to the operation of tractors and other agricultural
tools, accidents can occur due. to unfam.ilarity with the
machine or tool or poor ergonoinic design.

0f course, many higher order e±’fects of technology on
safety and health can be traced to the length and arrangement
of working tirne, workload and the current state cf health of
tl2e worker.

Just as physical working conditions are worst in small—
scale industries and workshops, it is logical that safety
and health problems are also critical here. Since these
industries suffer from chronic economic constraints, safety,
sanitation and hygiene are often considered the least of
their worries. 1ny use dangerously itnprovised old equip—
ment (new ones are too expensive), machines without guarding,
or old methods and limited equipment which uiake the work more
arduous. 0f course, environmental working conditions are
generally poor and hazardous, especially since personal
protective equipm.ent are tsually not available.

Work organisation and job content

Since technology does not mean merely equipment but a
whcle network cf institutions, values and wcrk methods, its
introduction in the rural sector has significant consequences.

The introduction cf irrigation, new varieties cf rice,
the shift from human to animal power and te improved tools and
tractorisation coupled with land reform and th.e establishmentof infrastructures such as rural banks credit facilities andQ co—operatives, electrification, roads, etc. change the
organisation and content cf work in the agricultural sector.
In small—scale industries, the introduction cf more complexproduction processes and different work practices broughtanalogous, if flot, more dramatic changes. Moreover, thetransplantation cf a large—industrial complex in a rural settingbas far—reaching implications on the eixsting socio—culturaland economic systems. In these cases, the faniily was nolonger adequate to cope with the new tasks. Traditionalpractices ofteri can no longer be depended on to provide guidesta action. A distinction between work and non—work becameapparent.

The effects of technology on work organisation and jobcontent can be vividly seen in the changes in skill require—ment, the proliferation of new occupational roles (occupa—tional specialisation) and formal organisations, changes inwork practices and in personality andtitudinal orientationstoward work.
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One of the initial consequences of the introduction of
technology in the rural sectors is the increase in new roles
and occupational specialisation. A striking example of this
is the implantation of a large textile factory in a rural
town in Guatemala.’ Prier to the implantation there were
only 22 occupations of which a significant number was invoived
in agriculture. After the establishment cf the factory, th.e
number of occupations increased by 125 per cent. Moreover,
some of the non—technicai skills disappeared in th.e transition.

Organisations with their rules and expectations also
gradually specify the range and limits of a worker’s behaviour
as they increasingly take over the functions ±‘ormerly held by
the kinship system and informai reiationships.

The growth cf new work roles and organisations correspond— Cingiy cailed for workers with different qualifications and
speciaiised tasks. Machine operators, maintenance and repair Ospecialists were now required in agriculture. ile in small—
scale industries, the new tools and work process necessitated
different skill requirements. The farmer himself aiso had to
iearn the various techniques in growing the new varieties cf
crops whiie the small entrepreneur had te become knowiedgeable
about management production methods. In mariy cases, however,these new tasks involved reduction in skill requirements and
responsibility.

VI. EANS 0F ACTION

Particular working conditions are consequences cf prior
decisions about choices cf technology. Consequently, means
cf action are aimed at decision—makers who share the responsi—
biiity and perform crucial roles in bringing abcut the improve—
ment of working conditions at each point where key choices
are made. As previously anaiysed, these decisions take place
in th.e stages cf product choice, product design and production
faciiity design. At each of these stages, different decision—
makers are important and different interventions are required.

Decision—making stages

National pianners have a primary role in the making cf
technicai decisions concerning product choice. They can
±‘ormulate economic policies which influence demand for certainprcducts, they can promote the deveiopment cf new products andthey can estabiish infrastructures which directly or indirectly

1 Chandier, Morse et ai.: Modernization by Design:Social Change in the Twentieth Century (Ithaca, CorneliUniversity Press), 1969.
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determine product choice. In addition, product choice is
also greatly influenced by consumer preferences, entrepre
neurial decisions and research developments.

Product design is the initial stage at which engineers
intervene and detailed decisions about the production process
are made. Engineering decisions continue to play a major role
during the design of production facilities. Working condi
tions problems in production processes are not problems of
“rnan versus machine, but rather of man versus iïian — man, the
user ad operator o± machines, versus man, the designer 0f
them. “-i

Moreover, since we have argued that social factors should
be taken into consideration as early as possible, there is a
need to enable the representatives of the workers, the trade
unions, to fully participate in decisions which will ultimately
affect workers.

What stepe, then, should be taken to influence these
decision—makers, and what should be the content o±’ change?

The content of change

The basic areas in which technology influences working
conditions and environment have been described above. However,
these areas do not constitute a strategy for action. The
initial step in establishing such a strategy is the development
of an assessment metbodology which permits the accurate evalua—
tion of the potential of various technological alternatives to
improve working conditions.2

The next step is the inclusion of this information in
training and information dissemination programmes for various
categories of decision—makers.3 This information and training
will overcome the biases of particular disciplines and will
promote consideration of social, in addition to technical,
aspects cf the workplace. For example, engineers will be
better able to incorporate the developiuent of industrial skills
as a design criterion. Or managers, aware of the potential
cost o± poor working conditions related to particulax techno—
logical alternatives, will formulate company policies and
practices which refleot concern for the well—being and develop—
nient cf the worker. Trade unions would be enabled to evaluate
the effects on workers of various technologies and therefore
adeguately represent them.

A. Chapanis: “On the Allocation of Functions between Man
and Machines” in Psychology and Industry (London, The Macmullan
Cc.), 1970, pp. 423—433.

2
ILO: Choice cf Technology and Working Conditions: A

Social Asseasment Framework, Paper submitted by B. Koppel to
the Philippine National Tripartite Conference on Iniproving
Working Conditions and Environment, Manila, 12 to 14 December
1977 (Geneva; mumeographed).

I]1O: Information and Training Needs for Choice cf
Technoloy and Workin Conditions, Paper submitted by A. Wisner
te the Philippine National Tripartite Conference.
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At the international level, decision—makers (be they
governments, managers, or private financiers, etc.) can see
to it that the technologies imported or rented from industria—
lised countries are adapted to the characteristics cf the
worker and the local situation and are not based on psycho
social assumptions which lead to dehumanised work in the long
run.

Moreover, although. importation and imitation cf techno—
logy from industrialised. countries must and will play a major
role in development, these must eventually be supplemented
and complemented by indigenously—oriented innovation if
sustained growth and technological independence are to be
achieved.

The relationship between working conditions and technology Qis as yet at a preliminary stage of investigation. While
the conceptizal information and examples presented above
constitute, hopefully, a demonstration of the importance cf
the question and an indication cf the direction further work
rnay be expected to take, there is stiil insufficient informa
tion concerning specific sectors and psible means cf action.
The ILO’s own case studies have been undertaken on a pilot
basis and there is a need for more extensive investigation.
However, this should net be an excuse for failing to exploit
fully the knowledge we already have concerning the potential
to improve working conditions through technology.

o
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Working and living conditions depend on numerous decisions

taken in every country by ail kinds of authorities for a wide

variety of reasons. On the conditions thus determined the

country’s imniediate future will be built; they are the foundation

of its economic and social progress.

Twenty years ago it was generally accepted that ail countries

of the world could easily be ciassified according to the single

criterion of per capita revenue. This was taken to be the

essential — perhaps the only — gauge of economic and social success.

Thus the most industrialised countries were taken as a standard

of comparison for ail the others.

But Gross Domestic Product (G.D.P.) and its offshoot per capita

G.D.P. are only an index of commercial activity — an imperfect

index even in an industriaiised country, ignoring as it does the

economic activities of mothers and (iargely) of oid—styie farmers.

It becomes grossly inaccurate in countries not yet fuily industria—

lised, where non—commercial economic activities iinked to the

traditional system are stiil by far the most cominon. Describirig

economic developments in terms of per capita G.D.P. thus tends

to ascribe too much importance to greater commercial production and

hide any fail that may take place in non-commercial production at

family or village level; it tends, that is, to highiight the advantages
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of industrialisation to the national economy but flot the harm it does

to the life 0f the individual.

As industrialisation spreads throughout the world it becomes clear

that assessing its effects is an extremeiy complex matter. Some couritries

have reached a very high G.D.P., but signs 0f social dissatisfaction in

them increase and multiply as old production systems break down or new

ones urn out to be less perfect that they looked at first. In other

countries economic growth benefits only a minority - the middie classes,

or more generally speaking, towndwellers. Ail too often the peasants -

who are still three-quarters of the population of the world - lead a no

less miserable existence than before, or are still further impoverished.

The very way in which industrialisation takes place is often questioned.

Some countries give priority to heavy industry; in the long run it leads

to economic independence, but often at the price 0f crushing indebtedness

which in the short run keeps down the levels of living of most of the

urban and peasant population. Other countries weleome foreign investment

in their agriculture and industry. It produces goods which have littie

relation with what the country most needs, but puts large sums in the

public purse. In agriculture priority sometitnes goes to immense planta

tions financed by national or foreign capital, because they give the

country a share of world trade, and sometimes to co-operatives, whether

old-style or modem, producing food crops which provide the country with

an adequate supply of good quality food.

This paper is not concerned with such questions. They are serious

economic matters and each country deals with them as its histomy and

future prospects suggest. But - and this is important - to a great

extent they determine the conditions in which the people of the country
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live and work. It might be added that discussion of how the econoniy

and society should develop does flot go on only in so-called developing
A

countries. The most highly developed countries now steer widely

diverging courses, and sometimes change their direction.

This paper is on a more technical and more limited subject than

economies, but cannot completely escape their influence; for a man’s

ideas on mankind and society may mould his technical opinions.

Observers are gradually coming to agree that to be completely

successful a technical set-up and its attendant organisation (the “hardware’t

and “software” of industrialisation) require managerial staff, workers and

their families to conform in mentality and behaviour to the original model.

Industrialisation, technology and working organisation are not neutral.

Those whom they touch they transform in ways explicitly or implicitly

corresponding to the views 0f their originators. If transformation is

incomplete technique and organisation do flot achieve the production

expected of them, either quantitatively or qualitatively. Economically

speaking, this is a pity; but it may be the sign of a healthy reaction

by society to the ruthless con.straints being foreed upon it.

If transformation is complete production will be excellent. It may

even exceed that of the country from which the new technique and organis

ation came. But society as it was will be broken beyond recail, and

ail the evils of the industrial system - psychopathology, delinquenoy,

induatriai poisoning, pollution, and so on — will appear.

The above general remarks could be included in a training programme.

Bearing them in mmd, the first part 0f this paper will examine the scope

of knowledge necessary to make a choice of technology and working

what
conditions. The second part will consider/the various social groups have

to learn to act in constructive fashion.
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2.0 TH SCOPE. 0F KNOWLEDGE

The idea that choice is possible between one technology and another

or that a machine can be altered to improve working conditions is fairiy

new. It is the exact opposite of the “one best way” idea which was one

of the mainsprings of the second industrial revolution and is stili

widely advocated by seliers of technology, the more so if they represent

a trust that is particularly powerful in one or more regions of the world.

The fact is that almost any resuit is obtainable by a wide variety cf

techniques, but obviously the cost—benefit relation is not the same for

ail techniques or in ail countries. Economics should decide what choice

is made; and it is usual before making any investment, large or small, to

present the “decision-makers” with an imposing economic report.

Unfortunately some reports are unsound because they are based on

features that differ too much from those prevalent in the purchasing

country and maice too limited an assessment of effects.

These features may be geographical ones, such as climate and

communications; social ones, such as the quantity and quality cf skilled

labour and managerial staff available; or commercial ones, such as the

size and stability of the local or regional market.

Assessment cf effects on workers and their families may be too limited

because cf large—scale migrations which empty the countryside and fiii

shanty towns; on the environment, because cf pollution of the atmosphere

and water and resulting loss of essential agriculturai resources; or on

social and political developments, because cf destruction of the previous

social system, the creation cf “the submerged tenthtt, and delinquency).

J\ny changes in economic and social life should be considered by

reference to at least three criteria - the nation, the enterprise and

the family. Occupational disease, employment injury, bigger wages,
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a better food situation, and higher standards 0f proficiency cost or

benefit the nation, the enterprise and the family very differently,

according to what fiscal arid social system is in force.

Regrettably, standard works of reference on socio-technics

(adapting technology to the public at large) or ergonomy (adapting work

to the worker) are usually negative in tone. They stress the harmful

effects and social costs of technical change. This approach, when it is
annual

systematic, is deplorable; in most of South-East Asia the current/growth

rate is only three per cent. This has to be increased. The necessary

annual growth rate is five, six, seven per cent or more. Only bold

technical innovation in industry and agriculture will make it possible.

The only conceivable course, therefore, is to help on this technical change

by presenting established data on those branches of science concerned with

human performance in language which leaders 0f industry and engineers can

use to promote social and economic progress.

The scope of knowledge needed for choice 0f technology and to

create good working conditions may be broadly divided into two parts;

first, choice 0f technology and adapting it to the comunity, and secondly,

choice of the worker and adapting the work to him.

2.1 Socio-technics:choice cf technology and adapting it to the community.

Many branches of science - geography and demograpby, anthropoloj and

ethnology, sociology and economics - can be of use for this practical purpose.

2.1.1. Geography and demography. Obviously, knowledge cf local geology

and topography, cf the natural drainage system, rainfali and climate are as

essential to set up an immense sugar plantation and refinery in the North

of the Ivory Coast as for a new lorry factory in the Euphrates Valley in

Iraq. Equally, knowledge of human (and even historical) geography, and
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of population trends, is necessary in either case.

It is not enough to know that the Ferkessedogou region is fertile and
r

watered by a river (the Bandama) having a constant volume of water. Another

essential element is that the neighbouring Korhogo area is thickly populated

- by no means a usuai state 0f affairs in this region, which has been very

sparsely populated since the devastating wars 0f the l8th and l9th centuries

It is also relevant that the inhabitants 0f the Korhogo area spend part 0f

the year cultivating food crops and are available for other work jUSt when

they would be needed, i.e., at the season for sugar-cane cutting (source

M. Coulibaly, Director 0f the Institut de Géographie Tropicale 0f the

University of Abidjan). These geographical data also show that manpower

is only relatively plentiful, and will have to be imported in great numbers

from abroad unless, as in Australia or the South 0f the United States of

America, it is decided to invest in sugar-cane cutting machines which do

the work 0f 80 men. It is immediately obvious that in sugar—cane growing

regions where underemployment is endemic and permanent (as in the States

0f Sao Paulo, Brazil, or Negros Occidental, Philippines) human geography

provides arguments against the introduction 0f cane-cutting machines.

Moreover, reference to climatic and agricuitural geography shows that the

cutting season is much longer in Brazil and the Philippines than in the

Ivory Coast, so that manpower can be employed there ail, or nearly ail, the

year round.

2.1.2. Anthropoiogy and Ethnology. The usual practice in industrial

countries would fmd sociological date sufficient for the study of life in

a community. It may therefore seem curious to suggest including anthropo

logical and ethnological matter in a socio-technics training programme.

But the fact is that in approaching sociologicai questions only from

a sociological angle, using only sociological methods and theories, there
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is no smali risk of confusing phenomena of very different origins whose

dynamics have therefore nothing in common. It would be foolhardy to

compare the ten million population 0f Mexico City and suburbs with the

ten million population 0f Greater Paris, or unemployment in Abidjan, London

and New York, without observing due precautions.

Drastic as are the effects of the industrial system on ethnie and

sociological structures, France, an old, industrial, eentralised country,

shows the politicai, economic and social penalties 0f too strictly unifying

the development of the various parts of the country. In countries where

people 0f different ethnie origins exist side by side, where there are

even different peoples each with its own history, degree of technical

deveiopment, and system 0f values, it is ail the more dangerous to disregard

such differences. This is true even if the government is attempting to

bring about something as near as can be to national union. The valuable

work 0f the Department of Anthropology 0f the University 0f the Philippines

(Mr. P. Jocano), and the Institute of Ethnology and Anthropoiogy 0f the

University of Mexico, may be quoted in this connection. It is noteworthy

that their research is not into the past, but uses linguistic analysis

and description 0f the evolution of the family as an institution, of

methods 0f production and ways of life, to study the graduai change of

the old social system into the new society.

Some data are 0f immediate practical use. If, as often hapens

nowadays, it is proposed to buiid a factory in a Mahommedan country in a

sub-tropical desert region to produce a given volume of goods yearly, it

is essential to know how strictly the fast of Ramadan is kept. Where

workers observe it to the letter, going without food and even water from

sunrise to sunset, it is quite clear that in years when the fast fails
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during the hot season production wili fail sharply, particulariy in hot

workshops without air conditioning or where strenuous physical exertion

is needed. Daily production capacity will therefore have to be increased.

But there are ways of alleviating this situation. For example, in a

number of Muslim countries some maintenance work is done mainly by

non-Muslim nationals cf the country, and a thorough review and servicing

of equipment can be made to coincide with Ramadan. But such arrangements

have the serious disadvantage of emphasising the rift between the industrial

employrnent of two religious communities in a single country. There are,

obviousiy, very close connections between anthropological data and the

industrial set-up.

2.1.) Sociology. It has become a commonplace to point out the connection

between social change and industrialisation in a single country. In

particular, study of the harmfui effects cf industrialisation on social

life has so far progressed that the sericus economic arguments for expanding

the secondary sector are sometimes forgotten. Any teaching programme must

therefore fully consider ail the repercussions 0f industrialisation. rJj

critical study is most useful where it is differential and illuminates

the background cf suceessful operations as well as unsuccessfui ones : and

the socio-teehnical and ergonomie approaches have in common that they are

more interested in arriving at a constructive solution than in criticising

a bad crie.

To achieve anything useful scientific research must be cf sufficient

scope to appreciate how complex and contradictory is social change. For

example, the distribution cf tasks hetween men and wornen has been radically

ehanged in Bali by harvesting rice not twice a year as in the past, but
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three times, substituting a rice with a shorter stalk which has to

undergo nuinerous processes (source : Professor Manuaba of Denpasar).

To take other exarnples, improved marketing of palm—tree fruit, the general

increase in longevity, and the volume 0f emigration from neighbouring

countries have led small landowners in the Ivory Coast who formerly ran

their farms with the help of their sons to take on paid workers from Mali

or the Upper Volta, and to switch from the social pattern of the village

càmmunity to the wage system and private property. (Ivory Coast -

source : Mr. Drevet-Sepes).

Socio-technics is mainly the study cf the close relation between the

means of production and the kind 0f social life which resuits. Thus the

method 0f producing popular electronic apparatus such as radio arid TV sets

and cassette recorders makes necessary a complex social pattern which has

to be built up from the beginning where it does not already exist, so

that workers shail have the technical abilities required cf them.

The socio—technical pattern thus obtained leads to the same, psycho

pathological disturbances in Calcutta, Manila and Mexico City as in Paris,

New York or Budapest. But in countries in course of industrial develop

ment the situation is aggravated because employed workers as a whole

become a “race apart” of socially privileged beings - who suffer from

psychological disturbances hitherto unknown in that part of the world.

Another aspect 0f relations between technology and society is the

study 0f local sociological causes cf the failure of an industrial urider—

taking. Ail over the world factories acquired at great cost by developing

countries have closed down or are working below t}icir capacity. A

frequent cause of these bitter failures is the gross disproportion between

manpower resources and technical equipment.
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For example, an automated factory in a small town in a developing

Latin-American country has closed down because the few automation technicians

bern in that country easily fmd work in large towns, where demand is great

and life is considered to be pleasanter. The services cf foreign

technicians are prohibitively expensive because international salaries

are high and exchange rates low.

In old industrial countries and towns a more subtie form cf failure

is frequent. A factory opens in an area of underemployment. It has jobs

for a large number of workers. A f ew years later local underemployment

is as bad as ever; the factory employs only foreigners, because only

foreigners will accept the working conditions in it (e.g., the Southern

Alsace region cf France and S0DEPM1i in the Ivory Coast).

2.2.0 Ergonomy.

As has been shown above, the various branches cf science dealing

with human behaviour have undoubtedly influenced choice cf technology

conducive te better working conditions. But this part of socio—technics

is still. in its infanoy and much work has stiil te be done on framing its

basic ideas. This is net true of knowledge on the subject of adapting

work te the worker. Ergonomic thought over the last 25 years has led to

this being better understood and it is widely used throughout the world

te imp.ove working conditions.

This does net mean that ah problems have been soived, least 0f ail

hy countries in course of industrialisation. In fact research has been

almost exclusively in temperate and cold countries on inhahitants who

biologicaliy spealcing are in a very special position, and on a particular

kind cf technology. Research anywhere has been predorninantly on cosmo—

nautios and military aviation, and to a lesser extent on supervision cf
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the control panels of large automated plants in the electricai, petroleum,

cheinical and similar industries. There has been relatively little

research into working conditions in mass production in industry and services,

and very littie indeed on what goes on in non-industrial agriculture and

handicrafts.

In the special conditions of developing industriai countries the

scope 0f knowledge needed to use ergonomy will by no means be that laid

down in foreign books. Many treatises or précis on ergonomy are only

partiy applicable to such conditions. Re-definition 0f the scope 0f

knowledge necessary can only be done by researchers from the developing

industrial countries concerned. The following strikingly illustrates this

an international organisation asked a researcher from an Atiantic country

to prepare a book on an important branch of ergonomy for world use. The

book is in many ways excellent? but the subject ieads to recommendations

based essentially on anthropometry, and the author is at pains to point out

that the data he quotes is flot complete and applies essentially to

‘Western Caucasians’ (sic). There is, according to him, very littie

anthropometric data available on Asians other than Japanese; this in spite

of the anthropometric research 0f Professor R.N. Senn in Caicutta, Professer

A. Manuaba in Denpasar, Dr. Thu in Hanoi, the Child and Youth Research

Center in Manila, and many others ... Its resuits have ail been, or wiil be,

published in scientific magazines or other publications, and are sureiy

“available data”.

Bearing in mmd the above remarks, which anyone rnay expand as he pleases,

the varions branches of ergonomy should be taught with emphasis on des crip

actual
tion 0f the/working population, exact analysis 0f work and working conditions,

and a factual inventory 0f ail aspects 0f the daily workload.
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2.2.1 The Working Population.

This description may be infinitely subdivided but must aiways he

related to the actual working population. Significant examples 0f the

economically active population must be investigated, and differences between

its various parts recorded - differences between workers in the primary,

secondary and tertiary sectors, and differences in sex and age. Ail suc’n

distinctions are necessary for correct assessment of ability, as regards

anthropometry no iess than physical strength or keenness 0f viSiOfl. Thus

the Institut National d’Hygiène et d’Epidmio1ogie in Hanoi has shown that

the male Vietnamese worker is 1.58 metres ( ÷ 4 cm.) tau and the female

Vietnamese worker is 1.495 metr(
÷

3 cm.) tau; but that in spite cf

their small stature the men’s muscular strength is comparable with that 0f

taller European workers. In terms of pressure exerted by the rit hand

it is 50-37 Kg. for men, and 19-25 Kg. for women. The authors note that

the women’s muscular strength fails much more than the men’s, which is at

its height at age 27 or thereabouts. These data have been 0f the very

greatest importance in programming work in a bicycle factory recently built

in Viet Nain by a French group.

Another important aspect of the ability 0f the working population is

its state of health and nutrition. Ail too often parasites and chronic

infections reduce their ability to work. With regard to their nutrition,

their undernourishment may be quantitative because they do not earn enough

to provide sufficient calories for themselves and their families; or

qualitative, either because they earn toc littie or because the way they

buy and prepare their food is contrary to their feeding habits.

When accurnulating knowledge 0f the working population full attention

should he paid to its standard of education (its literacy, vocational

training and secondary or university education) and practical training.
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There should be due recognition cf the considerable abilities cf workers

trained in the old-fashioned way, who are expert in definite complex

thus
handicraft techniques and z easily adaptable to industrial processes with

which they are unfamiliar.

2.2.2 Work Analysis.

Workload is very generally assessed with too strict reference to

standards, and incompletely. As a resuit the actual position is seriously

underestimated.

For example, a woodcutterts workload may be assessed in experimental

conditions or good working conditions over a relatively short time, from

observation 0f a young healthy experienced worker. In fact, as was

shown in the previous section, differences in age, health and experience

lead to great differences in worker& ability and determine different

relative workloads. Also, the effort entailed by this kind cf work

varies enormously according to the quality 0f machines and tools and how

welI they are maintained. E. Grandjean of Zurich has shown that merely

the pattern of teeth on a saw may make as much as 20 per cent difference

to the effort expended. A point often underestimated is the duration of

effort. Work 0f limited duration done under the research worker’s and

the timekeeperts supervision is very different from that done over a

period of days, weeks or months.

Research by A. Laville has shown the great variations in the workload

which are produced by the innunierable incidents occurring in what is

seemingly completely monotonous work.

2.2.) Making an Inventory of the Daily Workload.

Workload is not limited to paid working time. Difficuit communications

and travelling time have also to be considered. A two—hour journey is not
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uncommon in large towns, and much longer journeys have to be made daily

in immense quickly growing cities like Bangkok, Nexico City and Rio de

Janeiro.

P.nother aspect of the workload concerns other work which for social

or economic reasons bas ta be done by a single persan. The author has

shown elsewhere that wornen working in the French electronics industry

spend something like 12 -- hours daily on paid employment, travelling, and

domestic work. This pattern cornes up time and again ail over the world

when the working womn’s timetable is exarnined.

Professor A. Manuaba 0f Denpasar poinout the very important fact

that a mari may be a peasant between 4 a.m. and 10 a.m., an artisan between

noon and 4 p.m., and a rnusician or waiter from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m1

A worker doing several ill—paid jobs infinitely complicates assessmeiit

and reduction 0f the workload.

The analysis required is complex in the extreme; but there is no

getting away from it. There is no other means 0f f inding out the truth

and producing a strategy to improve working conditions which will be

effective, humanly speaking, as well as economicaliy acceptable.

2.2.4 Branches of Knowledge making a Contribution to Ergononr.

The examples described above show that ergonomy is an integrated

approach in which anthropometry, physiology, experimental psychology,

hygiene and the study 0f pollution, together with technology and work

organisation, help to describe aiid improve working conditions. It has

also a powerful tool 0f its own, namely its methodology for analysing,

introducing and validating working situations and changes therein.
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3.0 IMPR0V4ENT 0F WOH}ŒNG CÔNDITIONS : rflE I’LUENŒ ADTRADG 0F RTIN

SOCIAL GROUPS.

As has been seen above, the excellence or otherwise, of working

conditions is intimately bound up with many features of social life.

Ail social groups should be COnSCiOUS 0f their influence on working

life, and mass media campaigns can be very effective in an ali-out drive

to make them so.

But this paper will be mainly concerned with the groups which

directly affect working conditions; with the decision-makers (managers),

engineers, specialists in labour problems, socio—technicians, ergonomists

and with the workers themselves, whose influence is decisive but different.

It will discuss what it seems necessary for each group to know, and the

training methods applicable.

3.1 Necessary Knowledge for the Social Groups mentioned.

3.1.1 Decision-makers (managers).

Groups decisively influencing working conditions include

fii1nciers, planners, employers, trade unionists and senior administrative

officiais of the Ministry of Labour and Social Security.

3.1.1.1 Financiers.

Financiers decisively influence working conditions; by being

generous or otherwise in providing social welfare, medical services or

accident prevention, and by the way they assess the advantages and

disadvantages of various types of technology and work organisation, such

as assembly unes and alternating shifts. Their choice varies enorrnousiy

according as the financiai equilibrium considered Is that 0f the enter-

prise or the nation as a whole and whether social compensations, (such as
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health or housing programmes, action to reduce delinquency, and so forth)

are considered, rather than the cost and advantages ta the individual.

Thus the cost of a worker suffering from silicosis is not the same for

the enterprise, which may pay out very littie, the social security system,

which may pay a high pension, a 10w one, or none at ail, and the sufferer

and his family, who pay a high price in cash and suffering alike. Or

depending on the method of aseessment, the ecoriomic choice of rnethod 0f

cleaning cast metal in a foundry would be either sanding and shot-blasting.

3.1.1.2 Planners.

Piaimers do flot aiways realise the importance of working

conditions. The influence 0f had working conditions on employment has

been shown in Western Europe, where arduous work is done by foreign workers

iess particular about their working conditions whilst large numbers 0f

unemployed nationals have ta be given a bare living. To some extent the

situation is similar in the Ivory Coast.

Planning also decides the broad choice between technologies entailing

widely differing working conditions, for example, the degree to which

agriculture is mechanised or industry automated.

3.1.1.3 Top Management.

Leaders 0f large enterprises, and of their trade union organisations,

have ta be fuil3r aware of how important working conditions are to workers,

who are not interested solely in what they earn even if they are very poor.

And they have ta realise that bad working conditions are extremely expensive :

employment injuries are caused in much the same way as breakdowns in which

material damage may be very great although workers escape injury. Thecost

of damage done to plant and equipment by sueh breakdowns is high.
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Similarly, bad working conditions make for unreliable products 0f

a quality too poor for the international market.

Thus, when investing in plant and financing its maintenance top

management has to have in mmd not only social difficulties but also

the economic problems connected with bad working conditions.

3.1.1.4 Trade Unionists.

It seems obvious that the proper study of trade union leaders is

working conditions. But it is often clear that workers think other

social problems - employment, wages, pensions and social welfare — are

the most important. Trade union leaders, in developirig and developed

industrial countries alike, have to make an effort to convince themselves

as well as the workers that working conditions are inseparable from

employment, wages and social welfare. There is no advantage in having

a job, a wage, and a pension if accidents are rnany, sickness cornes often,

and a short working life ends in exhaustion.

3.1.1.5 Senior Labour and Social Security Administrators.

Officiais responsible for drawing up and enforcing labour legislation

and regulations are in the highest degree concerned with working conditions.

But labour administrations ail over the world have been known to make

admirable regulations which for technical or economic reasons are impossible,

or next to impossible, to apply. When temperatures soar in a factory

in a tropical country with enormous glass walls facing South-West and

a host of machines each with its heat engine, there is littie to be done

except knock the factory down and buy other machinery, or condition 20,000

or even 100,000 cubic metres of air.

The powers of labour administration must, then, be more concerned

with technicalities, and its responsibilities limited to that stage of
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the project at which the factory has not been built and maehinery has

stili to be ordered. And senior labour administrators must not be

trained purely and simply to make and enforce regulations.

The special teaching curriculum for ail kinds 0f decision—makers

is first and foremost socio—technical; the underly-ing principles of

ergonomj are not explained to them in detail. First requisites are good

statisties on employment injuries, breakdowns, occupational diseases, and

labour turnover, and reliable financial assessments of the cot of bad

working conditions, taking into account their incidence on production and

the economy in general.

5.1.2 Engineers arid Technicians.

Clearly, engineers and technicians are the people who create the

technical set-.up. The ergonomie knowledge essential to them is part and

parcel of their technical training, and they have positively no choice but

to acquire it.

As recommended by various international bodies years ago, engineers

and technicians have necessarily to be given thorough ergonomie training

from their schooldays onwards and also recurrent training on special

problerns which work done by man raises in their particular sector.

5.1.2 Specialised Groups.

Some persons on the staff of an enterprise, such as doctors, psycho

logists, and safety and organisation engineers, do work specificaliy

covering human relations with the production set-up. They have to be

not only competent in ergonomy but also potential instructors. They must

aceordingiy have much more teaching.

3.1.5.1 Factory Doctors.

In many countries factory doctors do nothing but therapy, whereas
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much of their work should be to assess the abilities 0f the working popula

tion and the epidiomology cf the harmful effeets of working conditions,

to describe unfavourable working situations and make recommendations for

their improvement. There are many examples 0f excellent training using

this approach in South-East Asia (in India, Indonesia, Japan, Philippines,

Singapore and elsewhere).

5.1.3.2 Labour Psychologists.

Ail too often, labour psychologists stiil work on staff selection or

the psycho—sociology cf disputes, whereas they should take the lion’s share

in investigating the causes of employment injuries and in work analysis in

generai. They are the peopie who can put their finger on the hidden

difficulties in a teehnieal set-up which lead to adverse behaviour, and

they should bear much of the burden of ergonomic training.

5.1.3.3 Safety Engineers.

Safety engineers must take a decisive part in improving working

conditions, especiaily as in many enterprises the tendency is to form a

single “Safety and Working Conditions” department. Generally accepted

views on safety must accordingly be widened, and orthodox activities such

as applying regulations, using individual protectors, and safety posters or

competitions be supplemented by vigorous use of ergonomie data and system

analysis on the unes, for example, followed by the Total Loss Centre Training

0f the University of Hawai.

Organisation Engineers.

The present strong opposition to Taylorism in the industrial world is

to a great extent legitimate; systematie Taylorism is by no means of value

everywhere, and it is not the best system in much of modem iridustry.

But work stiil has to be properly organised. Ergonomy brings organisation

L
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a very considerable volume 0f new, useful data which engineers have to

assimilate so that useless workioad can be eut down and confidence in the

technical set—up increased.
r

3.1.3.5 Other Speeiaiist Engineers.

It may be a surprise to fmd purchasing department engineers or new

operations engineers on the iist of specialised groups.

The fact is that officiais buying machinery for their employers must

be famiiiar with the standards relating to working conditions which it has

to meet. Machines not up to ILO or ISO standards and unsaleabie in some

industrial countries must not be soid to enterprises in developing

industrial countries.

New operations engineers are responsible for the removals and

rearrangements so frequent in a factory. Each of these operations gives

them a chance to improve working conditions which have long caused

grumbling on the shop floor. They cannot do this if they are incompeterit.

3.1.4 Socio-technicians and Ergonomists.

Every country and enterprise or group of enterprises needs high quality

socio-technicians and ergonomists to give consultations and train other

social groups.

flot
It is/necessary to dweil on this generai need, but every national

background must be carefuliy studied so that the spirit and scope 0f these

two specialities provide exactly what the country or enterprise requires,

and models good in other circumstances are not incautiously adopted.

Evidently, to train such specialists cails for a great effort

comprising two or three years 0f post-graduate training.
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5.1.5 The Workers.

The workers’ function in labour conditions is an immense subjeet,

as yet relatively unexplored an3jwhere. This training should give workers

a better understanding 0f their work and the dangers it entails, improve

their behaviour and encourage them to propose improvements.

5.2 Training Methods.

Methods of training in working conditions are innumerable, if only in

duration. This varies from the few hours of a seminar for decision-makers

to several years for socio—technicians and ergonomists.

Differences do not end there. Much cf the training has, of course,

to be done at school as part cf general training; this applies equally to

metalworkers in their apprenticeship school and to the curriculum cf would-be

doetors, psychologists and engineers. Stili more has to be done by

recurrent training : existing staff has to be quickly trained; knowledge

is soon out cf date;and no one can go through life without adding to what

he learned in his far—off schooldays.

Some training will be highly specialised; seminars will be held on

working conditions in sugar growing-cuni—refining estates or spinning milis,

and specialists of various kinds — such as engineers, doctors, psychologists

and iabour inspectors - will be invited.

Some training will be in partieular occupations, and ergonomie data

can be submitted to factory doctors and research engineers.

For high—±evel speeialists, or very restricted subjeets such as

working conditions in the merchant marine and data processing, international

meezings are preferable. For South-East Asia it is certainly very

desirable to ho±d numerous Asian meetings, particuiarly if they can get

help from neighbouring countries such as India and Japari.
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Teaching must be written as well as oral. There should preferahiy

be a collection of oooks on soclo-technios and ergonomy, and a scientific

magazine on those subjects, for South-East Asia alone.

Brochures and popular newspapers might be very useful for mass

dissemination.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS.

Working conditions are the result of extremeiy omplex +echnical,

economic and social phenornena associated with national geography, demo—

graphy and anthropology.

One 0f the achievernents of modem science is that t has better

understood the relations between the varions aspects off the situation and

has suggested alternatives to apparently inadequate solutions.

The scope and complexity off the problems eau for the services off

large numbers of expe:rts and informed action hr man.y social groups.

1,0 improve existing conditions, and particuiarly to huild good

working conditions up from the be4nning in new production centres, there

must be ample facilities for information and training.

The social consequences off such efforts are fewer employment injuries

and less occupational disease, fatigue, absenteeism and labour turnover.

Their economic consequences are less f inaricial loss throug breakdowns,

better quality goods and a steadier flow off production; greater reliability

of complex computerised and automated plant; and better use off material

and spare parts,leading to fewer imports

The ILO can play a very important part in this work, particularly if

it can draw up regional training plans for South-East Asia.
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The University Planning Process:
A Suggested Approach

By: Enianuel V. Sorlano

The Univers ity of the Philippines, like any public or
private organlzation, needs an effective planning process. But what

for? Is there an “effective planning process” for the University?
In answer to this question, this paper offers a suggested approach

to planning.

I. Sonie Concepts

A. U. P.: A Dynamic Organiam

Most management practitioners use the word

“organization” to refer to institutions like the University of the
Philippines. This paper uses the word “organism” because it is
a more dynamic anci descriptive word to describe the U. P.

in Figure 1.
U. P. as an organism may be described as sbown

This paper, a recommended reading for aU U. P.
constituencies, je an effort to describe the U. P. planning effort
whlch bas been in the procese o! lnatttutlonalization slrice 1975 and
le now entering the thlrd cycle o! its application. The author ie the
cecutive Vlce’Presldent o! tbe University of the Philippines.

___________________________________________

I1
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Figure 1

U.P: AnOrganiam

CAPABILITIES 0F THE U.P. AS AN ORGANJSM

o An effective pattern of
relationships

o Division of Work o An effective management
control system

1’ - an Information system

I (manual or

- a performance review
system

o Coordination of o A reward package

Divided Work
o An appropriate leadership style

An organism should reflect certain capabiities as shown

In Figure J.. An organlsm nust be capable of dividing work and

çoçrditiatin work that has Ien divided aztong varlous parts of the

organism. An organism must have an effective pattern 0f re]ation

ships among persons and offices which provides not oniy a wholesome

working atmosphere but also a basis for dividing work and for coor

dinating divlded work. An organism must bave an effective management

contrai system. This means that it must be able to (1) keep track of

what is going on by means of an effective managemerÉ information

system (MIS) and (2) compare what is goirig on (i. e., actual resuits)

with what is supposed to be going on (i. e. the organlsm’s development

plan) by means of an effective performance review system. There

must also be an appropriate reward package to enbance a just distri

bution cf benefits. Finaliy, an organism must bave an adequate pool

of leaders with appropriate leadership styles.
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B. The Envlronrnent

As an organlsm, U. P. exlsts and operates withln a

certain envfronment. This envlronment bas environinental forces which

may be groupeci Into political, econoniic, social and technological factors.

These environniental forces are cbanglng and often contribute to rnaklng

the envlronment hostile, competitive, or indicative 0f opportunities.

Some o! these envlronmental forces are controllable; soine are -

controUable. FlnaUy, there Is a present environment and a future or

anticited environinent. h is within this present environnient that an

organism seeks ta survive and be useful. The organlsrn which can

accurately anticipais its environnient bas a very good chance of continulng

to operate alniost indefinitely. A diagrarn to suminarize the Ideas may

be found in Figure 2

Figure 2

The Envlroanent

o Iklitical o Changing

o Social o Hostile o Contro]iable o Preser.

ENVIRON-
MENT o Economic o Competitive

Uncontroliable o Futurt

O Technological o Indicative
of

Opportunities

C A Planlor Strategy

A plan (or strategy) is an organism’s way 0f coping with

or relating to the environment, A plan may also be regarded as:

an organism’s concept o! how to make a

contribution to public welfare or

- an organlsnz’s concept 0f how to be useful ta

society,
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Figure 3

The Concept of A Plan

o service te existing usera’

o a sense of direction

o distinctive competence

Lo beneficial aide effects

D. The Plan and Manageznent

Managen1ent inay be deflned as the formulation and

implenientation of a plan (or strategy). Tn other words, the main

function of a leader (e. g., University President, Dean, Chafrnian

or Officer) is to formulate and Implernent a plan or te cause (e. g.,

through a participative process) the formulation and implementation

cf a plan for the office or organism lie or she leads.

U. A Model of the Planning Process

A model cf tl2e planning process Is shown in Figure 4.

This model is appropriate for university planning and is briefly

discussed in this paper. Note that “strategy” as used subsequently

is as defined previously in this paper. Note, toc, that organlzational

strategy is taken to have the saine meaning as the organizational plan.

BriefLy, strategy formulation consists of four processes

as follows:

- Environmental analysis, the output cf which is a profile

of opportunities for the organism to be useful

A concept 0f how to be
useful

(composed of)

Specific programs and project

---j
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Figure 4

A Model f Planninz Proces s Stratev Formulation’

— rey actavities
— Decisions
— Relationship
Resources

Change inï
— Environinent
— Resources f-.-—
— Values

— Aspirations

— Attitudes toways:

— Risk

— Non—e conomic
issues

Envi ronmental Analysis

— Social, economic and
political changes

eØezal needs
— tevelo1ents in the

kriowledge industry
— Alternative institu—

tions
- On-going and emerging

sorvices

Res ource Analysis

— Manage rial
— Economic
— Technical
— Financial

Value Anaiysis

I Analyze and

J,

1.
Ana],yze and Define

I OpportunityProfile

1.

I Analyze and Definet

Competenoe Profile

Matching Process

‘I,.

— — — — — —

—

Strategy or Plan

Detailed Strateg3r

Stratezy Iinplementation

Possible need

_4 for reformulation ,

[Flan

Implementing Organisni

— iViSi0fl of — Pattern of

Work Relationships
— Management

Cont roi System
Reward System.

— Leadership style
— Co.rdination in use

of Divided
Work

Adapted frani Joseph L. Bower
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- Resource analysis, the output of which is a profile f

the organism ‘s competence or a profile of what the organism can or

cannot do

- an analysis of “values’t, the output of which is a profile

of priorities or a profile of what an organization wants or does flot

want to do

The outputs of these processes are subjected ta another process - the

matchng process. Here, opportunities, cornpetence and values are

matcbed sucli that those opportunities which are consistent with the

organisrn ‘s competence ami values are exploited. The output of thLs

matching process is the organisrn ‘s strategy shown in Figure 3.

Underlying the processes described above are certain

assumptions regarding effective techniques for environmental analysis

(e. g, forecasting techniques), resource analysis (e. g., financial

techniques, personnel inventory techniques), analysis of values (e. g.,

risk analysis) and for the matching process (e. g. , cost/benefit analysis,

project studies). This paper does flot discuss these assumptions and

leaves it for the reader to obtain information on these areas based on

the work of scholars and management practitioners.

III. The Time Horizon for Planning

The Universily’s strategy should have three time horizons:

- the long-terrnt or perspective plan

(25 years or longer)
- the comn,itment horizon (about 5 years) ami

- the action horizon (the next 12 months).

The first horizon ta embodied in a long-range development thrust

(e.g., U. P, and the Future); the second horizon, in a 5-year

cornmitment plan (C P); and flue third horizon, in an action plan (A P).

The CPs ami A Pa which consist of specific programs and projects

are submitted ta the Budget Commission every year.
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The ‘action p1an’ ta crucial in ternis 0f translating

portions of a long-terni plan into reality. This ta the phase of planning

cloaest ta actual impl.enientatjon and beads 0f units play the key role

in this particuiar phase,

Effective implementation of a commitment plan ami of an

action plan depends on effective Iniplementation approaches as shown

in the lower part of FIgure 4, But that would be bringing us another

extensive area o! discussion which la flot lncluded in this paper.

IV. The Planning Process: The U, P. Experience

The planning proceas (PP), as applted to U. P, rnay be

described as foilows:

A. The Major Activities

1. Worksho of Vartous Units - During the current

year, workshops o! various units (academic and non-academic) are

held from about August ta October (a) to update the 5-year comznitment

plan (CP) and (b) to review the portion of the plan (programs/projects)

for implementation during next year. As much as possible, ail staff

members and student representatives, whenever feasible, are lnvolved

in these workshops, These workshops correspond to environmental

analysls and setting of priorities at the unit level.

2, Submissjon ta Central Administration - The Unit

CPs are submjtted to the Office o! the President (cia the Prograni

Development Staff or PDS) for consolidation, This ta dons in November

and the output of this effort ta an updated perspective plan (I. e.,

U. P, ami the Future), This prellniinary output ta also discussed by

the Board of Regents.

3. The Annual Workshop o! Heads of Units This

workshop for ail heads o! unitsas representatives of their various

constituencies ta held In the month of January. Its purpose ta to

generate feedback on the vartous ideas relative to on-going and proposed

programs of the University. This workshop meets the need for environ-

mental analysis as well as flue setting o! priorities on a university-wide

level.
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4. The Executive Review tER) - The ER is conducted

in February. It is a one-day meeting of groups of rel)ated units (about

5 units like the Coilege of Business Administration, the Coliege of

Public Administration. the Philippine Executive Academy, the Institute

for SmaU-Scale Industries and the School of Economics) with officers

of central administration. The ER is intended to provide a useful

dialogue on the details of the plans of various units. Unit budgets

and priorities for the coming year are discussed at this time. The

ER resuits in further refinements on the perspective plan as weil as

a revised budget estimate for the next year.

5. Subinission of Budget Proposai to the National

Government (through the Budget Commission) - The consolidated

proposed budget arrived at as a resuit of the ER, is submitted to the

Budget Commission for review and conslderation. Dialogues with the

Budget Commission are completed in T/Tay or June. After the national

budget bas been drawn up or discussed by the Batasang Bayan In

September, the Budget Commission announces the budget ceffing for

ail government agencies mcl uding the U. F. by about October.

6. Internai Allocation througb an FAF Process ariçi

Approval by the Board of Regents - From about October to December,

the U. P. goes thxough a process of internai allocation for the next

year’s budget through a process of allocating Funds for Additional

Projects (FA P). This Is essentiaiiy a further process of reviewing

priorities in order to match the cost of projects for iznplementation

during the year wlth the actuaily available funds as indicated by the

budget ceiling. This internai allocation. upon confirmation by the

Board of Regents, completes the annual planning and budget cycle.

Meanwhile, the U. P. planning process for the next cycle (I. e., for

the year after next year) will bave already started.

B. Sortie Basic Features of the Planning Process

The foregoing planning process may thus be characterized

as foliows:

1. It is participative.
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2. It is a cont1nu1ngprocess.

3. It has a recurring 12-month cycle.

4. It is resource-seekig.

5. It is goal-settin.

The participative feature means that the unit bas the basic

initiative for planning its own future and for assisting the University’s

central administration in establishing to various funding groups

(including the national government) that its programs deserve to be

supported. Thus, the Office of tI President acts basicaily as a

faciitator of the planning process. It does flot plan for the various

units of the U. P.; its task relates to the University as a whole.

The continuing feature means that the plan of the U. P. must

be updated at least once a year. Appropriate changes must be reflected

as soon as possible because the U. P. operates within a changing

environment,

The recurring cyçie suggests the need to conduct planning

activities on a seasonal or cyclical basis so that participants learn to

anticipate the activity and prepare for it.

The resource-seeking feature means that although not ail

program/project ideas can be included for funding in a particular budget

cycle, the planning process wIll develop an inventory of ideas which

the University’s central administration can promote for support by

intereted funding agencies (e. g. • the World Batik) or which cati be

funded whenever the national governrnent is able to provide a substantial

increase in the University’s budget.

The «oal-settlng feature underscores the fact that ail

prograrnsfprojects should serve a purpose or a goal. The sanie set

of goals may require different priorities over tue. Some specific

goals may be altered while others are added.
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c. Sorne Difficulties

In our initial efforts to improve the way we use

our lirnlted resources through planzing, Borne difficulties bave

emerged. The major problems are as follows:

1. Some units stiii do not take the planning process

seriously and regard it as a one-person show.

2. Some Heads of Units stiil do flot see the planning

process as the most important aspect of their responsibiity and tend

to rely Ofl very low-level staff members to do the planning work,

3. Some uriits which need Information and additlonal

planning expertise do flot seek assistance and, as a resuit, subrnit

rather unsatlsfactory working papers which make further analysis

a difficuit, time-consuming and waàteful process.

D. Some Forthcomin Innovations

Staff work ta computer-base some parts o! the

planning process is now going on. This effort consists mainly in the

design o! new planning and budget forms which will facilitate computer

processing and analysis. This new capabiity will make higher

standards of accuracy possible and conslderably speed up the

process.
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TJNIVISITY PARTICIPANTS 0F THE WORKSHOP ON ‘PIACT’ AT HOT! FILIPINAS

Industrial Relations Program 99-63.-96
Asian Labour Education Center (ALEC)
Univ. cf the Philippines
Dilirnan, Quezon City

Anthropology Dept. 97—60—61
Univ. of the Phil.
Diliman, Que zon City

Dept. of Sociology
College of Arts & Sciences
Dilinian, uezon -‘ity

Dept. of Psychology 96-34-96
Col].. of Arts & Sciences
Univ. of the Phil.
Diliman, Quezon City

Dept. cf Psychology 96—34—96
Univ. of the Phllippines
College of Arts & Sciences
Diliman, Quezon Cîty

Industrial Relation Program 99-63—96
AL2, U.P.
Diliman, Quezon City

Industria]. Relations Program 99—63—96
ALDD
Univ. of the Phi1
Diliman, Quezon “ity

Dept. of Industria]. Engineering 97—60—61
Univ. of the Phil.
Diliniari, Quezon City

Dept. of Soc iology 96-34-96
Col].. of Arts & Sciences
Univ. of the Phil.
Dilirnan, Quezon City

Institute for 5mai]. Scale Industries 98-10—34
Deputy Director’s Office
Univ. of the Phil.
Diliman, Quezon City

24 FEBWJARY 1977

Address Tel. No.

97—60—61
96-34—96

Nanie

1. ATIENZA, Daisy B.

2 • BEmTAG1ï, p .L.

3. CRUZ, dela Ester

4.. J)AVID, F.G,

5. ESCOBAR, Lauro O.

6. GATCHALIAN, Jose C.

7. MERCADO, Auguste P.

8. PASCUAL, Luis D.

9. RUBIO, Clarissa A. (Miss)

10. VILORIA, Paterno
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INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE

BUREAU INTERNATIONAL DU TRAVAIL

OFICINA INTERNACIONAL DEL TRABAJO

Adresse postale CH-1211 GENÈVE 22
Télégrammes INTERLAB GENÈVE
Télex 22.271
Téléphone 985211

PIACT 4—l
Réf. BIT/ILO no

PIACT 2—105
Votre réf, n0

F

Professeur Alain Wisner,
Conservatoire national

des Arts et Métiers,
Département des Sciences

de l’Homme au Travail,
41, rue G-ay—Iiussac,
75005 PARIS

L (France)

Cher Monsieur,

J’ai reçu votre lettre du 14 novembre ainsi q,ue
l’exemplaire de votre rapport de mission en Côte—d’Ivoire
q,ui lui était joint et vous en remercie.

M. Massiin a déjà pris connaissance de ce texte
qu’il trouve très intéressant. Il vous fera direc
tement part de ses réactions et commentaires éventuels.
Quant à moi, je compte le lire dans les jours prochains
et espère avoir l’occasion d’en discuter avec vous à
Manille. En attendant, je vous saurais gré de bien
vouloir nous envoyer vingt exemplaires supplémentaires
de ce rapport. —

Dans l’attente de vous revoir à Manille, je vous
prie de croire, cher Monsieur, à l’expression de mes
sentiments cordiaux.

/ /

h/
. Spyropoulos,

Chef du
Service des conditions de travail

et de vie,
Département des conditions et

du milieu de travail.

Qj_ Vu Li
h-’ NOV 1911



BUREAU INTERNATIONAL DU TRAVAIL

GENÈVE

LE DIRECTEUR GÊNÊRAL

Cher Ilonsieur,

23 QV 1977

IIonsieur Alain Wisner
Professeur
CNAJI
41, rue Gay—Lussac
75005 — Paris

Juste avant de partir pour Manille — où j’espère que
nous nous rencontrerons — je tiens à vous remercier très
chaleureusement de votre lettre du 14 novembre 1977.

Votre témoignage d’amitié m’a beaucoup touché. Ernanant
d’un homme qui connaît directement l’action de l’OIT, sur le
terrain comme à Genève, il encourage encore plus le Bureau
et son Directeur général à poursuivre dans la voie qu’il s’est
tracée oeuvrer concrètement pour améliorer le sort des plus

déshérités, travailleurs des villes et de la terre, surtout
dans les pays les moins favorisés. Cela seul compte.

Je lirai avec intérêt votre rapport sur l’agriculture
en Côte d’Ivoire, dont on me dit déjà le plus grand bien.

Veuillez agréer, cher Monsieur, avec mes remerciements

l’exrression de mes sentiments très cordialement dévoués0

F:



INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE

j1ILOI BUREAU INTERNATIONAL DU TRAVAIL

OFICINA INTERNACIONAL DEL TRABAJO

Ê
Prof. A. Vîisner

Adresse postale CHi211 GENÈVE 22 Conservatoire national des
Télégrammes INTERLAB GENÈVE
Télex22.271 aIS et metiers
Téléphone 985211 Département des Sciences de

l’homme au travail

Réf. BITIILO flO DT!1’P1 A 41, rue Gey—Lussac
75005 PARIS

Votre réf, n°
L

(Franc e)

Cher Monsieur,

A mon retour d’une mission su Vénézuéla, j’ai lu avec
intérêt le rapport sur votre mission en Côte d’Ivoire qui
ét5it joint à votre lettre du 14 novembre, dont je vous remercie.

Les recommandations que vous formulez quant à la nécessité
de distinguer, dans le secteur agricole, les travailleurs salariés
des entreprises agro—industrielles et agricoles et les travailleurs
non—salariés et de susciter par conséquent des modèles d’organi
sation et de relations différents pour ces deux catégories,re—
joignent tout à fait celles que formulait le mission PIAOT qui
s’est rendue su Sénégal en mai dernier. J’ai été heureux de voir
l’importance que vous attachez à l’action des G.V.C. et du
CENAPEC en général.

Comme vous le savez peut—être déjà, II. ivlassun s eu de nciuvesux
entretiens en Côte d’Ivoire à l’occasion de la tenue de la
Conférence Regionele Africaine de l’OIT fin septembre — début
octobre et actuellement iille Savignac, psychosociologue du travail
de l’Institut de Recherche en Amélioration des conditions de travail,
qui se rendait en Côte d’Ivoire, e été chargée de deux recherches,
menées avec l’appui du Centre ivoirien de recherches économiques et
sociales et portant l’une sur l’impact de l’introduction de la
culture attelée sur les conditions de travail des paysans du nord
et l’autre sur les effets sociaux des G.V.C. en Côte d’Ivoire0 Vous
voyez donc que l’action se poursuit pour nous permettre de mieux
connaître la situation, et de ce fait les possibilités d’action,
spécialement dans ce secteur agricole non—salarié.

• ./. .



1

2

Il vous intéressera sans doute de savoir que, bien que la
Conférence régionale africaine n’avait pas à son ordre du jour un
point technique relatif aux conditions et au milieu de travail,
elle s adopté sur ce sujet une résolution qui se félicite de l’action
du PIACT en Afrique et demande qu’elle soit renforcée. Vous en
trouverez ci—joint le texte.

J’espère que les discussions de Manille seront fructueuses0
Rien n’est négligé pour leur préparation.

Veuillez agréer, cher Monsieur, l’expression de mon souvenir
très cordial.

-p

J. de Givry
Chef du Département des conditions

et du milieu de travail.
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3. Encourage la formation de cadres qualifiés chargés de contrôler les
conditions de travail et demande à toutes les parties concernées d’oeuvrer en
commun pour faire des lieux de travail des centres où le travailleur évolue èr
toute confiance, en toute sécurité, bénéficiant de l’assistance sanitaire et
sociale en permanence.

4. Demande aux gouvernements, aux employeurs et aux travailleurs de coordonner ‘

leurs efforts pour empoher toute prolifération d’industries polluantes, toxiques
et dangereuses ou d’en contrôler et réglementer l’installation et de veiller au
respect des normes scientifiques édictées en matière de préservation de la santé
des travailleurs, notamment en ce qui concerne les bruits, l’éclairage, l’intensité,
les odeurs, les rythmes, la durée, les travaux pénibles et insalubres, etc.

5. En appelle à tous les Etats africains Membres de l’OIT afin qu’en coll.a-
boration avec les organisations de travailleurs et d’employeurs ils prennent des
dispositions pour nasser regulierement en revue la situation des conditions et ‘..

du milieu de travail sur le plan national, pour se fixer un certain nombre.
d’objectifs précis destinés à améliorer ces conditions et pour mettre en oeuvre.;7’u.:
les meuies concretes jugees necessaires

.

6. Suggère aux Etats africains qui éprouvent des difficultés à définir et
à exécuter des programmes en la matière de recouril le cas échéant à la coopération ‘1
technique du BIT pour surmonter ces difficultés, notamment sous forme d’envoi de
missions d’équipes multidisciplinaires du PIAOT.

7. Invite l’Organisation internationale du Travail à intensifier son action’
tendant à aider les Etats d’Afrique qui en feraient la demande à développer leurs “‘

politiques et leurs programmes d’action pour l’amélioration des conditions et du
milieu de travail par des mesures telles que ‘

a) un effort de promotion spécial destiné à encourager la mise en oeuvre, par les
Etats africains, des normes internationales du travail relatives aux
conditions et au milieu de travail,

b) le rassemblement et la diffusion systématiques d’informations sur les expé
riences d’amélioration des conditions et du milieu de travail déjà réalisées
en Afrique et ailleurs;

e) l’organisation de cycles d’études et de formation sur les conditions et le
milieu de travail à l’intention des respDnsables gouvernementaux, des cadre
dirigeants d’entreprise et des organisations d’employeurs et de travailleurs ‘,

et l’introduction, dans les autres programmes de formation de l’OIT,
d’éléments relatifs à l’amélioration des conditions et du milieu de travail;

d) la mise en place dans la région et, le cas échéant, dans les sous—régions, - ..••.

d’équipes rnultidisciplinaires permanentes de spécialistes, mentionnées dans ‘..‘ tiêla résolution précitée de la Conférence générale de l’OIT;
.‘, ‘‘44

e) le lancement d’expériences pilotes d’amélioration des conditions et du milieu
de travail dans les zones rurales;

f) l’inscription à l’ordre du jour de la prochaiile session de la Commission
consultative africaine de la question de l’amélioration des conditions et
du milieu d.e travail.

‘

‘

_____
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3. Encourage la formation de cadres qualifiés chargés de contrôler les
conditions de travail et demande à toutes les parties concernées d’oeuvrer en
commun pour faire des lieux de travail des centres où le travailleur évc
toute confiance, en toute sécurité, bénéficiant de l’assistance sanitaire €
sociale en permanence.

4. Demande aux gouvernements, aux employeurs et aux travailleurs de coordonner
leurs efforts pour empocher toute prolifération d’industries polluantes, toxiques
et dangereuses ou d’en contrôler et réglementer l’installation et de veiller au

• respect des normes scientifiques édictées en matière de préservation de la santé
des travailleurs, notamment en ce qui concerne les bruits, l’éclairage, l’intensité,
les odeurs, les rythmes, la durée, les travaux pénibles et insalubres, etc.

5. En appelle à tous les Etats africains Membres de l’OIT afin qu’en colla
boration avec les organisations de travailleurs et d’employeurs ils prennent de
dispositions pour passer régulièrement en revue la situation des conditions et.
du milieu de travail sur le plan national, pour se fixer un certain nombre.
d’objectifs précis destinés à améliorer ces conditions et pour mettre en oeuvre
les mesures concrètes jugées nécessaires.

6. Suggère aux Etats africains qui éprouvent des difficultés à définir efr
à exécuter des programmes en la matière de recourix le cas échéant à la coopération
technique du BIT pour surmonter ces difficultés, notamment sous forme d’envoi de .
missions d’équipes multidisciplinaires du PIAOT.

7. Invite l’organisation internationale du Travail à intensifier son actiøn
tendant à aider les Etats d’Afrique qui en feraient la demande à développer leurs
politiques et leurs programmes d’action pour l’amélioration des conditions et du
milieu de travail par des mesures telles que

a) un effort de promotion spécial destiné à encourager la mise en oeuvre, iar les
Etats africains, des normes internationales du travail relatives aux
conditions et au milieu de travail;

b) le rassemblement et la diffusion systématiques d’informations sur les expé
riences d’amélioration des conditions et du milieu de travail déjà réalisées
enAfrique et ailleurs;

c) l’organisation de cycles d’études et de formation sur les conditions et le
milieu de travail à l’intention des responsables gouvernementaux, des cadres
dirigeants d’entreprise et des organisations d’employeurs et de travailleurs
et l’introduction, dans les autres programmes de formation de l’OIT,
d’éléments relatifs à l’amélioration des conditions et du milieu de travail;

d) la mise en place dans la région et, le cas échéant, dans les sous—régions,
d’équipes xnultidisciplinaires permanentes de spécialistes, mentionnées dans
la résolution précitée de la Conférence générale de l’OIT;

e) le lancement d’expériences pilotes d’amélioration des conditions et du milieu
de travail dans les zones rurales;

f) l’inscription à l’ordre du jour de la prochai1e session de la Commission
consultative africaine de la question. de l’amélioration des conditions et
du milieu de travail.

D. : ution cscernant a ratification et
mie oc-v dr me • t 1

:iva eifrjnue
es

La c1quirrs atricaine de l’Organisation internationale
du Travail,

S’ tnnt rétisie . !LDid. du 2 sotcmbre o octobre 1977;

ons drai- oi e r’i:rnnc s i c:rr Lic-aies i tr-2 d’une importance
ra3t ii lc ICL ce L_ c L il orsertiel dans la
défiy:iti o o’ bcc’ie e :rnove1 J acti s ocur 1 rot’.tior o droits de l’homme,
J.a c’e:nroi, la oatisfact.ios dc teosins essentiels la raJisation
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15 Novembre 1977

Monsieur Fortin
Directeur du Cabinet
Direction Générale du B.I.T.
CM 1211 GENEVE 22

Cher Ami,

Je vous fais parvenir, ci-joint, mon rapport
de mission sur les conditions de travail dans l’agri
culture en Côte d’Ivoire, une copie de la lettre d’I.W.A.,
ainsi que la copie de la lettre que j’adresse à Monsieur
Blanchard.

J’espère qu’il n’en trouvera pas le ton trop
grandiloquent ou familier, mais il me semble qu’il y a
des moments difficiles où l’on a besoin que les gens
qui vous entourent s’expriment simplement.

Je reste persuadé que malgré les difficultés

4 qu’il rencontre, le P.I.A.C.T. demeure à terme une
nonne carte de l’O I T Le P I A C T Agriculture est
lui-même ce qu’il y a de plus difficile dans le P.I.AC.T.,
mais peut être aussi un élément positif du programme.

J’espère que vous serez à Manille et que je
pourrai vous faire aimer quelques beaux paysages de cette
région.

Bien amicalement.

A. Wisner



15 Novembre 1977

Monsieur Hellen
Chef du Service Hygiène et Sécurité
B.I.T.
Ch 1211 GENEVE 22

Cher Monsieur,

Vous avez bien voulu plusieurs reprises
me considérer comne un collaborateur de votre service,
et en particulier au cours de ma récente mission en
Côte d’Ivoire.

C’est la raison pour laquelle je vous
fais parvenir ci—joint mon rapport de mission, dans
lequel vous trouverez quelques indications dans le
domaine de l’hygiène et de la sécurité du travail.

Vous constaterez surtout la pauvreté des
outils d’évaluation et d’action dont on dispose dans
la domaine spécifique du travail en agriculture.

Malgré les difficultés dans lesquelles
se trouve l’O.I.T., je suis persuadé qu’il est nécessaire
de faire un effort particulier dans ce domaine quitte
ce que le financement des actions lourdes soit assuré
par le P.N.U.D. ou la Banque Monia1e, à condition que
le B.I.T. en reste le maître d’oeuvre.

Je vous prie d’agréer, Cher Monsieur,
l’expression de mes sentiments dévoués.

A. Wisner



15 Novembre 1977

Monsieur Jain
Directeur Général Adjoint
B. I.T.
CH 1211 GENEVE 22

Monsieur le Directeur Général,

Je vous prie de trouver ci-joint le rapport
de la mission P.I.A.C.T. Agriculture que j’ai accomplie
l’été dernier en Côte d’Ivoire.

Le P.I.A.C.T. est difficile i promouvoir au
sein du B.I.T.. Le P.I.A.C.T. Agriculture l’est encore
plus mais sa nécessité me paraît également très grande.

Je crois que des possibilités d’action existent,
mais elles sont trop coûteuses pour le budget du B.I.T.,
surtout dans la crise actuelle. Aussi me semble t—il que l
encore, plus qu’ailleurs, le rôle de l’U.N.D.P. et de la
World Bank me paraît déterminant pour financer ce que le
E.I.T. aura analysé et proposé.

Je vous prie d’agréer, Monsieur le Directeur
Général, l’expression de mes sentiments dévoués.

A. Wisner
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14 Novembre 1977

Monsieur le Gouverneur Nairay
Directeur du Cabinet
Présidence de la République
ABIDJAN

Côte d’Ivoire

LIonsieur le Gouverneur,

J’aurais dû vous écrire dès mon retour pour
vous remercier de l’accueil si bienveillant et si ouvert
que vous m’avez réservé.Je voulais accompagner ma lettre
de mon rapport de mission, ainsi ai-je été imprudent.

Les lourdes charges d’enseignement et de recherche
qui sont les miennes dans une période économique et sociale
difficile, la rédaction d’un important document pour une
conférence du B.I.T. en Asie du Sud-Est m’ont empêché d’écrire
mon rapport rapidement.

Je vous fais parvenir ce rapport de façon officieuse
et sous une forme différente de celle sous laquelle vous le
recevrez par les voies officielles. En effet le B.I.T. se
réserve, de façon très légitime, le droit de ne transmettre
les rapports que sous une forme qui lui convienne.

Le document cijoint n’engage que moi. J’espère
que vous y trouverez les de l’affection que je porte
à la Côte d’Ivoire et du respect admiratif que j’ai acquis
pour son Gouvernement. Je souhaite éqalemerit que vous par
donniez toutes les naivetés d’un travail trop rapide et
superficiel.

Le présent rapport, sous sa forme actuelle, ne
parviendra à personne d’autre que vous, en Côte d’Ivoire.

Je vous prie d’agréer, Monsieur le Gouverneur,
avec mes remerciements, l’expression de mon respectueux
dévouément.

A. Wisner



14 Novembre 1977

Monsieur Blanchard
Directeur Général
B.I.T.
CH 1211 GENEVE 22

I

Monsieur le Directeur Général,

J’ai suivi avec beaucoup d’autres le combat si
rude que vous avez mené pour conserver 1’O.I.T. son caractère
universel, et j’ai appris avec une véritable tristesse la
décision néfaste des Etats-Unis.

Je vous suis encore quand vous décidez de continuer
â gouverner fermement, dans les conditions actuelles, cette
organisation dont j’ai vu le caractère irremplaçable dans

les pays en dévelop.ement — et même aux Etats-Unis — comme
en témoigne une lettre que j’ai reçue aujourd’hui d’une orga
nisation syndicale et dont je vous joins une photocopie.

Je vous fais parvenir également le rapport sur
les conditions de travail dans l’agriculture en Côte d’Ivoire.
Vous y verrez les caractères indispensables de l’action t1U

B.I.T.,et des propositions que le P.N.U.D. et la Banque 1Qfldia1e
pourraient financer si le 13.I.T. n’était pas en mesure de
faire.

Je vous prie d’agréer, Monsieur le Directeur
Général, l’expression de mon admiration et de mon respectueu
dévouement.

A. Wisner



14 Novembre 19777

Monsieur assun
Service des conditions
du travail et de vie
B. I.T.
CH 1211 GENEVE 22

Cher Ami,

Je vous fais parvenir ci-joint un exemplaire
de mon rapport sur la Côte d’Ivoire cui a souffert de
grands délais du fait de mon travail normal et de la
double charge provenant du B.I.T. (Conférence de Manille).

Je ne pense pas que mes constatations et
conclusions sécartenté sensiblement de votre façon de
voir. Je suis seulement très préoccupé de voir le B.I.T.
malheureusement enqagé vis—.—vis du Ministère du travail
qui visiblement ne s’intéresse pas l’agriculture.

J’espère que nous aurons bientôt l’occasion de
discuter ensemble de ces questions.

Je vous remercie du rapport sur votre deuxième
mission en Côte d’Ivoire et du projet de Mademoiselle
Savignac qui me paraît excellent. Peut-être pourrait-on,
toutefois, mettre en doute le titre général du projet car
son travail portera sur une ethnie bien particulière
(SENOUFOS) vivant dans des conditions économiques spéci-
figues. Il s’agira plutôt d’une monographie.

Je vous prie d agréer, Cher Ami, l’expression
de mes sentiments très cordiaux.

A. Wisner
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14 Novem!re 1977

Monsieur de Givry
Chef du Département des conditions
et du milieu de travail
B.I.T.
1211 GENEVE 22

Cher Monsieur,

Je vous prie e trouver ci-oint le rapport
de la mission en Côte d’ivoire que l’ai accomplie il y a
trois mois.

J’ai présumé de mes capacités, en acceptant
d’écrire, au moment de la rentrée Universitaire, la confé
rence que je dois faire Manille et ce rapport.

Je dois dire que l’ai eu, en outre, des diffi-’
cuités mettre en crclre mes idées, compte tenu de la nou
veauté des problèmes posés pr les conditions de travail en
agriculture.

Comre vous le verrez, un des points les plus
sensibles est l’absence d’interlocuteurs organisés du point
de vue gouvernemental, patronal et syndical.

Je serais particulièrement heureux s’i.l vous était
possible de me faire savoir votre luçement sur mes propositions.
dans ce dernier domaine. Vous trouverez sans difficulté dans
les propositions que e retiens, le double modèle français
d’un secteur tripartite et d’un secteur bipartite (petits
propriétaires).

Je sais cobhien le départ des Etats—Unis houle-’
verse le B.I.T., mais le n’ai pas cru devoir me iimiterj.t»À

dans es propositions relatives aux conditions de
travail dans l’agriculture. Comme je l’écris, on peut penser
qu’il sera possible de trouver un financement non B.I.T., dans
ce domaine, et que nous pourrons dans ce cas aqir comme un
Bureau d’Etudes.

Je vous prie d’agréer Cher ‘onsieur, l’expression
de mes sentiments dévoués.

A. Wisner



14 Novembre 1977

Monsieur Spyropoulos
Chef du service des conditions
du travail et de vie
B.I.T.
CH 1211 GENEVE 22

Cher Monsieur,

J’ai le plaisir — tardif — de vous faire
parvenir ci—joint un exemplaire du rapport de ma mission
en Côte d’Ivoire.

Je regrette mon retard dû à ma surcharge et
aussi aux autres travaux faits pour le B.I.T.. Le délai est
également dû au fait que le domaine des conditions du travail
en agriculture est tout nouveau et qu’aucune structure lui
correspondant n’était organisée en Côte d’Ivoire.

Comme vous le verrez, mes suggestions sont
très peu académiues et peut-être jugerez—vous qu’il convient
de les orienter autrement. J’avoue que je suis assez inquiet
de ce que j’ai compris de la dernière visite de Monsieur
MassUn à Abidjan. J’ai l’impression que si le B.I.T. est
contraint à négocier seulement avec le Ministère des Affaires
Sociales et le lIinistère du Travail, l’installation du PIACT
en agriculture sera très difficile car c’est probablement au
Ministère de l’Agriculture ou même à la Présidence que les
décisicns seront prises.

J’espère que j’aurai l’occasion de vous commenter
à Manille les termes de ce rapport, sinon je me tiendrai à
votre disposition pour vous en entretenir à Genève en Janvier.

N

\

./...



Je vous pr e d ‘ac’rer, C1er onsieur: i ‘expressio
de mes sentiments dvous.

?\ Wi9ner

N.B. Je 3Ui! votre dispositiion pour vous faire parvenir
le nombre de ratports néces9aire.

- Je vous ai adressé, sous in autre pli, les documents
rcueilli au cours de mon sjour, au le rap’ort
DUVET- EDES cui est en possessiofl de “onieur ‘sun.



Monsieur Spyropoulos
Chef du Service des conditions de
travail et de vie
BIT
Ch 1211 GENEVE 22

Cher Monsieur,

Je me réjouis de voir la préparation de la réunion
de Manille se dérouler de façon satisfaisante. Je pense arriver
samedi 3 Décembre à Manille, ou au plus tard dimanche 4. Je ne
manquerai pas de prendre contact avec Monsieur Unni Nayar dès
lundi matin 5, de telle sorte que je puisse travailler avec
Monsieur Thurman et Mademoiselle Dy et vous rencontrer dès
votre arrivée, le mardi 6. Je crains toutefois que l’effet de
ce demi—tour de la terre ne vous gêne quelque peu pour ce
premier jour de réunion.

Le rapport sur la mission en Côte d’Ivoire est quasi—
terminé et je vous l’adresserai très prochainement.

J’avoue être quelque peu déçu du fait que les correc
tions indispensables n’ont pas pu être apportées à la version
anglaise de mon texte. J’ai en effet fourni un effort considé
rable pour essayer de me faire parfaitement comprendre par le
public anglophone et, pour tout dire, je n’ai pas été aidé par
la traduction du BIT qui était franchement mauvaise.

Les corrections que je vous ai adressées sont indis
pensables à la compréhension de beaucoup de parties du texte,
aussi je vous demande de bien vouloir adopter la solution que
vous avez suggérée, et qui consiste à adjoindre à mon texte
la liste des corrections que je demande. Il faudra certainement
que le secrétariat fasse le travail nécessaire qui consiste à
indiquer à quelle ligne de chaque page se situe la correction,
et quelle est l’expression qui doit être remplacée par une
autre.

. ../. . .

/ ,

z,

3 Novembre 1977
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Je suis désolé de cette situation mais, comme vous
avez pu le noter, j’ai répondu dès le 7 Octobre votre lettre

• du 5 en signalant que les corrections ne seraient pas négli
geables, et j’ai adressé le 10 la copie annotée de la traduc
tion en anglais avec cina pages de corrections dactylographiées.
Tout cela est donc arrivé deux mois avant le début de la confé
rence de Manille.

J’ai appris avec beaucoup de tristesse la décision
des Etats—Unis. J ‘espère cependant rjue l’action diplomatiqie
menée par la Direction du BIT permettra de limiter les dégats
et, ?eut—être même, terme, de retourner la situation.

Veuillez agréer, cher Monsieur, l’expression de mes
sentiments dévoués.

A. Wisner



Adresse postale CH-1211 GENÈVE 22
Télégrammes INTERLAB GENÈVE
Télex 22.271
Téléphone 985211

PIACT 2—84—l
Réf. BIT/lLO no PIACT 2—103

PIACT 4—1
Votre réf, n0

F

Professeur Alain Wisner,
Conservatoire national
des Arts et Métiers,
Département des Sciences
de l’Homme au Travail,
41, rue Gay—Lussac,
75005 PARIS

L
(France)

Cher Monsieur,

Votre lettre du 7 octobre, q,ui a dû se croiser avec celle
que je vous ai adressée le 13 octobre, a été reçue quelques
heures avant mon départ pour Lima. A mon retour de Lima, j’ai
pris connaissance de votre lettre du 14 octobre.

Il ne sera malheureusement pas possible d’apporter, au
texte de votre rapport pour la réunion de Manille, les cor
rections que vous proposez, car le document était déjà repro
duit et envoyé à Manille le jour—même où nous avons reçu votre
lettre du 7 octobre. Je suis désolé pour ce contretemps, d’au
tant plus qu’il ne sera pas possible à notre service de repro
duction de documents de procéder à un nouveau tirage de votre
rapport. De toute façon, il s’agit de la traduction d’un texte
et seul l’original en français fait foi. Cependant, si vous
tenez absolument à ce que les corrections soient portées à la
connaissance des participants, nous pourrions faire circuler
un corrigendum.

.:o

CUS Pi-l

SENT

SEPRTE CO’

REMlT°

Vous trouverez ci—joint un exemplaire de la version
anglaise de ce rapport et dix exemplaires vous sont envoyés
sous pli séparé. Notre stock est, pour le moment, limité et
je préférerais attendre la réunion de Manille avant de vous
faire parvenir quelques copies supplémentaires.

Ci—joint également un exemplaire de la version espagnole
de ce document dont dix autres exemplaires vous sont adressés
sous pli séparé.

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE

‘
BUREAU INTERNATIONAL DU TRAVAIL

$s4fr OFICINA INTERNACIONAL DEL

1 NOV 17T!



page 2

J’arrive à Manille le mardi 6 décembre dans le courant
de l’après—midi et je prendrai contact avec vous dès mon ar
rivée. M. Thurman et Mile Dy seront à Manille dès le 29 no
vembre pour préparer les deux réunions au sujet desquelles
je vous envoieci—jointes deux notes d’information ainsi qu’un

2 exemplaire du rapport qui est soumis à la Commission consul
tative asienne (voir chapitre IV) pour votre information.
Vous recevrez ce dernier rapport sous pli séparé.

Nous serons, M. Thurman et moi—même, en contact avec le
Ministère du Travail pour la préparation de la Conférence
nationale tripartite. Quant aux consultations régionales qui
précèderont la Conférence, je m’en occuperai personnellement
en consultation avec M. Jain. Vous pourriez, de votre côté,
profitant de votre présence à Manille quelques jours avant
l’ouverture de la Conférence nationale tripartite, prendre
contact avec les services et les personnalités intéressés aux
questions évoquées dans votre rapport.

Quoi qu’il en soit, il serait utile que l’on se voie dès
mon arrivée à Manille en présence des autres collègues et
consultants pour discuter de l’organisation des deux réunions.

J’ai pris note du paragraphe de votre lettre concernant
la préparation de votre rapport de mission en Côte—d’Ivoire
et je comprends parfaitement bien les difficultés auxquelles
vous vous heurtez pour la mise au point dê ce rapport. J’es
père que notre rencontre à Manille nous permettra d’évoquer
cette question de vive voix.

Veuillez agréer, cher Monsieur, l’expression de mes
sentiments très cordiaux.

G. Spyropoulos,
Chef du

Service des conditions de travail
et de vie,

Département des conditions et
du milieu de travail.
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20 Octobre 1977

Monsieur Farran

Directeur
Copie Mr Devaux

Monsieur le Directeur,

Je participe depuis 1974, comme Conseiller du Directeur
Général du Bureau International du Travail (BIT), à la préparation
et à la réalisation du Programme International pour l’Améliora
tion des Conditions de Travail (PIACT). Monsieur Blanchard,
Directeur Général du BIT, avait d’ailleurs écrit à Monsieur Citti
pour le remercier de la contribution que le CNAM apportait ainsi
à son Organisation.

Dans le cadre de cette activité qui demeure inscrite
dans les limites de durée annuelle en usage dans l’enseignement
supérieur, je suis invité à accompagner le Directeur Général du
BIT à la Consultation Asienne sur les conditions de travail et
les implications sociales du choix technologique, où je dois
donner l’exposé introductif dont je vous joins un exemplaire.

Cette réunion aura lieu à Manille (Philippines). Je
serai absent de Paris du 1er au 18 Décembre 1977; mes cours des
lundis 5 et 12 Décembre seront assurés par Monsieur B. Pavard,
maître—assistant; la direction du laboratoire sera assurée en
mon absence par le Docteur Laville mon adjoint.

Je vous serais reconnaissant de bien vouloir me faire
établir une autorisation d’absence pour cette période, compte
tenu du fait que les frais de mission sont à la charge du BIT.

Veuillez agréer, Monsieur le Directeur, l’expression
de mes sentiments dévoués.

A. Wisner



20 Octobre 1977

SOCIETE GENERALE

37 rue Gay—Lussac

PARIS 5ème

Monsieur le Directeur,

Je vous serais reconnaissant de bien vouloir me faire

établir des chèques de voyage pour u montant de 1.000 $ et

mettre également à ma disposition une somme de 200 $ en espèces.

La contrepartie de cette somme est à prélever sur mon

compte n° 5.060.071.8.

Au cas où cela paraîtrait nécessaire, je vous fais

parvenir ci—jointe la photocopie du contrat de travail avec le

B.I.T. qui précise les raisons de mon voyage et peut assurer au

contr8le des changes français que, s’il va sortir de France

1.200 $, il en rentrera 2.812 de la part du B.I.T.

Veuillez agréer, Monsieur le Directeur, l’expression

de mes sentiments les meilleurs.

A. Wisner
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INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE

I U BUREAU INTERNATIONAL DU TRAVAIL

OFICINA INTERNACIONAL DEL TRABAJO

EXTERNAL COLLABORATION CONTRACT

The International Labour Office (hereafter referred to as the ILO) and

Name in full : Professor A. Wisner

Address Conservatoire national des Arts et Métiers
41 rue Gay-Lussac
75005 PARIS
France

(hereafter referred to OS the external col aborator)

hereby agree as follows

OENERAL CLAUSES

1. The external collaborator wilI perform for the ILO the work described in paragraph 14 of this contract,
in accordance with the specifications and within the time limits set out in paragraph 13.

2. Upon completion of the work as provided for above to the satisfaction cf the Director-General, the ILO
will pay the external collaborator o fee cf

US$2812.-- (Two thousand, eight hundred and twelve United States’ dollars)

The external col laborator shol I flot in any circumstances be entitled to any payments ofher thon those
expressly provided for above. This fee will include any out-of-pocket expenses such as travel costs,
stenogrophic expenses, etc.

3. Payment shall be effected in the following manner

Lump sum on completion cf the work on report.

ILO 1087(E) L7e



4. In the event that the wor[K provided for in this contract is unsatisfactory or fails ta conform to the
conditions set out above, the ILO reserves the right, os appropriate, ta interrupi t, to request that

it be corrected or modified, or to refuse to accept it. In such cases payment moy be made in
consideration of the work performed to the satisfaction of the Director-Oeneral.

5. The central aim of ILO publications policy s 10 facilitote objective study and analysis, as weli
os ta sprad knowiedge and stimulate discussion, of the major social and economic problems and
trends in the different countries of the world, and sa ta promote concrete national and international
action in furtherance of the aims of the Organisation.

Because of their international character, lLO publications draw on experience in the widest possible
range of countries and necessarily refiect thinking and practice in different political, social and
economic systems. Every effort is made to give balanced coverage tocountries at different stages
of develapment and with widely divergent institutionai ond cther characteristics.

In selecting for publication manuscri pis which comply with these standards, the main criteria ta be
fol lowed are factual accuracy, fair representation of different opinions, and the potential practical
usefulness of the information and analysis contained therein.

This poiicy does flot preclude the expression of views or opinions on controversial issues, but ail
authors of material ta be published by the ILO must camply with the above standards and criteria;
they must respect the international character of ILO publications, which may not be used for the
advocacy or criticism of particular poiiticai systems or ideologies.

The responsibiliiy for opinions expressed in signed articles, studies and other contributions rests
soiely with their authars ond publication does flot constitute an endorsement by the ILO of the
opinions expressed in them.

No material shah be published which is in conflici with the aims and purposes of the Organisation.

6. The ILO reserves the right to propose alterations ta manuscripts prepared by external collaborators
in order ta ensure respect for the principles set forth obove, as well as the right ta refuse these
manuscripts without further obligation if agreement cannot be reached on the aiterations proposed.

7. Copyright in the work produced in performance of this contract shah be vested in the ILO, which
shah have the sole right ta pubhish the same in whole or in part and to adapt and use t as may
seem desirabie. If the wark is pubhished, acknowledgement of authorship will be made in an
oppropriate forrn.

8. If the external cahiaboratar desires ta incorparate any previously published or unpubhished material
in the work, he shah obtain permission for its publication, use and adaptation fram the persans in
whom any existing copyrights therein may be vested and produce evidence ta the ILO of such
permission.

9. The external col laborator hereby warrants that he has ihe right ta grani the copyright and other rights
referred ta in this cantract and that he wihi indemnify the ILO against ail damage (including any iegal
costs or expenses properiy incurred) accasianed ta the lLO should a third party successfully daim
that copyright or one af the ather rights mentianed in this cantroct is vested in him.

10. The externai cohiaboratar shah be salely hable for the payment of any national income tax due in
respect af the emaluments payable under this cantract.

11. In na circumstances shah the external coilabarator be cavered by ILO insurance, and it s his
responsibi hity ta take out, at his awn expense, any persanal insurance policies he may cansider
necessary, including o civil liobihity insurance palicy.

12. This cantract for externai collaboration is entered inta an the understanding that the external
cohhoborator is an independent cantractor and as such is nat an officiai or employee af the ILO
nor subjeci ta the Staff Reguiatians of the ILO. Any dispute arising ouf af the application or
interpretatian af this cantract shah be referred ta the Administrative Tribunal of the ILO in
accardance with the provisions of paragraph 4 af Article II of the Statute of the Tribunal.



EXTERNAL COLLABORATION CONTRACT (page 2)INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE

SPECIAL CLAUSES

13. Lme limits:
Octoer 1977 IN ENEVA

The worl descrîbed below s to be completed flot later thon . . for. the report
on which date this contract shah expire. Consultancy — 15 December 1977

14. Nature of the work

Preparation cf report on training concerning technology and working
conditions and serving as an ILO consultant for CONDI/T in the
Philippines from 2 to 15 December 1977 for the Philippine National
Tripartite Conference on Improving Working Conditions and Environrnent
AND Asian Consultations on Working Conditions and Social Implications
of Technologioal Choioe.

Place and date

14 (ii

(externai collaborator)

Place and date

Geneva, 12 October 1977

G. Spyropoulos

.(for the Director-General)

Copy reserved for The copies of this contract fcrm are ta be returned ta the ILO (autharised signatory
external collaboratar abave), duly signed for acceptance

ILO 1087 (E) 1.76



INTERNA11ONAL LABOUR OFFICE

BUREAU INTERNATIONAL DU TRAVAIL

OFICINA INTERNACIONAL DEL TRABAJO

Prof. A. Wisner
Adresse postale OH-1211 GENÈVE 22 Conservatoire national des arts et
Télégrammes INTERLAB GENÈVE métiers
Télex 22.271

Département des Sciences de l’HommeTéléphone 985211
au travail

41, rue Gay—Lussac
Réf. BIT/ILO no PIAOT 4—l 75005 PARIS

Votre réf, n0
L (France)

38 OCT

Cher Monsieur,

Je vous remercie de votre lettre du 30 septembre me
transmettant un exemplaire du document que vous avez préparé
pour la réunion prévue à Manille en décembre prochain0

Il a retenu toute mon attention et je me suis réjoui
notamment de l’équilibre et de l’esprit constructif avec lesquels
vous avez présenté votre sujet. Comme il ressort du titre recent
d’un ouvrage publié par la CFDT, “les dégts du progrès”, les
dégâts qui se sont produits n’empèchent pas qu’ils sont le fruit
d’un progrès. L’objectif est donc d’obtenir ce “progrès” avec moins
de “dégts”, principalement pour ceux qui en sont les artisans
directs.

J’espère vivement que les “entretiens de Manille” seront
fructueux et qu’ils déboucheront sur des propositions d’action
concrète dans cette région du monde.

Veuillez agréer, cher Monsieur, l’expression de mon très
cordial souvenir.

J. de Givry
Chef du Département des conditions

et du milieu de travail.
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13 Octobre 1977

Monsieur KimPheng Ouan

GUldenstr. 36

D 3300 BRAUNSCHWEIG
(R.F.A.)

Cher Monsieur,

Je vous félicite d’avoir repris vos études avec
courage et succès et d’avoir entrepris une recherche sur un
thème du plus haut intérêt.

Il se trouve que vous rejoignez mes préoccupations,
comme en témoigne le texte d’une conférence que je vais pro
noncer à Manille en Décembre prochain et dont je vous joins
un exemplaire. Vous y trouverez les résultats obtenus sur des
Vietnamiens par le Docteur Thu (je vous adresse également la
photocopie des articles d’où ces résultats sont extraits).

J’espère obtenir à Manille des renseignements précis
sur les autres peuples de l’Asie du Sud—Est et je ne manquerai
pas de vous les faire parvenir.

Je suis conseiller du Programme International pour
l’Amélioration des Conditions de Travail (PIACT) au B.I.T. et
je pense que votre étude pourra intéresser les responsables
du PIACT. Je vous suggère d’en adresser un exemplaire à
Monsieur Spyropoulos, Chef du Service des Conditions de Travail
et de Vie au B.I.T. (CH 1211 GENEVE 22).

Veuillez agréer, cher Monsieur, l’expression de mes
sentiments les meilleurs.

A. Wisner



Braunschweig, le 29 septembre 1977

KimPherig Ouan
Giildenstr. 36
D-_3300 Braunschweig

A Monsieur

Wisner A.
Laboratoire de physiologie
du travail et d’ergonomie du
conservatoire national des Arts et Metiers

41, Pue Gay Lussac

75 Paris V

Cher monsieur Wisner

mon nom est KimPheng Duan, je suis de natioaalit Canibodgienne,refugi

politique en Allemagne de l’Ouest.Avec mon Baccalauré’at de 2e. Partie,

Sens Mathématique Elementaire au Lyc&e Descarte à Phnom-Penh,j’ai

quitt mon pays en 1967 por poursuivre mes tudes,avec succs, a

l’cole de l’enseignement technique suprieur Magdeburg.

Actuellement, j’tudie à l’universit de Braunschweig à la Facult de

Sciences Econoiniques , 3’achève mes études en dcrivant une thèse.

Le thme de mon travail est sur l’&tude ergonomique de la formation

des outillages agricoles construites par les europens et utilisées

dans les pays du Sud—Est asiatiques.

C’est pour cette raison, que je vous prie,cher monsieur,de me donner

quelques informations traitants sur ce sujet. Jusqu’a maintenant,je

n’ai pas pu trouver des renseignements anthropometniques et somatogra—

phiques sur les asiates de cette rgion.

Je vous remercie d’avarice et vous serez tris réconnaissant pour vos

dérangements.

Je vous prie d’agrer, cher Monsieur, mes salutations les plus dinstingus.

Respectueusement

KiniPheng Ouan
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30 Septembre 1977

Monsieur Bernard Fortin
Directeur du Cabinet
Direction Générale du B.I.T.
CII 1211 GENEVE 22 (Suisse)

Cher ami,

Je suis confus de vous avoir dérangé au téléphone
l’autre jour, car je sais combien les problèmes que vous
traitez actuellement sont graves pour le BIT et, surtout,
pour bien des travailleurs qui risquent de souffrir d’une
décision négative des USA.

J’espère que vous trouverez une solution et qu’ensuite,
avec Monsieur Blanchard, vous irez à Manille et que j’aurai
le plaisir d’y passer quelques heures en votre compagnie.

Je vous fais parvenir ci—joint le texte qui m’a été
demandé pour la réunion de Manille et qui sera la base d’une
conférence que j’y prononcerai en anglais.

Je vous ferai parvenir prochainement le texte de mon
rapport sur ma mission en C8te d’Ivoire qui soulignera
l’extraordinaire difficulté d’agir sérieusement sur les con
ditions de travail en agriculture.

Veuillez agréer, cher ami, l’expression de mes
sentiments dévoués.

A. Wisner



Monsieur de Givry
Chef du Département des
et du milieu de travail
B.I.T.
Cli 1211 GENEVE 22

(Suisse)

Cher Monsieur,

J’ai été heureux que vous ayez pu trouver le temps
de présider la réunion où j’ai rendu compte de ma mission
en C8te d’Ivoire.

Je vous fais parvenir ci—joint le document que j’ai
préparé pour la réunion sur les conditions de travail en
Asie du Sud—Est qui aura lieu à Manille en Décembre prochain,
et qui constitue la base de l’exposé que j’y ferai.

Veuillez agréer, cher Monsieur, l’expression de mes
sentiments dévoués.

A. Wisner

:
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30 Septembre 1977
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13 Juin 1977

Monsieur de Givry
Chef du Département des conditions
et du milieu de travail
B.I.T.
CII 1211 GENEVE 22

(Suisse)

Cher Monsieur,

Je vous prie de trouver ci—joint le rapport sur la

mission que vous m’avez confiée aux Philippines en Février

1977. Je regrette vivement mon retard, malheureusement la

lourdeur de mes charges et mon état de santé ne m’ont pas

permis de faire mieux dans les conditions difficiles que

connaissent actuellement la France et l’Europe Occidentale.

J’ai fait parvenir également ce rapport â Monsieur

Blanchard et à Monsieur Jaïn, dans la mesure où ils ont bien

voulu s’intéresser à cette mission. Je me suis permis d’at

tirer leur attention sur le fait que la pleine efficacité

du PIACT ne pourrait être atteinte que dans la mesure où

nous pourrons distinguer entre les pays en développement
industriel en fonction de leurs caractéristiques économiques

et sociales, et de leur richesse en experts.

Je vous remercie de continuer à m’accorder votre

confiance et j’espère avoir l’occasion de vous voir prochai

nement à Genève, à l’occasion de la préparation de ma pro

chaine mission orientée vers les conditions de travail en

agriculture.

Veuillez agréer, cher Monsieur, l’expression de mes

sentiments dévoués.

A. Wisner
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Paris. ‘3 Juin 1977

Monsieur de Givry
Chef du Département des conditions
et du milieu de travail
B.I.T.
Cli 1211 GENEVE 22

(Suisse)

Cher Monsieur,

Je vous prie de trouver ci—joint le rapport sur la

mission que vous m’avez confiée aux Philippines en Février

1977. Je regrette vivement mon retard, malheureusement la

lourdeur de mes charges et mon état de santé ne m’ont pas

permis de faire mieux dans les conditions difficiles que

connaissent actuellement la France et l’Europe Occidentale.

J’ai fait parvenir également ce rapport à Monsieur

Blanchard et à Monsieur Ja!n, dans la mesure où ils ont bien

voulu s’intéresser à cette mission. Je me suis permis d’at

tirer leur attention sur le fait que la pleine efficacité

du PIACT ne pourrait être atteinte que dans la mesure où

nous pourrons distinguer entre les pays en développement

industriel en fonction de leurs caractéristiques économiques

et sociales, et de leur richesse en experts.

Je vous remercie de continuer à m’accorder votre

confiance et j’espère avoir l’occasion de vous voir prochai

nement à Genve, à l’occasion de la préparation de ma pro

chaine mission orientée vers les conditions de travail en

agriculture.

Veuillez agréer, cher Monsieur, l’expression de mes

sentiments dévoués.

A. Wisner

41 RUE GAY-LUSSAC - 75005 PARIS • TÉLÉPHONE : 033-18-27 — 033-83-94
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13 Juin 1977

Monsieur Ja!n

Copie : Mr Fortin Directeur Général Adjoint B.I.T.
Cli 1211 GENEVE 22

(Suisse)

Monsieur le Directeur Général,

Je vous prie de trouver ci—joint le rapport que j’ai

rédigé à la suite de la mission qui m’a été confiée par le

B.I.T. aux Philippines en Février 1977, et dont j’ai eu
l’occasion de m’entretenir avec vous à Genève et à Paris.

J’ai formulé un nombre important de recommandations
qui reposent toutes sur des demandes de groupes ou de person

nalités représentatives, mais ces propositions doivent natu

rellement être transformées en fonction des perspectives du

B.I.T. et des possibilités de financement.

Il m’est apparu également que le PIACT ne pouvait
trouver sa pleine efficacité que dans la mesure où il s’adap
tait correctement aux besoins très différents des pays en
développement industriel, en fonction de leur état écono
mique et social et de leur richesse plus ou moins grande en
compétence.

Veuillez agréer, Monsieur le Directeur Général,
l’expression de mes sentiments dévoués.

A. Wisner



13 Juin 1977

Copie : MM. Fortin
Monsieur ï3lanchardde Givry
Directeur Général du 2.I.T.Spyropoulos
C 1211 GENEVE 22

(Suisse)

Monsieur le Directeur Général,

Je vous prie de trouver ci—joints le rapport et les
annexes que j’ai rédigés sur la mission que le B.!.?. a bien
voulu me confier en Février dernier aux Philippines, et dont
je vous ai rendu compte oralement au cours de l’audience que
vous m’avez accordée le 30 Mars.

Une partie des précisions que j’ai apportées dans
ce rapport sont destinées au dossier que vos Services pré
parent pour visite que vous avez décidé de faire dans ce
pays, en Décembre 1977.

Veuillez agréer, Monsieur le Directeur Général,
l’expression de mes sentiments dévoués.

A. Wisner
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13 Juin 1977

Monsieur Fortin
Directeur du Cabinet
Direction Génézale du B.I.T.
CE 1211 GENEVE 22

j

Cher ami,

(Suisse)

Je vous adresse ci-joint le rapport que j’ai rédigé
sur ma mission 1977 aux Philippines, ainsi que le double
des lettres d’accompagnement que j’adresse à Messieurs
Blanchard et Jaïn.

Je suis très en retard dans cette rédaction mais
j’ai eu beaucoup de mal à classer la grande masse de faits
que j’avais recueillis, puisqu’il me fallait en même temps
fabriquer le classement.

Ce qui me parait, à la réflexion, le plus urgent,
c’est de démembrer la catégorie trop vaste de pays en déve
loppement industriel, car les relations du BIT ne peuvent
pas être identiqs pour la centaine de pays qui entrent
dans cette catégorie.

Aux Philippines par exemple, il existe un grand nombre
de personnes compétentes mais le BIT peut avoir un grand râle
pour leur donner des moyens de recherche et de travail et,
surtout, les mettre en communication entre elles et avec le
Gouvernement et l’industrie.

Dans d’autres pays, comme l’Indonésie, il y a un
manque évident d’experts appartenant au pays, et un travail
de suppléance doit être assuré par les ergonomistes inter
nationaux.

. . .1. .



J’espère un jour pouvoir préparer une taxonomie des
pays en développement industriel mais je crains d’être trop
inégal à cette tache difficile. Il faudra probablement
organiser sur ce sujet une petite réunion avec des écono—
mistes et des sociologues.

Veuillez agréer, cher ami, l’expression de mes
sentiments dévoués.

A. Wisner

—2—‘j
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27 Mai 1977

Mr Unni Nayar
Director ILO AREA OFFICE
P.O. Box 2.965
MAN ILA

(Philippines)

Dear Mr Unni Nayar,

I am sorry to be so late in thanking you for ail
you did for us when Miss Dy and I were in the Philippine.
It was so precious for us specially because your friendship
put a special dimension in ail our relations.

I thank you also for your letter of 15 March and
ail the documents joined to your message. This is a great
help in the redaction of my report. I am little late in rny
writing but I must say that the harness of which you speak
in your latter is really heavy related to the difficuit
economic situation of western Europe and specially of my
country, and also to the success of our teaching : we have
visiting professors and students staying for a year or two
and coming from Algeria, Brasil, Canada, Chili, Sweden
but we have also to care of the French

I hope to corne back soon in the Philippine,
perhaps with Mr Blanchard if ha visits the country in next
October as he has promised to President Marcos and Secretary
Oplé. Perhaps also an area meeting of experts could be
organized at this occasion in Manila, but this is flot yet
decided and if it is, Nr Karasaki will perhaps suggest
Bangkok.

I have scen Mr Jain in Geneva as you suggested me.
It was an extremely interesting discussion that was con
tinued during an haif day in Paris, where Mr Jain was for
another reason. You may be sure that Mr Jain as a high
opinion of your person ... and he is right.
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I send you, under the same cover, a leter and C.V.
of Mr Aniceto Balaba. Lie is a very nice and clynamic man and
he wants strongly to work with I.L.O. I am not sure that
he has a very high intellectual level, but he may be used
perhaps as an I.L.O. expert in the practical fields of aduit
training and labor regulation inforceinent. I have no special
relation with him but I aiways try, during my travel, to
f md some interesting péople who could help ILO in different
areas.

I hope to see you again soon.

Truly yours,

A. Wisner
i: :a

—
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INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE BUREAU INTERNATIONAL DU TRAVAIL

GENÈVE

DEPUTV DIRECTOR GENERAL DIRECTEUR GÈNÉRAL ADJOINT

Prof. A. ïisner,
Département des Sciences de

l’Homme au Travail,
Conservatoire National des

Arts et Métiers,
41, rue Gay-Lussac,
P—75005 PARIS.

(France)

Ref.: PIACT

Dear Professor Wisner, tl4’ 1977

Thank you very much indeed for your kind letter cf 28 April and
its enclosure. I have noted with much interest your comments on the
work cf Mr. P.K. Nag of the University cf Calcutta, and am pleased te
know that his work meets the high standards cf research required in this
difficult field. I am drawing Mr. de Givry’s attention to this work.

May I take this opportunity to thank you most sincerely for
the time you spent with me and for the valuable explanations you
provided both about your work and about certain broader aspects of
social policy implicit in this relatively new field 0f applied
research. We look forward to continued collaboration with you.
Please also accept my thanks for your hosDitality.

With kind regards,

Yours incere1y,

S.K. Jain,
Deputy Director-General.
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24 J!. ?77

N/éï : Dir/X)/nbO OO38
Tonsieur Frnc1s BLANCHARD
Directeur Général
Bureau International du Travail

r

SUISSE

Monsieur le Directeur Général,

Vous avez bien voulu par votre lettre en date du
20 décembre 1976 m’informer du très vif intérêt que Le Bureau In
ternational du Tra’il accorde aux travaux du Professeur WISNER.
J m’en réjouis d’autant plus qut I. WISNER est une personnalité
exceptionnelle oui fait honneur à notre Etablissement et à notre pays.

Je sais l’imiportance que voire organisme sur
le plan international et l’ide décisive qu’il apporte aux pays du
Tler—MoncJ.

Je ïaciliteri donc au maximum la tache du Professeur
WISNER pour qu’il puisse contLnuer à vous sconder au mieux dans
votre si difficile missions

Je vous prie de croire, onsieur le Directeur Général,
à l’assurance de ma considération la plus distinguée.

Le Directeur,

L. CITTI

L. CITTI
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IUREAU IN[ERNATIONAL DU TRAVAIL

GENEVE

I I)RI( tlL (NRAt le 20 dcceinbre l76

f’

.L.. .0

Mccci car le DLecteur,

Jous savez que votre éminent collaborateur,
le Professeur Wisner, a été associé depuis plusieurs années
aux activités qu’entreprend l’Organisation internationale
du Travail dans le domaine des conditions de travail.

Je tiens à vous remercier très vIvement des facilités
que vous avez bien voulu accorder au Professeur Wisner pour
exécuter les activités internationales qui lui ont été ainsi
confiées. La qualité exceptionnelle de la contribution
d’A. Wisner a été vivement appréciée dans les Etats membres
qui ont bénéficié de son concours. J’ajoute que les contacts
que j’ai, ainsi que mes collaborateurs, avec A. Wisner sont
pour le Bureau une source constante d’inspiration et d’ensei—
gn e in e n t.

J’ai l’intention de confier au Professeur Wisner, au
début de l’année prochaine, une importante mission aux
Philippines. Le Ministre du Travail de ce pays, qui est
un homme d’action et de progrès, se félicité particuliè
rement de ce choix. Je ne doute pas que cette mission,
comme les précédentes, ne soit couronnée de succès.

En vous remerciant à nouveau de bien vouloir faciliter
l’activité internationale du Professeur Wisner, je vous
prie d’agréer, Monsieur le irecteur, l’assurance de ma
considération très distinguée.

) )
Pranc/s Blanchard 7

Munsi eur Cil, Li,
Iii recteuL,
Conservatoire naf;ional des arts et métiers
41, rue Gay—Lussac
75005 — Paris
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Paris,le 2 7

Monsieur Francis BLANR
Directeur Général
Bureau International du Travail

Genève

Je sais aussi l’importance que votre organisme a sur

le plan international et l’aide décisive qu’il apporte aux pays du

Tiers -Monde.

Je faciliterai donc au maximum la tache du Professeur

WISNER pour qu’il puisse continuer à vous sœonder au mieux dans

votre si difficile missions

SECRTÂRIAT D’ÉTAT AUX

CONSIRVATOIRE NATIONAL DES

Le Directeur

N/Réf : Sec. Dir/MD/n°O 0 0 3 S 9

SUISSE

Monsieur le Directeur Général,

Vous avez bien voulu par votre lettre en date du

20 décembre 1976 m’informer du très vif intérêt que le Bureau In.

ternational du Travail accorde aux travaux du Professeur WISNER.

Je m’en réjouis d’autant plus que M. WISNER est une personnalité

exceptionnelle qui fait honneur à notre Etablissement et à notre pays.

t

Je vous prie de croire, Monsieur le Directeur Général,

à l’assurance de ma considération la plus distinguée.

Le Directeur,

t

292, RUE SAINT-MAI&TIN - 75141 PARIS CEDEX 03 - (1) * 887-37-38

CITTI



4th November 1977

RAFFLES HOTEL

1/3 Beach Road

S INGAPORE

Sir,

I will arrive at SINGAPORE frorn EUROPE by SABENA
f light SN 287 at 2.10 pin Fricïay December the 2nd•

Would you reserve me a room for one person with
bath and view on the sea for the night 2nd/3rd December ?

Truly yours.

Professor A. Wisner

A confirmation would be agreable.



4th Novernber 1977

Copie Mr UNI NAYAR
BAY VIEW PLAZA IiOTLL

Roxas Boulevard

ERMITA—MANILA

Philippines

Sir,

I will arrive at MANILA f rom EUROPE and SINGAPORE
by SINGAPORE AIR LINES f light SQ 66 at 1.20 pin Saturday
Decernber the 3rd and I will stay approximatively twa weeks.

Would you reserve me a room for one persan with
bath for this periode in your hotel ?

I will be in PhILIPPINES a consultant ta I.L.O.
(International Labour Office) a U.N. Agency and I hope
you will let me benefit of the special conditions ou
offer ta U.N. experts.

A confirmation with prices for bed and breakfast
would be agreable.

Truly yours

Professor A. Wisner



4th Novernber 1977

Monsieur N. UNNI NAYAR
Director
International Labour Organisation
(I.L.O.)
B.P. 2965
MANILA

Philippines

Dear Mr Unni Nayar,

I enjoy the iclea that, in less than a
month, I will be again in MANILA for a f ew very interesting
I.L.O. conferences and also — may say and more — for a new
occasion of pleasant meetings with youself and our philipinese
friends.

I hope you have received now the text of my
paper that will be distributed. The translation in english is
alas 1 full of i,stakes.

I send under this cover a copy of a letter
I send to BAYVIEW PLAZA HOTEL. Would you ask your secretary
to control this reservation. In fact, I am not yet absolutely
sure to arrive on Saturday. I will, prrhaps, be obliged to
f ly only Sunday frorn SINGAPORE.

Truly yours.

A. Wisner

I have prepared some slides 2” X 2” for my speech. Do you
think, I will have a pro-jector in the conference roorn ?



? IN F0 RMATI ON NO TE

Philippine National Tripartite Conference on
Improving Working Conditions and Enviromnent

In “Making Work More Human”, his report te the 1975
International Iabour Conference, ILO Director—General
Francis Blanchard called for a significant new action programme

to improve working conditions and environrnent. Following the
unanirnous endorsement cf this appeal by the Conference, and
based on a series cf preparatory consultations throughout the
world, the ILO established the International Programme for the
Improvement cf Working Conditions and Environment (PIACT, from
the French initials o± the programme). PIACT uses a variety
cf means cf action in order to assist countries to set national
pricrities and develop programmes for improvements in working
conditions and the safety and health of workers.

Based on a request froin the Philippine IJepartinent cf
Labor and subsequent discussions with Secretary Ople and other
government, employer, worker and academic representatives,
the IIO is providing technical support to the development of
a PIACT—oriented national policy for the Philippines. The
development cf this policy and the action programmes which it
will include is the purpose cf the Philippine National
Tripartite Conference on Improving Working Conditions and
Environment.

The decision to hold a National Tripartite Conference
follows two visits by PIACT experts. The Conference is the
subject cf extensive preparations both in the Philippines and
on the part cf ILO staff and expert consultants in Geneva and
Asia.

The Conference is expected to gather about seventy—five
high—level participants, including government, employer and
worker participants, contributors to technical reports, ILO
staff and consultants and invited observers. It will be held
at the Philippine International Convention Center from 12 te
14 December 1977.

The Conference is being sponsored by the Department cf
Labor cf the Philippines. The ILO, as cc—sponsor, will be
providing a series cf technical reports and the services cf 11,0
staff and consultants.

The Conference will include three Coirimittees, each of
which will discuss two agenda items and report to the plenary.
These agenda items are as follows:

(a) —the use cf technology for the improvement of working
conditions and. environrnent;

—the contribution cf various forms of training to the
improvement cf wcrking conditions and environment;
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(b) — enterprise—level action to improve working

conditions and environment;

— working conditions and environment and productivity;

(e) — labour standards on working conditions and

environment and their enforcement; and

— national policies and machinery for the improvement

of working conditions and environment.

The discussion of these agenda items is to iead to the

preparation of a report by the Departrnent o±’ Labor of the

Philippines containing poiicy and action proposais.

The Philippine National Tripartite Conference on

Improving Working Conditions and Environinent will follow the

i7th Session of the ILO’s Asian Advisory Coinmittee in

Manila (28 November to 8 December 1977) which wili consjder

piacing PIACT on the agenda of the next Asian Regionai

Conference of the International Labour Organisation. It

wiil aiso foliow ILO—sponsored Asian Consultations on Vlorking

Conditions and Environment and Choice of Technoiogy (9 and 10

December 1977). The proximity of these three events has

been designed to aliow considerabie scope for cross—

fertilisation with a view to the development of PIACT through—

out Asia.

The working language cf the Conference wiil be Engiish.

The ‘oacbground v:orking docunenta wi]Z ‘ce Jictributed te

participante apprc:d:iatoiy one vieek ‘cefo’e 1de oe’erence

begins. Fractical arrangements concerning the Conference

are being made by the Institute 0f Labor and Manpower Studies

o the Department of Labor of the Philippines.

12.10.77
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INPORiL&TION NOTE

Asian Consultations on Working Conditions and
Choice 0±’ Technolog

In “Making Work More Human”, his report ta the 1975
International Labour Conference, ILO Director—Generai
Prancis Bianchard called for a significant new action
programme ta improve working conditions and environment.
Following the unanimous endorsement of this appeai by the
Conference, and based on a series cf preparatory consulta—
tians throughout the world, the ILO estabiished the Interna
tional Programme for theImprovement cf Working Conditions
and Environrnent (P1ACT, from the French initiais of the
programme). PIACT uses a variety cf means of action in
order to assist countries te set national priorities and
develop programmes for improvements in working conditions
and the saf’ety and heaith of workers.

The launching cf PIACT in Asia, which requires the
deveiopment o± practical policies and action programmes
appropriate ta the priorities and concrete probiems cf Asian
member States cf the ILO, raises considerabie practicai and
technicai problems. Regional tripartite consultations
(including those held in Bangkok in February 1976) proved
invaluable in tl’ie preliminary design cf PIACT.

An event cf considerable importance in the launching cf
PIAOT in Asia je to occur in iIanila late in 1977. From 12
to 14 ]December, the ]Departmentof Labor o± the Philippines
is posnsoring a National Tripartite Conference on Improving
V/orking Conditions and Environment. Moreover, the Asian
Advisory Committee cf the ILO, meeting ±‘rom 28 November to
8 December, will consider PIACT as a possible agenda item for
the next Asian Regional Conference cf the International Labour
Organisation. This concurrence cf events prcvides an
opportunity for consultations among members cf the Asian
Advisory Committee and the ILO staff and consultants who will
be present for the Philippine National Tripartite Conference.
It has therefore been decided to hold the Asian Regional
Consultations on Working Conditions and Choice cf Technclogy.
These Consultations will be held on 9 and 10 December 1977 at
the Philippine International Convention Center. The partici
pants at the Consultations will be a tripartite delegation cf
members cf the Asian Adviscry Ccmmittee plus a tripartite
group cf expert consultants. In addition ta ILO staff and
consultants, contributors to the Philippine National Tripartite
Conference and representatives c± other agencies will be
present as observers.

The agenda o± these Asian Consultations will include two
items. The first will be “Means for promoting PIACT.
objectives in Asia”. The purpose cf the discussion on this
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item will be to generate ways 0f making PIACT concrete,
practical and effective in the Asian context. The second
agenda item will concern “Working conditions and choice
of technology”. This item, which covers a new area of
research and action for the ILO, is based on findings that
technological alternatives can be used to generate signifi—
cantly better conditions for workers.

Preparations for the Consultations are being made by
the Working Conditions and Environment Department of the
ILO in co—operation with the ILO Area Office in Manila.

12.10.77



7 Octobre 1977

Monsieur G. Spyropoulos

Chef du Service des Conditions

de travail et de vie

B. I.T.

CII 1211 GENEVE 22

Cher Monsieur,

Je vous remercie de m’avoir fait parvenir Le
d rapport que j’ai rédigé pour la réunion de Manille. L

Comme je m’y suis engagé je vous lrenvoie par retour
de courrier avec les corrections que je suggère et qui
ne sont pas négligeables.

Je vous serais reconnaissant de bien
vouloir me faire parvenir 30 exemplaires du texte
anglais ainsi que du texte espagnol car cela pourrait
m’être utile pour nos visiteurs étrangers.

Je vous remercie de m’envoyer prochainement
mon contrat de mission pour les Philippines. J’espère que
vous voudrez bien considérer le rapport que j’ai préparé
à l’avance comme le seul document que je vous dois pour
cette mission, car je suis quelque peu submergé par les
textes écrire pour le P.I.A.C.T..

J’ai l’intention de partir de Paris le Jeudi
1er décembre au soir et de passer 1 ou 2 jours à Singapour7
pour arriver le 4 ou le 5 à Manille. Je pourrai donc contri—
buer à la préparation des réunions. Je pense repartir le 17
ou le 18 et participer ainsi à la mise au point des conclusions.

Il n’est pas nécessaire de prévoir une avance
sur frais de mission car cela complique la comptabilité du
B.I.T. et ne m’est pas nécessaire en ce moment.

. . ./. s .
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Je serais heureux que mon billet soit à ma
disposition à Paris, dans une agence de voyage (Cook ou
Amnerican Express) plutôt que dans une compagnie aérienne
moins souple pour les trajets utilisant les services de
plusieurs compagnies.

Je vous prie d’agréer, Cher Monsieur,
l’expression de mes sentiments dévoués.

A. Wisner

N.B. - Je n’ai pas encore reçu le régleinent de ma
consultation à Genève, du 21 Septembre.
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BUREAU INTERNATIONAL DU TRAVAIL

OFICINA INTERNACIONAL DEL TRABAJO
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Adresse postale CH-1211 GENÈVE 22
Télégrammes INTERLAS GENÈVE
Télex 22.271
Téléphone 985211
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2rofesseur A. Aisner
Conservatoire na-uional des Ars

et Mctiers
41, nie C-ar—Lussac
75005 PARIS,

(Franc e)
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Cher Monsieur,

Votre excellent rapport sur les choix de technologies et les
conditions de travail a dj cité traduit en anglais. Je vous
transmets ci—joint une copie du texte anglais. L’original a
envoyâ au service des documents pour être reproduit en plusieurs
exemplaires.

Votre contrat pour la mission aux Philippines est en cours
de préparation et vous sera envoyé la semaine prochaine.

Je vous prie d’agréer, cher Monsieur, l’expression de mes
sentiments très cordiaux.

Pour le Directeur gnral:

G. Spyropoulos,
Chef du

Service des conditions de travail
et de vie,

Département des conditions et
du milieu de travail.
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14 Octobre 1977

Monsieur G. Spyropoulos
Chef du Service des conditions de
travail et de vie
BIT
1211 GENEVE 22 (Suisse)

Cher Monsieur,

Je vous prie de trouver ci—jointes les deux copies
du contrat que vous avez bien voulu me faire parvenir. Ce con
trat me convient parfaitement, compte tenu des explications
que votre secrétaire a bien voulu me donner.

Je vous ai envoyé, le 10 Octobre, la copie de la
traduction en anglais de mon exposé de Manille, avec des cor
rections qui ne sont malheureusement pas négligeables.

Je comprends parfaitement votre désir de disposer
rapidement du rapport sur ma mission en Côte d’Ivoire. Celui—
ci est déjà à demi rédigé et vous parviendra d’ici deux semaines.
Je n’ai pu faire plus vite car je devais, dans la m&te période,
rédiger la version française de mon exposé de Manille et consa
crer un temps important à la révision du texte anglais. Comme
vous le savez, j’ai par ailleurs de nombreuses obligations
professionnelles.

Les difficultés que vous avez rencontrées cette année
avec les retards de mes textes montrent bien qu’il est au—delà
de mes capacités de consacrer au BIT, non pas tellement le
temps des missions mais le temps nécessaire à la rédaction des
rapports. C’est la raison pour laquelle je pense que, pour les
années ultérieures, il faudra prévoir soit une réduction de
ma contribution au PIACT, soit des missions dont la nature
exigera une contribution écrite de moindre importance.

Veuillez agréer, cher Monsieur, l’expression de mes
sentiments dévoués.

A. Wisner
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Cher Monsieur,

Je vous prie de trouver ci—joint, en trois exemplaires,
un contrat de collaboration extérieure concernant votre par
ticipation aux réunions de Manille. Je vous serais recon
naissant de bien vouloir signer les deux copies de ce contrat
et de me les retourner.

Dès réception des copies signées par vous, nous vous
verserons la totalité de la somme fixée dans le contrat afin
de vous permettre d’ac1er votre billet d’avion pour Manille.

Le contrat couvre vos frais de voyage, les indemnités
journalières pour un séjour de quatorze jours à Manille (du
2 au 15 décembre) ainsi qu’une somme de quatre cents dollars
représentant les honoraires pour votre rapport.

Ce rapport a maintenant été traduit en anglais et en
espagnol. Je vous ai déjà envoyé une copie du projet du
texte anglais et vous ferai parvenir, dès sa parution, un
exemplaire ronéoté de cette version. Quant à la version
espagnole, j’espère pouvoir vous en faire parvenir un exem
plaire après le séminaire du PIACT à Lima (du 17 au 21 oc
tobre 1977).
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Nous sommes actuellement en train de mettre au point
les arrangements administratifs et techniques concernant
les deux réunions qui auront lieu à Manille et nous vous
ferons parvenir d’ici trois ou quatre semaines une série
de notes concernant ces deux réunions. Vous recevrez éga
lement au fur et à mesure les différents rapports préparés
pour les deux réunions de Manille. Il faut cependant s’at
tendre à ce que certains de ces documents —notamment ceux
préparés par les experts philippins— ne soient pas dispo
nibles avant votre départ de Paris.

Je saisis l’occasion pour vous demander si vous avez
pu trouver le temps de rédiger votre rapport sur la mission
que vous avez effectuée en Cote—d’Ivoire. M. Massiln vient
de rentrer de Cote—d’Ivoire et est actuellement en train
de préparer son propre rapport de mission dont vous recevrez
copie. Il importe cependant que nous soyons en possession
de votre rapport de mission pour les suites que nous déci
derons de donner à nos activités en C8te—d’Ivoire.

Je vous prie de croire, cher Monsieur, à l’expression
de mes sentiments très cordiaux.

/

G. Spyropoulos,
Chef du

Service des conditions de travail
et de vie,

Département des conditions et
du milieu de travail.
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We look forward to your stay with us at the Raffles.

Yours sincerely,

ROERTO PREGAR
Manager

ROBERTO PREGARZ

MANAGER

I

RAFFLES HOTEL TELEx RS 21586
CABLE: RAFLOTEL”

SING.APORE TEL. 328041 9 LINEs)

ADo 1-3 BEAcH R0AD

SINGAP0RE 7

7th November 1977

Mr A Wisner
Conservatoire National des Arts et Metiers
41, Rue Gay—Lussac
75005 Paris

Dear Mr. Wisner,

Phank you for your letter dated 4th Noveniber 1977.

We have much pleasure in confirming your reservation
for a single room for your goodself from 2 to 4
December 1977.

The daily room rate is S$70.00 plus 3 Government tax.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Working and living conditions depend on numerous decisions

taken in every country by ail kinds of authorities for a wide

variety of reasons. On the conditions thus determined the

country’s immediate future will be built; they are the foundation

of its economic and social progress.

Twenty years ago it was generally accepted that ail countries

of the world could easily be classified according to the single

criterion of per capita revenue. This was taken to be the

essential — perhaps the oniy — gauge of economic and social success.

Thus the most industrialised countries were taken as a standard

of comparison for ail the others.

But C-ross ]Domestic Product (G.D.P.) and its offshoot per capita

G.D.P. are only an index of commercial activity - an imperfect

index even in an industrialised country, ignoring as it does the

economic activities of mothers and (largely) of old—style farmers.

It becomes grossly inaccurate in countries not yet fully industria—

lised, where non—commercial economic activities linked to the

traditional system are stili by far the most cominon. Describing

economic developments in terms of per capita G.D.P. thus tends

to ascribe too much importance to greater commercial production and.

hide any fail that may take place in non—commercial production at

family or village level; it tends, that is, to highlight the advantages
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of industrialisation to the national economy but flot the harm it does

to the life cf the individual.

As industrialisation spreads throughout the world it becomes clear

that assessing its effects is an extremely complex matter. Some countries

have reached a very high G.D.P.., but signs cf social dissatisfaction in

them increase and multipiy as old production systems break down or new

ones turn out to be less perfect that they looked at first. In other

countries economic growth benefits only a minority - the middie classes,

or more generaily speaking, towndwellers. Ail too often the peasants -

who are still three-quarters of the population of the world - lead a no

less miserable existence than before, or re stiil further impoverished.

The very way in which industrialisation takes place is often questioned.

Some countries give priority to heavy industry; in the long run it leads

to economic independence, but often at the price 0f crushing indebtedness

which in the short run keeps dowri the levels of living of most of the

urban and peasant population. Other countries welcome foreign investment

in their agriculture and industry. It produces goods which have littie

relation with what the country most needs, but puts large sums in the

public purse. In agriculture priority sometimes goes to immense planta

tions f inanced by national or foreign capital, because they give the

country a share of world trade, and sometimes to co-operatives, whether

old-style or modem, producing food crops which provide the country with

an adequate supply of good quality food.

This paper is not concerned with such questions. They are serious

economic matters and each country deals with them as its history and

future prospects suggest. But - and this is important - to a great

extent they determine the conditions in which the people of the country
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live and work. It might be added that discussion of how the economy

and society should develop does not go on only in so-called developing

countries. The most highly developed countries now steer widely

L.

diverging courses, and sometimes change their direction.

This paper is on a more technical and more limited subject than

economics, but cannot completely escape their influence; for a man’s

ideas on mankind and society may mould his technical opinions.

Observers are gradually coming to agree that to be completely

successful a technical set-up and its attendant organisation (the “hardware”

and “software” 0f industrialisation) require managerial staff, workers and

their families to conform in mentality and behaviour to the original model.

Industrialisation, technology and working organisation are flot neutral.

Those whom they touch they transform in ways explicitiy or implicitiy

corresponding to the views 0f their originators. If transformation is

incomplete technique and organisation do not achieve the production

expected 0f them, either quantitativeiy or quaiitatively. Economically

speaking, this is a pity; but it may be the sign of a heaithy reaction

by society to the ruthless constraints being forced upon it.

If transformation is complete production will be excellent. It may

even exceed that of the country from which the new technique and organis

ation came. But society as it was will be broken beyond recali, and

ail the evils of the industrial system - psychopathology, delinquency,

industrial poisoning, pollution, and so on - will appear.

The above general remarks could be included in a training programme.

Bearing them in mmd, the first part 0f this paper will examine the scope

of knowledge necessary to make a choice 0f technology and working

what
conditions. The second part will consider/the various social groups have

to learn to act in constructive fashion.
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2.0 fl SCOPE. 0F TC’JQWLEDGE

The idea that choice is possible between one technoiogy and another

or that a machine cari be altered to improve working conditions is fairly

new. It is the exact opposite 0f the ‘tone best way” idea which was one

cf the mainsprings of the second industrial revolution and is stili

widely advocated by sellers of technology, the more so if they represent

a trust that is particularly powerful in one or more regions of the world.

The fact is that almost any resuit is obtainabie by a wide variety 0f

techniques, but obviously the cost—benefit relation is not the same for

ail techniques or in ail countries. Economics should decide what choice

is made; and it is usual before making any investment, large or small, to

present the “decision-makers” with an imposing economic report.

Unfortunately some reports are unsound because they are based on

features that differ toc much from those prevalent in the purchasing

country and make toc limited an assessment cf effects.

These features may be geographical ones, such as climate and

communications; social ones, such as the quantity and quality 0f skilled

labour and managerial staff available; or commercial ones, such as the

size and stability cf the local or regional market.

Assessment 0f effects on workers and their families may be too limited

because cf large-scale migrations which empty the countryside and fiii

shanty towns; on the environment, because cf pollution cf the atmosphere

and water and resulting bas of essential agricultural resources; or on

social and political developments, because 0f destruction of the previous

social system, the creation cf “the submerged tenth”, and delinquency).

Any changes in economic and social life should be considered by

reference to at least three criteria - the nation, the enterprise and

the family. Occupational disease, employment injury, bigger wages,
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a better food situation, and higher standards of proficiency cost or

benefit the nation, the enterprise and the family very differently,

according to what fiscal and social system is in force.

Regrettably, standard works of reference on socio—technics

(adapting technology to the public at large) or ergonorny (adapting work

to the worker) are usually negative in tone. They stress the harmful

effects and social costs 0f technical change. This approach, when it is
annual

systematic, is deplorable; in most of South-East Asia the current/growth

rate is only three per cent. This has to be increased. The necessary

annual growth rate is five, six, seven per cent or more. Only bold

technical innovation in industry and agriculture will make it possible.

The only conceivable course, therefore, is to help on this technical change

by presenting established data on those branches 0f science concerned with

human performance in language which leaders 0f industry and engineers can

use to promote social and economic progress.

The scope 0f knowledge needed for choice of technology and to

create good working conditions may be broadly divided into two parts;

first, choice of technology and adapting it to the community, and secondly,

choice of the worker and adapting the work to him.

2.1 Socio—technics:choice 0f technology and adapting it to the community.

Many branches of science - geography and demography, anthropology and

ethnology, sociology and economies — can be cf use for this practical purpose.

2.1.1. Geography and demography. Obviousiy, knowledge of local geology

and topography, of the natural drainage system, rainfail and climate are as

essentiai to set up an immense sugar plantation and refinery in the North

0f the Ivory Coast as for a new lorry factory in the Euphrates Vailey in

Iraq. Equally, knowledge 0f hunian (and even historical) geography, and
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of population trends, is necessary in either case.

I-t is flot enough to know that the Ferkessedogou region is fertile and

watered by a river (the Bandama) having a constant volume of water. Another

essential element is that the neighbouring Korhogo area is thickly populated

- by no means a usual state 0f affairs in this region, which has been very

sparsely populated since the devastating wars 0f the l8th and l9th centuries.

It is alo relevant that the inhabitants 0f the Korhogo area spend part of

the year cultivating food crops and are available for other work jus-t when

they would be needed, i.e., at the season for sugar-cane cutting (source

M. Coulibaly, Director 0f the Institut de Géographie Tropicale of the

University 0f Abidjan). These geographical data also show that manpower

is only relatively plentiful, and will have to be imported in great numbers

from abroad unless, as in Australia or the South of the United States of

America, it is decided to invest in sugar-cane cutting machines which do

the work of 80 men. It is immediately obvious that in sugar-.cane growing

regions where underemployment 15 endernic and permanent (as in the States

of Sao Paulo, Brazil, or Negros Occidental, Philippines) human geography

provides arguments against the introduction 0f cane-cutting machines.

Moreover, reference to climatic and agricultural geography shows that the

cutting season is much longer in Brazil and the Philippines than in the

Ivory Coast, 50 that manpower can be employed there an, or nearly ah, the

year round.

2.1.2. Anthropology and Ethnology. The usual practice in industrial

countries would find sociological date sufficient for the study 0f life in

a community. It may therefore seem curious to suggest including anthropo

logical and etbnologicalmatter in a socio-technics training programme.

But the fact is that in approaching sociological questions only f rom

a sociological angle, using only sociological methods and theories, there
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is no small risk of confusing phenomena of very different originswhose

c3ynamics have therefore nothing in common. It would be foolhardy to

compare the ten million population 0f Mexico City and suburbs with the

ten million population of Greater Paris, or unemployment in Abid.jan, London

and New York, without observing due precautions.

Drastic as are the effects of the industrial system on ethnie and

sociological structures, France, an old, industrial, centralised country,

shows the political, economic and social penalties 0f too strictly unifying

the development 0f the various parts 0f the country. In countries where

people 0f different ethnie origins exist side by side, where there are

even different peoples each with its own history, degree of technical

development, and system 0f values, it is ail the more dangerous to disregard

such differences. This is true even if the governnient is attempting to

bring about something as near as can be to national union. The valuable

work of the Department of Anthropology of the University of the Philippines

(Mr. P. Jocano), and the Institute of Etlmology and Anthropology of the

University 0f Mexico, may be quoted in this connection. It is noteworthy

that their research is not into the past, but uses linguistic analysis

and description of the evolution 0f the family as an institution, of

methods of production and ways of life, to study the graduai change of

the old social system into the new society.

Some data are 0f immediate practical use. If, as often hapens

nowadays, it is proposed to build a factory in a Mahommedan country in a

sub-tropical desert region to produce a given volume 0f goods yearly, it

is essential to know how strictly the fast 0f Ramadan is kept. Where

workers observe it to the letter, going without food and even water from

sunrise to sunset, it is quite clear that in years when the fast fails
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during the hot season production will fail sharply, particuiarly in hot

workshops without air conditioning or where strenuous physical exertion

is needed. Daily production capacity will therefore have to be increased.

But there are ways 0f alieviating this situation. For example, in a

number of Muslim countries some maintenance work is done mainly by

non-Muslim nationals of the country, and a thorough review and servicing

of equipment can be made to coincide with Ramadan. But such arrangements

have the serious disadvantage 0f emphasising the rift between the industriai

employment of two religlous communities in a single country. There are,

obviousiy, very close connections between anthropological data and the

industriai set-up.

2.1.3 Sociology. It has become a commonplace to point out the connection

between social change and industrialisation in a single country. In

particular, study of the harmful effects 0f industrialisation on social

life has SO far progressed that the serious economic arguments for expanding

the secondary sector are sometimes forgotten. Pny teaching programme must

therefore fully con.sider ail the repercussions 0f industrialisation. This

criticai study is most useful where it is differentiai and illuminates

the background of successfui operations as weli as unsuccessful ones : and

the socio-technical and ergonomic approaches have in common that they are

more interested in arriving at a constructive solution than in criticising

a bad one.

To achieve anything useful scientific research must be 0f sufficient

scope to appreciate how complex and contradictory is social change. For

example, the distribution 0f tasks hetween men and women has been radicaiiy

changed in Bali by harvesting rice not twice a year as in the past, but
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three times, substituting a rice with a shorter stalk which has to

undergo numerous processes (source : Professor Manuaba cf Denpasar).

To take other examples, improved marketing of palm-tree fruit, the general

increase in lorigevity, and the volume of emigration from neighbouring

countries have led small landowners in the Ivory Coast who formerly ran

their farms with the help 0f their sons to take on paid workers from Mali

or the Upper Volta, and to switch from the social pattern of the village

community to the wage system and private property. (Ivory Coast -

source : Mr. Drevet-Sepes).

Socio-technics is mainly the study of the close relation between the

means of production and the kind of social life which results. Thus the

method of producing popular electronic apparatus such as radio and TV sets

and cassette recorders makes necessary a complex social pattern which has

to be built up from the beginning where it does not already exist, so

that workers shah have the technical abilities required of them.

The socio—technical pattern thus obtained lead.s to the same, psycho

pathological disturbanees in Calcutta, Manfla and Mexico City as in Paris,

New York or Budapest. But in countries in course of industrial develop

ment the situation is aggravated because employed workers as a whole

become a “race apart” of socially privileged beings - who suffer from

psychological disturbances hitherto unknown in that part cf the world.

Another aspect of relations between technology and society is the

study of local sociological causes cf the failure of an industrial urider

taking. Ail over the world factories acquired at great cost by developing

countries have closed down or are working below thcir capacity. A

frequent cause of these bitter failures is the grosa disproportion between

manpower resources and technical equipment.
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For example, an automated factory in a small town in a developing

Latin-American country has closed down because the few automation technicians

born in that country easily find work in large towns, where demand is great

and life is considered to be pleasanter. The services 0f foreign

technicians are prohibitiveiy expensive because international salaries

are high and exchange rates iow.

In old industrial countries and towns a more subtie form of failure

is frequent. A factory opens in an area cf underemployment. It has jobs

for a large number of workers. A f ew years later local underemployment

is as bad as ever; the factory employs only foreigners, because only

foreigners will accept the working conditions in it (e.g., the Southern

Alsace region of France and SODEPAIM in the Ivory Coast).

2.2.0 Ergonomy.

As has been shown above, the various branches of science dealing

with human behaviour have undoubtedly influenced choice of technology

conducive to better working conditions. But this part of socio—technics

is stiil in its infancy and much work has still to be done on framing its

basic ideas. This is flot true 0f knowledge on the subject of adapting

work to the worker. Ergonomic thought over the last 25 years has led to

this being better understood and it is widely used throughout the world

to improve working conditions.

This does not mean that all problems have been solved, least of ail

hy countries in course 0f industrialisation. In fant research has been

almost exclusively in temperate and cold countries on inhabitants who

bioiogically speaking are in a very special position, and on a particular

kind of technology. Research anywhere has been predominantly on cosmo—

nautics and miiitary aviation, and to a lesser extent on supervision 0f
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the control panels 0f large autornated plants in the electrical, petroleum,

chemical and similar industries. There has been relatively littie

research into working conditions in mass production in industry and services,

and very little indeed on what goes on in non-industrial agriculture and

handicrafts. -

In the special conditions of developing industrial countries the

scope 0f knowledge needed to use ergonomy will by no means be that laid

down in foreign books. Many treatises or précis on ergonomy are only

partly applicable to such conditions. Re-definition 0f the scope of

knowledge necessary can onJj be done by researchers from the developing

industrial countries concerned. The following strikingly illustrates this :

an international organisation asked a researcher from an Atlantic country

to prepare a bock on an important branch of ergonomy for world use. The

book is in many ways excellent; but the subject leads to recommendations

based essentially on anthropometry, and the author is at pains to point out

that the data he quotes is not complete and applies essentially to

‘Western Caucasians’ (sic). There is, according to him, very little

anthropometric data available on Asians other than Japanese; this in spite

of the anthropometric research 0f Professor R.N. Senn in Calcutta, Professor

A. Manuaba in Denpasar, Dr. Thu in Hanoi, the Child and Youth Research

Center in Manfla, and many others ... Its resuits have ail been, or will be,

published in scientific magazines or other publications, and are surely

datatt.

Bearing in mmd the above remarks, which anyone may expand as he pleases,

the varions branches of ergonomy should be taught with emphasis on descrip

actual
tion 0f the/working population, exact analysis 0f work and working condftions,

and a factual inventory cf all aspects of the daily workload.
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2.2.1 The Working Population.

This description may be infinitely subdivided but must aiways he

related to the actual working population. Significant examples of the

economically active population must he investigated, and differences between

its various parts recorded - differences between workers in the primary,

secondary and tertiary sectors, and differences in sex and age. Ail such

distinctions are necessary for correct assessment of ability, as regards

anthropometry no iess than physical strength or keenness 0f vision. Thus

the Institut National d’Hygiène et d’Epidémiologie in Hanoi has shown that

the male Vietnamese worker is 1.58 metres ( + 4 cm.) tau and the female

Vietnamese worker is 1.495 metr(
+

3 cm.) tau; but that in spite of

their srnali stature the men’s muscular strength is comparable with that 0f

taller European workers. In terms of pressure exerted by the rit hand

it is )O-57 Kg. for men, and 19-25 Kg. for women. The authors note that

the women’s muscular strength fails much more than the men’s, which is at

its height at age 27 or thereabouts. These data have been of the very

greatest importance in programming work in a bicycle factory recently buiit

in Viet Nain by a French group.

Another important aspect of the ability 0f the working population is

its state of health and nutrition. Ail too often parasites and chronic

infections reduce their ability to work. With regard to their nutrition,

their undernourishment may be quantitative because they do not earn enough

to provide sufficient calories for themselves and their families; or

qualitative, either because they earn too littie or because the way they

buy and prepare their food is contrary to their feeding habits.

When accurnulating knowledge of the working population full attention

hould be paid to its standard of education (its literacy, vocational

training and secondary or university education) and practical training.
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There should be due recognition 0f the considerable abilities of workers

trained in the old—fashioned way, who are expert in definite complex

thus
handicraft techniques and s easily adaptable to industrial processes with

which they are unfamiliar.

2.2.2 Work Analrsis.

Workload is very generally assessed with too strict reference to

standards, and incompletely. As a resuit the actual position is seriousl3r

underestimated.

For example, a woodcutter’s workload may be assessed in experimentai

conditions or good working conditions over a relatively short time, from

observation of a young healthy experienced worker. In fact, as was

shown in the previous ection differences in age, health and experience

lead to great differences in workers’ ability and determine different
-t—-.

relative workloads. Also, the effort entailed by this kind of work

varies enormously according to the quality of machines and tools and how

well they are maintained. E. Grandjean 0f Zurich has shown that merely

the pattern of teeth on a saw may make as much as 20 per cent difference

to the effort expended. A point often underestimated is the duration 0f

effort. Work of limited duration done under the research worker’s and

the timekeeper’s supervision is very different from that done over a

period 0f days, weeks or months.

Research by A. Laville has shown the great variations in the workload

which are produced by the innumerable incidents occurring in what is

seemingly completely monotonous work.

2.2.) Making an Inventory of the Daily Workload.

Workload is flot limited to paid working time. Difficuit communications

and travelling Urne have also to be considered. A two-hour journey is not
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uncommon in large towns, and rnuch longer journeys have to be made daily

in immense quickly growing cities like Bangkok, Mexico City and Rio de

Janeiro.

Pnother aspect of the workload concerns other work which for social

or economic reasons has to be done by a single person. The author has

shown elsewhere that women working in the French electronics industr’y

spend something like 12 hours daily on paid employment, travelling, and

domestic work. Tliis pattern cornes up time and again ah over the world

when the working woman’s tirnetable is exa.mined.

Professor A. Manuaba of Denpasar poin1out the very important fact

that a man may be a peasant between 4 a.m. and 10 a.m., an artisan between

noon and 4 p.rn., and a musician or waiter from 6 p.m. to 9 p.rn.

A worker doing several ill—paid jobs infinitely complicates assessment

and reduction of the workload.

The analysis required is complex in the extreme; but there is no

getting away from it. There is no other means 0f f inding out the truth

and producing a strate to improve working conditions which will be

effective, humanly speaking, as wehl as economicahiy acceptable.

2.2.4 Branches of Knowledge making a Contribution to Ergonomy.

The examples des cribed above show that ergonomy is an integrated

approac in which anthropometry, pbysiology, experimental psychology,

hygiene and the study of pollution, together with technology and work

organisation, help to describe aiid improve working conditions. It has

also a powerful tool of its owri, namely its methodology for analysing,

introducing and vahidating working situa tions and changes therein.
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3.0 IMPROVEI4ENT 0F WOPJŒNG CONDITIONS : TI-IE INFLUENCE AND TRAINING 0F CERTAIN

SOCIAL GROUPS.

As has been seen above, tue excellence or otherwise, cf working

conditions is intimately bound up with many features of social life.

Ail social groups should be conscious of their influence on working

life, and mass media campaigns can be very effective in an ail-out drive

to make them so.

But this paper will be mainiy concerned with the groups which

directly affect working conditions; with the decision—makers (managers),

engineers, specialists in labour problems, socio-technicians, ergonomists

and with the workers themselves, whose influence is decisive but different.

It will discuss what it seems necessary for each group to know, and the

training methods applicable.

3.1 Necessary Knowledge for the Social Groups mentioned.

3.1.1 Decision-makers (managers).

Groups decisiveiy influencing working conditions include

financiers, planners, employers, trade uriionists and senior administrative

officiais of the Ministry of Labour and Social Security.

3.1.1.1 Financiers.

Financiers decisively influence working conditions; by being

generous or otherwise in providing social welfare, rnedical services or

accident prevention, and by the way they assess the advantages and

cUsadvantages of various types of technology and work organisation, such

as assembly lines and alternating shifts. Their choice varies enormousiy

according as the financial equilibrium considered is that of the enter-

prise Dr the nation as a whole and whether social compensations, (such as
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helth or housing programmes, action ta reduce delinquency, and so forth)

are considered, rather than the cost and advantages to the individual.

Thus the cost of a worker suffering from silicosis is not the same for

the enterprise, which may pay out very littie, the social security system,

which may puy a high pension, a low one, or none at ail, and the suîferer

and his family, who pay a high price in cash and suffering alike. Or

depending on the method 0f assessment, the ecoriomic choice of method 0f

cleaning cast metal in a foundry would be either sanding and shot-blasting.

•3.i.1.2 Planners.

Planners do flot aiways realise the importance 0f working

conditions. The influence of’ had working conditions on employment has

been shown in Western Europe, where arduous work is done by foreign workers

less particular about their working conditions whilst large numbers of

unemployed nationals have ta be given a bare living. To some extent the

situation is similar in the Ivory Coast.

Planning also decides the brçad choice between technologies entailing

widely differing working conditions, for example, the degree to which

agriculture is mechanised or industry automated.

5.1.1.) Top Management.

Leaders of large enterprises, and 0f their trade union organisations,

have to be fully aware of how important working conditions are to workers,

who are not interested solely in what they earn even if they are very poor.

And they have ta realise that bad working conditions are extremely expensive :

employment injuries are caused in much the same way as breakdowns in which

rnaterial damage may be very great although workers escape injury. The cost

of damage doue to plant and equipment by such breakdowns is high.
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Similarly, bad working conditions make for unreliable products cf

a quality too poor for the international market.

Thus, when investing in plant and financing its maintenance top

management has to have in mmd not only social difficulties but also

the economic problems connected with bad working conditions.

3.l.i. Trade Unionists.

It seems obvious that the proper study of trade union leaders is

working conditions. But it is cften clear that workers think other

social problems — employment, wages, pensions a.nd social welfare — are

the most important. Trade union leaders, in developing and developed

industrial countries alike, have to make an effort to convince themselves

as well as the workers that working conditions are inseparable from

employment, wages and social welfare. There is no advantage in having

a job, a wage, and a pension if accidents are many, sickness cornes often,

and a short working life ends in exhaustion.

3.1.1.5 Senior Labour and Social Security Administrators.

Officiais responsible for drawing up and enforcing labour legislation

and regulations are in the highest degree concerned with workîng conditions.

But labour administrations ail over the world have been known to make

admirable regulations which for technical or economic reason.s are impossible,

or next to impossible, to apply. When temperatures soar in a factory

in a tropical country with enormous glass walls facing South-West and

a host of machines each with its heat engine, there is little to be done

except knock the factory down and buy other machinery, or condition 20,000

or even 100,000 cubic metres cf air.

T1-ie powers of labour administration must, then, be more concerned

with technicalities, and its responsibilities limited to that stage 0f
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the project at which the factory has flot been built and machinery has

stili to be ordered. And senior labour administrators must not be

trained purely and simply to make and enforce regulations.

t,

he special teaching curriculum for ail kinds 0f decision—makers

is first and foremost socio-technical; the underiying principles cf

ergonomy are not expiained to them in detail. First requisites are good

statistics on employment injuries, breakdowns, occupationai diseases, and

labour turnover, and reliabie financiai assessments of the eot 0f bad

working conditions, taking into account their incidence on production and

the econonw in generai.

5.1.2 Engineers arid Technicians.

Clearly, engineers and technicians are the peopie who create the

technical set-up. The ergonomic knowledge essential to them is part and

parcel cf their technical training, and they have positively no choice but

to acquire it.

As recomrnended by various international bodies years ago, engineers

and technicians have necessariiy to be given thorough ergonomic training

from their schooldays onwards and aiso recurrent training on speciai

problems which work done by man raises in their particular sector.

5.1 . Specialised Groups.

Some persons on the staff cf an enterprise, such as doctors, psycho

logists, and safety and organisation engineers, do work specifically

covering human relations with the production set-up. They have to be

not only competent in ergonomy but also potentiai instructors. They must

accordingiy have much more teaching.

5.1.5.1 Factory Doetors.

In rnany countries factory doctors do nothing but therapy, whereas
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much of their work shouid be to assess the abilities of the working popula

tion and the epidiomology of the harmful effects of working conditions,

to describe unfavourable working situations and make recommendations for

C’

their improvement. There are many examples of excellent training using

this approach in South.-East Asia (in India, Indonesia, Japan, Philippines,

Singapore and eisewhere).

5.1.3.2 Labour Psychologists.

Ail too often, labour psychologists stili work on staff selection or

the psycho—socioiogy of disputes, whereas they shouid take the iion’s share

in investigating the causes of employment injuries and in work analysis in

general. They are the people who can put their f inger on the hidden

difficulties in a technical set-.up which lead to adverse behaviour, and

they should bear much 0f the burden 0f ergonomic training.

5.i.3.3 Safety Engineers.

Safety engineers must take a decisive part in improving working

conditions, especially as in many enterprises the tendency is to form a

single “Safety and Working Conditions” department. Generally accepted

views on safety must accordingiy be widened, and orthodox activities such

as applying regulations, using individuai protectors, and safety posters or

competitions be supplemented by vigorous use 0f ergonomic data and system

analysis on the lines, for example, followed by the Total Loss Centre Training

of the University cf Hawai.

3.1.5.4 Organisation Engineers.

The present strong opposition to Taylorism in the industrial world is

to a great extent legitimate; systematic Taylorism is by no means 0f value

everywhere, and it is not the best system in much of modem iridustry.

But work stiil has to he properly organised. Ergonomy brings organisation
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a very considerable volume of new, useful data which engineers have to

assirnilate so that. useiess workload can be eut down and confidence in the

technical set—up increased.

:5.1.3.5 Other Specialist Engineers.

It may be a surprise to find purchasing department engineers or new

operations engineers on the list of specialised groups.

The fact is that officiais buying machinery for their employers must

be faniiliar with the standards relating to working conditions which it has

to meet. Machines not up to ILO or ISO standards and unsaleable in some

industrial countries must net be sold to enterprises in deveioping

industrial countries.

New operations engineers are responsible for the removais and

rearrangements so frequent in a factory. Each 0f these operations gives

them a chance to improve working conditions which have long caused

grunibling on the shop floor. They cannot do this if they are incompeterit.

3.1.4 Socio-technicians and Ergonomists.

Every country and enterprise or group of enterprises needs high quality

socio-techiiicians and ergonomists te give consultations and train other

social groups.

flot
It is /necessary te dwell on this generai need, but every national

hackground must be carefuily studied se that the spirit and scope of these

two specialities provide exactly what the country or enterprise requires,

and models good in other circumstances are net incautiously adopted.

Evidently, to train such specialists calis for a great effort

comprising two or three years of post-graduate training.
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3.1.5 The Workers.

The workers’ function in labour conditions is an immense subject,

as yet relatively unexplored anywhere. This training should give workers

e
a better understanding of their work and the dangers it entails, improve

their behaviour and encourage them to propose improvements.

3.2 Training Methods.

Methods of training in working conditions are innumerable, if only in

duration. This varies from the few hours of a seminar for decision-makers

to several years for socio-technicians and ergonomists.

Differences do flot end there. Much of the training has, 0f course,

to be done at school as part of general training; this applies equally to

metalworkers in their apprenticeship sehool and to the curriculum of would-be

doctors, psychologists and engineers. Stili more has to be done by

recurrent training : existing staff has to be quickly trained; knowledge

is soon eut of date;and no one can go through life without adding to what

he learned in his far-off schooldays.

Some training will be highly specialised; seminars will be held on

working conditions in sugar growing-eum—refining estates or spinning miils,

and specialists of various kinds — such as engineers, doctors, psychologists

and ‘abour inspectors - will be invited.

Some training will be in particular occupations, and ergonomie data

can be submitted te factory doctors and research engineers.

For high-level specialists, or very restrieted subjects such as

working conditions in the merchant marine and data processing, international

meebings are preferable. For South-East Asia it is certainiy very

desirable to hoid numerous Asian meetings, particu±arly if they can get

help from neighbouring countries such as India and Japari.
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TeacIirig must be written as well as oral. There should preferahly

be a collection of oooks on socio-technics and ergonorny, and a scientific

magazine on those subjects, for South-East Asia alone.

Brochures and popular newspapers might be very useful for mass

dissemination.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS.

Working conditions are the result of extremely complex technical,

economic and social phenomena associated with national geography, demo

graphy and anthropology.

One of the achievernents 0f modem science is that it has better

understood the relations between the various aspects of the situation and

has sugested alternatives to apparently inadequate solutions.

The scope and complexity 0f the prQhlems cail for the services of

large numbers of experts and informed action br many social groups.

To improve existing conditions, and particularly to huild good

working conditions up from tl-ie beginning in new production centres, there

must be ample facilities for information and training.

The social consequences cf such efforts are fewer employment injuries

and iess ocç•upational disease, fatigue, absenteeism and labour turnover.

Their economic consequences are less financial loss through breakdowns,

better quality goods and a steadier flow of production; greater reliability

of complex computerised and automated plant; and better use 0f material

and spare parts,leading to fewer imports.

The ILO can play a very important part in this work, particularly if

it can draw up regional training plans for South-East Asia.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Ïorking and living conditions depend on numerous decisions

taken in every country by ail kinds of authorities for a wide

variety of reasons. On the conditions thus determined the

country’s immediate future will be buiit; they are the foundation

of its economic and social progress.

Twenty years ago it was generally accepted that ail countries

of the world couid easily be classified according to the single

criterion of per capita revenue. This was taken to be the

essential — perhaps the only — gauge of economic and social success.

Thus the most industrialised countries were taken as a standard

of comparison for ah the others.

But Gross Domestic Product (G.D.P.) and its offshoot per capita

G.D.P. are only an index of commercial activity - an imperfect

index even in an industrialised country, ig’noring as it does the

economic activities of mothers and (largely) of old—style farmers.

It becomes grossly inaccurate in countries not yet fuliy industria—

lised, where non—commercial economic activities linked to the

traditional system are stihl by far the most common. Describing

economic developments in terms of per capita G.D.P. thus tends

to ascribe toc much importance te greater commercial production and

hide any fail that may take place in non-commercial production at

famiiy or village level; it tends, that is, to highhight the advantages
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cf industrialisation to the national economy but not the harm it does

to the life 0f the individual.

As industrialisation spreads throughout the world it becomes clear

that assessing its effects is an extremely complex matter. Some countries

have reached a very high G.D.P., but signs 0f social dissatisfaction in

them increase and multiply as old production systems break down or new

ones Lurn out to be less perfect that they looked at first. In other

countries economic growth benefits only a minority - the middle classes,

or more generally speaking, towndwellers. All too often the peasants -

who are still three-quarters 0f the population of the world - lead a no

less miserable existence than before, or are stili further impoverished.

The very way in which industrialisation takes place is often questioned.

Some countries give priority to heavy industry; in the long run it leads

to economic independence, but often at the price 0f crushing indebtedness

which in the short run keeps down the levels of living cf most of the

urban and peasant population. Other countries welcome foreign investment

in their agriculture and industry. It produces goods which have littie

relation with what the country most needs, but puts large suins in the

public purse. In agriculture priority sometirnes goes to immense planta

tions financed by national or foreign capital, because they give the

country a share of world trade, and sometimes to co-operatives, whether

old—style or modem, producing food crops which provide the country with

an adequate supply of good quality food.

This paper is not concerned with such questions. They are serious

economic matters and each country deals with them as its history and

future prospects suggest. But - and this is important - to a great

extent they determine the conditions in which the people 0f the country
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live and work It might be added that discussion 0f how the economy

and society should develop does flot go on only in so-called developing

countries. The most highly developed countries now steer wideiy

diverging courses, and sometimes change their direction.

This paper is on a more technical and more limited subject than

economics, but cannot completely escape their influence; for a man’s

ideas on mankind and society may mouldhis technical opinions.

Observers are gradualiy coming to agree that te be completely

successfui a technical set-up and its attendant organisation (the “hardware”

and “software” 0f industrialisation) require managerial staff, workers and

their famiiies te conform in mentality and behaviour to the original rnodel.

Industrialisation, technology and working organisation are not neutral.

Those whom they touch they transform in ways explicitiy or implicitiy

corresponding te the views of their originators. If transformation is

incomplete technique and organisation do not achieve the production

expected of them, either quantitatively or quaiitatively. Economicaliy

speaking, this is a pity; but it may be the sign of a healthy reaction

by society te the ruthless constraints being forced upon it.

If transformation is complete production will be excellent. It may

even exceed that 0f the country from which the new technique and organis

ation came. But society as it was will be broken beyond recail, and

ail the evils of the industriai system - psychopathoiogy, delinquency,

industrial poisoning, pollution, and so on - will appear.

The above general remarks could be included in a training programme.

Bearing thein in mmd, the first part of this paper will examine the scope

0f knowiedge necessary te make a choice 0f technology and working

what
conditions. The second part will consider/the various social groups have

to learn to act in constructive fashion.
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2.0 TH SCOPE. 0F 0WLEDGE

The idea that choice is possible between one technology and another

or that a machine can be altered to improve working conditions is fairiy

new. It is the exact opposite 0f the “one best way” idea which was one

of the mainsprings 0f the second industrial revolution and is stili

widely advocated by seilers of technology, the more so if they represent

a trust that is particularly powerful in one or more regions of the world.

The fact is that almost any resuit is obtainable by a wide variety of

techniques, but obviously the cost-benefit relation is not the same for

ail techniques or in ail countries. Economics shouid decide what choice

is made; and it is usual before making any investment, large or small, to

present the “decision-makers” with an imposing economic report.

Unfortunateiy some reports are unsound because they are based on

features that differ too much from those prevalent in the purchasing

country and make too limited an assessment of effects.

These features may be geographical ones, such as climate and

communications; social ones, such as the quantity and quality of skilled

labour and managerial staff available; or commercial ones, such as the

size and stability of the local or regional market.

Assessment 0f effects on workers and their families may be too limited

because 0f large-scale migrations which empty the countryside and fiii

shanty towns; on the environment, because 0f pollution 0f the atmosphere

and water and resulting loss of essential agricultural resources; or On

social and political developments, because 0f destruction 0f the previous

social system, the creation 0f ttthe submerged tenth”, and delinquency).

Any changes in economic and social life should be considered by

reference to at least three criteria - the nation, the enterprise and

the family. Occupational disease, employment injury, bigger wages,
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a better food situation, and higher standards 0f proficiency cost or

benefit the nation, the enterprise and the family very differently,

according to what fiscal and social system is in force.

Regrettably, standard works of reference on socio-technics

(adapting technology to the public at large) or ergonorny (adapting work

to the worker) are usually negative in tone. They stress the harmful

effects and social costs of technical change. This approach, when it is
annual

systematic, is deplorable; in most of South-East Asia the current/growth

rate is only three per cent. This has to be increased. The necessary

annual growth rate is five, six, seven per cent or more. Only bold

technical innovation in industry and agriculture will make it possible.

The only conceivable course, therefore, is to help on this technical change

by presenting established data on those branches of science concerned with

human performance in language which leaders 0f industry and engineers can

use to promote social and economic progress.

The scope 0f knowledge needed for choice of technology and to

create good working conditions may be broadly divided into two parts;

first, choice 0f technology and adapting it to the community and secondly,

choice of the worker and adapting the work to him.

2.1 Socio—technics:choice of technology and adapting it to the community.

Many branches of science - geography and demography, anthropology and

ethnology, sociology and economics - can be 0f use for this practical purpose.

2.1.1. Geography and demography. Obviously, knowledge of local geology

and topography, of the natural drainage system, rainfall and climate are as

essential to set up an immense sugar plantation and refinery in the North

0f the Ivory Coast as for a new lorry factory in the Euphrates Valley in

Iraq. Equally, knowledge 0f human (and even historical) geography, and
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of population trends, is necessary in either case.

It is not enough to know that the Ferkessedogou region is fertile and

watered by a river (the Bandama) having a constant volume of water. Another

essential element is that the neighbouring Korhogo area is thickly populated

- by no means a usual state of affairs in this region, which has been very

sparsely populated since the devastating wars of the l8th and l9th centuries.

It is also relevant that the inhabitants of the Korhogo area spend part of

the year cultivating food crops and are available for other work just when

they would be needed, i.e., at the season for sugar-cane cutting (source

M. Coulibaly, Director of the Institut de Géographie Tropicale 0f the

Tiniversity of Abidjan). These geographical data also show that manpower

is only relatively plentiful, and will have to be imported in great numbers

from abroad unless, as in Australia or the South 0f the United States of

America, it is decided to invest in sugar-cane cutting machines which do

the work of 80 men. It is immediately obvious that in sugar-cane growing

regions where underemployment is endemic and permanent (as in the States

of Sao Paulo, Brazil, or Negros Occidental, Philippines) human geography

provides arguments against the introduction of cane-cutting machines.

Moreover, reference to ciimatic and agricultural geography shows that the

cutting season is much longer in Brazil and the Philippines than in the

Ivory Coast, 50 that manpower can be employed there ail, or neariy ail, the

year round.

2.1.2. Anthropology and Ethnology. The usual practice in industrial

countries would fmd sociological date sufficient for the study 0f life in

a community. It may therefore seem curious to suggest including anthropo

logical and ethnological matter in a socio-technics training programme.

But the fact is that in approaching sociological questions only f rom

a sociological angle, using only sociological methods and theories, there
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is no small risk cf confusing phenomena cf very different origins whose

dynamics have therefore nothing in comrnon. It wouid be foolhardy to

compare the ten million population 0f Mexico City and suburbs with the

ten million population 0f Greater Paris, or unemployment in Abidjan, London

and New York, without observing due precautions.

Drastic as are the effects cf the industrial system on ethnie and

sociological structures, France, an old, industrial, centralised country,

shows the political, economic and social penalties 0f too strictly unifying

the development 0f the various parts cf the country. In countries where

people cf different ethnie origins exist side by side, where there are

even different peopies each with its owii history, degree of technical

development, and system 0f values, it is ail the more dangerous to disregard

such differences. This is true even if the government is attempting to

bring about something as near as can be to national union. The valuable

work cf the Department of Anthropology cf the tJniversity of the Philippines

(Mr. P. Jocano), and the Institute of Ethnology and Anthropology of the

University of Mexico, may be quoted in this connection. It is notewcrthy

that their research is not into the past, but uses linguistic analysis

and description of the evolution 0f the family as an institution, of

methods cf production and ways of life, to study the graduai change of

the old social system into the new scciety.

Some data are of immediate practicai use. If, as often happens

nowadays, it is proposed to build a factory in a Mahommedan country in a

sub-tropical desert region to produce a given volume 0f goods yearly, it

is essential to know how strictiy the fast cf Ramadan is kept. Where

workers observe it to the ietter, going without food and even water from

sunrise to sunset, it is quite clear that in years when the fast fails
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during the bot season production will fail sharply, partieularly in bot

workshops without air conditioning or where strenuous physical exertion

is needed. Daily production eapacity wiil therefore have to be increased.

But there are ways 0f alleviating this situation. For exampie, in a

number of Muslim countries some maintenance work is done mainly by

non—Muslim nationals of the country, and a thorough review and servicing

of equipment can be made to coincide with Ramadan. But such arrangements

have the serious disadvantage of emphasising the rift between the industrial

employment of two reiigious communities in a single country. There are,

obviously, very close connections between anthropological data and the

industriai set-up.

2.1.) Sociology. It has become a commonplace to point out the connection

betweerx social change and industrialisation in a single country. In

particular, study of the harmfui effects of industrialisation on social

life has so far progressed that the serious economic arguments for expanding

the secondary sector are sometimes forgotten. Any teaching programme must

therefore fully consider ail the repercussions cf industrialisation. rJiS

criticai study is most useful where it is differential and illuminates

the background 0f suecessful operations as well as unsuccessful ones : and

the socio-technical and ergonomie approaches have in common that they are

more interested in arriving at a constructive solution than in eriticising

a bad one.

To achieve anything useful scientific research must be of sufficient

scope to appreciate how complex and contradictory is social change. For

example, the distribution of tasks between men and wornen has been radically

changed in Bali by harvesting rice not twice a year as in the past, but
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three times, substituting a rice with a shorter stalk which has to

undergo numerous processes (source : Professor Manuaba of Denpasar).

To take other examples, improved marketing of palm-.tree fruit, the general

increase in longevity, and the volume cf emigration from neighbouring

countries have led small landowners in the Ivory Coast who formerly ran

their farma with the help of their sons to take on paid workers from Mali

or the Upper Volta, and to switch from the social pattern of the village

community to the wage system and private proper.ty. (Ivory Coast -

source : Mi’. Drevet-Sepes).

Socio-technics is mainiy the study of the close relation between the

meana 0f production arid the kind 0f social life which resuits. Thus the

method 0f producing popular electronic apparatus such as radio and TV sets

and cassette recorders makes necessary a complex social pattern which has

to be built up from the beginning where it does not alreacly exist, se

that workers shail have the technical abilities required cf them.

The socio—technical pattern thus obtained lead.s to the same, psycho

pathological disturbances in Calcutta, Manfla and Mexico City as in Paris,

New York or Budapest. But in countries in course of industrial develop—

ment the situation is aggravated because employed workers as a whole

become a “race apart” of socially privileged beings - who suffer from

psychological disturbances hitherto unknown in that part 0f the world.

Another aspect 0f relations between technology and society is the

study 0f local sociological causes cf the failure cf an industrial under—

taking. Ail over the world factories acquired at great cost by developing

countries have closed down or are working below thei-r capacity. A

frequent cause cf these bitter failures is the groas disproportion between

manpower resources and technical equipment.
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For example, an automated factory in a small town in a developing

Latin.-American country has closed down because the few automation technicians

born in that country easily find work in large towns, where demand is great

and life is considered to be pleasanter. The services of foreign

technicians are prohibitively expensive because international salaries

are high and exchange rates 10w.

In old industrial countries and towns a more subtle form of failure

is frequent. A factory opens in an area of underemployment. It has jobs

for a large number of workers. A f ew years later local underemployment

is as bad as ever; the factory employs only foreigners, because only

foreigners will accept the working conditions in it (e.g., the Southern

Alsace region of France and S0DEPPIivI in the Ivory Coast).

2.2.0 Ergonomy.

As has been shown above, the various branches of science dealing

with human behaviour have undoubtedly influenced choice of technology

conducive to better working conditions. But this part of socio—technics

is still in its infancy and much work has stili to be done on framing its

basic ideas. This is flot true of knowledge on the subject of adapting

work to the worker. Ergonomie thougi-it over the last 25 years has led to

this being better understood and it is widely used throughout the world

to impiove working conditions.

This does not mean that ail problems have been solved, least of ail

hy countries in course 0f industrialisation. In fact research has been

almost exclusively in temperate and cold countries on inhahitants who

biologicaliy spealdng are in a very special position, and on a particular

kind 0f tecbnology. Eeseareh anywhere has been predominantly on cosmo—

nautics arid military aviation, and to a lesser extent on supervision 0f
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the control panels 0f large automated plants in the electrical, petroleum,

chemical and similar industries. There has been relatively little

research into working conditions in mass production in industry and services,

and very littie indeed on what goes on in non-industrial agriculture and

handicrafts. -

In the special conditions cf developing industrial countries the

scope cf knowledge needed to use ergonomy will by no means be that laid

down in foreign bocks. Many treatises or précis on ergonomy are only

partly applicable to such conditions. Re—definition of the scope cf

knowledge necessary can only be done by researchers from the developin.g

industrial countries concerned. The following strikingly illustrates this

an international organisation asked a researcher from an Atlantic country

to prepare a bock on an important branch cf ergonomy for world use. The

book is in many ways excellent; but the subject leads to recommendations

based essentially on anthropometry, and the author is at pains to point out

that the data he quotes is flot complete and applies essentially to

‘Western Caucasians’ (sic). There is, according to him, very little

anthropometric data available on Asians other than Japanese; this in spite

of the anthropometric research of Professor R.N. Senn in Calcutta, Professor

A. Manuaba in Denpasar, Dr. Thu in Hanoi, the Child and Youth Research

Center in Manfla, and many others ... Its resuits have ail been, or wiil be,

published in scientific magazines or other publications, and are surely

data”.

Bearing in mmd the above remarks, which anyone may expand as he pleases,

the various branches of ergonomy should be taught with emphasis on des crip

actual
tion of the/working population, exact analysis of work and working condftions,

and a factual inventory cf all aspects cf the daily workload.
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2.2.1 The Working Population.

This description may be infinitely subdivided but must aiways he

related to the actual working population. Significant examples of the

economically active population must be investigated, and differences between

its various parts recorded - differences between workers in the primary,

secondary and tertiary sectors, and differences in sex and age. Ail suc’n

distinctions are necessary for correct assessment of ability, as regards

anthropometry no iess than physical strength or keenness of vision. Thus

the Institut National dHygiène et dtEpidmio1ogie in Hanoi has shown that

the male Vietnamese worker is 1.58 metres ( ÷ 4 cm.) tau and the female

Vietnamese worker is 1.495 metr(
+

) cm.) tau; but that in spite of

their small stature the men’s muscular strength is comparable with that of

taller European workers. In terms of pressure exerted by the right hand

it is )O-)7 Kg. for men, and 19-25 Kg. for women. The authors note that

the women’s muscular strength fails nnch more than the ments, which is at

its height at age 27 or thereabouts. These data have been 0f the very

greatest importance in programming work in a bicycle factory recently built

in Viet Narn by a French group.

Another important aspect of the ability cf the working population is

its state of health and nutrition. Ail too often parasites and chronic

infections reduce their ability to work. With regard ta their nutrition,

their undernourishment niay be quantitative because they do not earn enough

to provide sufficient calories for themselves and their families; or

qualitative, either because they earn toc littie or because the way they

buy and prepare their food is contrary ta their feeding habits.

When accumulating knowledge of the working population full attention

should he paid to its standard of education (its literacy, vocational

training and secondary or university education) and practical training.
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There should be due recognition of the considerable abilities of workers

trained in the old-fashioned way, who are expert in definite complex

thus
handicraft techniques and s easily adaptable to industrial processes with

which they are unfamiliar.

2.2.2 Work Analysis.

Workload is very generally assessed with too strict reference to

standards, and incompletely. As a resuit the actual position is seriously

underestimated.

For example, a woodcutter’s workload may be assessed in experimental

conditions or good working conditions over a relatively short time, from

observation of a young healthy experienced worker. In fact, as was

shown in the previous sections differences in age, health and experience

lead to great differences in workers’ ability and determine different

relative workloads. Also, the effort entailed by this kind 0f work

varies enormously according to the quality of machines arïd tools and how

well they are maintained. E. Grandjean of Zurich has shown that merely

the pattern of teeth on a saw may maice as much as 20 per cent difference

to the effort expended. A point often underestimated is the duration of

effort. Work of limited duration done under the research worker’s and

the timekeeper’s supervision is very different from that done over a

period of days, weeks or months.

Research by A. Laville has shown the great variations in the workload

which are produced by the innumerable incidents occurring in what is

seemingly completely monotonous work.

2.2.) Making an Inventory of the Daily Workload.

Workload is not limited to paid working time. Difficuit communications

and travelling time have also to be considered. A two—hour journey is not
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uncommon in large towns, and rnuch longer journeys have to be made daily

in immense quickly growing cities like Bangkok, Mexico City and Rio de

Janeiio.

Another aspect of the workload concerns other work which for social

or economic reasons has to be done by a single person. The author has

shown elsewhere that women working in the French electronics industry

spend something like 12 - heurs daiiy on paid employment, travelling, and

domestic work. This pattern cornes up time and again ail over the world

when the working womants timetable is examined.

Professor A. Manuaba of Denpasar poinisout the very important fact

that a man may be a peasant between 4 a.m. and 10 a.m., an artisan between

noon and 4 p.m., and a musician or waiter from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.

A worker doing several ill—paid jobs infinitely complicates assessment

and reduction of the workload.

The analysis required is complex in the extreme; but there is no

getting away from it. There is no other means 0f f inding out the truth

and producing a strategy to improve working conditions which will be

effective, humanly speaking, as well as economically acceptable.

2.2.4 Branches of Knowledge making a Contribution to Ergononj.

The exampies deseribed above show that ergonomy is an integrated

approaci in which anthropometry, physiology, experimental psychology,

hygiene and the study of pollution, together with technology and work

organisation, help to describe and improve working conditions. It has

also a powerful tool of its own, namely its methodology for analysing,

introducing and validating working situations and changes therein.
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3.0 IMPROVEI.NT 0F WORŒNG CONDITIONS : THE INFLUENCE AND TRAINING 0F CERTAIN

SOCIAL GROUPS.

As has been seen above, the excellence or otherwise, 0f working

conditions is intimately bound up with many features of social life.

Ail social groups should be cons cious of their influence on working

life, and mass media campaigns can be very effective in an ail-out drive

to make them so.

But this paper will be mainiy concerned with the groups which

directly affect working conditions; with the decision-makers (managers),

engineers, specialists in labour problems, socio-technicians, ergonomists

and with the workers themselves, whose influence is decisive but different.

It will discuss what it seerns necessary for each group to know, and the

training methods applicable.

3.1 Necessary Knowledge for the Social Groups mentioned.

3.1.1 Decision-makers (managers).

Groups decisively influencing working conditions include

financiers, planners, employers, trade unionists and senior adniinistrative

officials of the Ministry of Labour and Social Security.

3.1.1.1 Financiers.

Financiers decisively influence working conditions; by being

generous or otherwise in providing social welfare, medical services or

accident prevention, and by the way they assess the advantages and

disadvantages of various types of technology and work organisation, such

as assembly unes and alternating shifts. Their choice varies enormousiy

according as the financial equilibrium considered is that 0f the enter-

prise or the nation as a whole and whether social compensations, (such as
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health or housing programmes, action to reduce delinquenoy, and sa forth)

are cons idered, rather than the cost and advantages ta the individual.

Thus t1e cost of a worker suffering from silicosis is not the same for

the enterprise, which may pay out very littie, the social security system,

which mv pay a high pension, a 10w one, or none at ail, and the sufferer

and his family, who pay a high price in cash and suffering alike. Or

depending on the method 0f assessment, the economic choice of rnethod cf

cleariing cast metal in a foundry would be either sanding and shot-blasting.

3.1.1.2 Planners.

Planners do flot aiways realise the importance 0f working

conditions. The influence af’ had working conditions on employment has

been shown in Western Europe, where arduaus work is dane by foreign workers

iess particular about their working conditions whilst large numbers of

unemployed nationals have ta be given a bare living. To some extent the

situation is similar in the Ivory Coast.

Planning also decides the brad choice between technologies entailing

widely differing working conditions, for example, the degree ta which

agriculture is mechanised or industry automated.

3.1.1.) Top Management.

Leaders of large enterprises, and of their trade union organisations,

have to be fully aware 0f how important working conditions are ta workers,

who are not interested solely in what they earn even if they are very poor.

ind they have ta realise that bad working conditions are extremely expensive :

employment injuries are caused in much the same way as breakdowns in which

material damage may be very great although workers escape injury. The!cost

of damage done ta plant and equipment by such breakdowns is high.
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Similarly, bad working conditions make for unreliable products of

a quality too poor for the international market.

Thus, when investing in plant and financing its maintenance top

management has to have in rnind not only social difficulties but also

the economic problems connected with bad working conditions.

3.1.1.4 Trade Unionists.

It seerns obvious that the proper study of trade union leaders is

working conditions. But it is often clear that workers think other

social problems — employment, wages, pensions and social welfare — are

the most important. Trade union leaders, in developing and developed

industrial countries alike, have to make an effort to convince themselves

as well as the workers that working conditions are inseparable from

employment, wages and social welfare. There is no advantage in having

a job, a wage, and a pension if accidents are many, sickness cornes often,

and a short working life ends in exhaustion.

:5.1.1.5 Senior Labour and Social Security Administrators.

Officiais responsible for drawing up and enforcing labour legislation

and regulations are in the highest degree concerned with working conditions.

But labour administrations all over the world have been known to make

admirable regulations which for technical or economic reasons are impossible,

or next to impossible, to apply. When temperatures soar in a factory

in a tropical country with enormous glass walls facing South-West and

a host of machines each with its heat engine, there is little to be done

except knock the factory down and buy other machinery, or condition 20,000

or even 100,000 cubic metres of air.

The powers of labour administration must, then, be more concerned

with technicalities, and its responsibilities lirnited to that stage of
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the project at which the factory has flot been built and machinery has

stiil to be ordered. And senior labour administra-tors must flot be

trained purely and simply to make and enforce regulations.

The special teaching curriculum for ail kinds of decision—makers

is first and foremost socio—technical; the underlying principles 0f

ergonomy are not explained to them in detail. First requisites are good

statistics on employment injuries, breakdowns, occupational diseases, and

labour turnover, and reliable financiai a.ssessments 0f the cot of bad

working conditions, taking into account their incidence on production and

the economy in general.

3.1.2 Engineers and Technicians.

Clearly, engineers and technicians are the people who create the

techaleal set—up. The ergonomic knowledge essential to them is part and

parcel of their technical training, and they have positively no choice but

to acquire it.

As reeornmended by various international bodies years ago, engineers

and technicians have necessarily to be given thorough ergonomic training

from their schooldays onwards and also recurrent training on special

problems which work done by man raises in their particular sector.

3.1.2 Specialised Groups.

Some persons on the staff 0f an enterprise, such as doctors, psycho

iogists, and safety and organisation engineers, do work specifically

covering human relations with the production set-up. They have to be

not oniy competent in ergonomy but also potential instructors. They must

accordingiy have much more teaching. j
3.1.3.1 Factory Doc-tors.

In many countries factory doctors do nothing but therapy, whereas
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much 0f their work shouid be ta assess the abilities cf the working popula—

tian and the epidiomology of the harmful effects of working conditions,

ta describe unfavourable working situations and make recommendations for

their improvement. There are many examples 0f excellent training using

this approach in South-East Asia (in India, Indonesia, Japan, Philippines,

Singapore and elsewhere).

3.1.3.2 Labour Psychoiogists.

Ail too often, labour psychologists stiil work on staff seiection or

the psycho—sociology of disputes, whereas they should take the liant s share

in investigating the causes of employrnent injuries and in work analysis in

general. They are the peopie who can put their finger on the hidden

difficulties in a technical set-up which lead to adverse behaviour, and

they should bear muoh 0f the burden of ergonomie training.

3.1.3.) Safety Engineers.

Safety engineers must take a decisive part in improving working

conditions, especially as in many enterprises the tendency is to form a

single “Safety and Working Conditions” department. Generally accepted

views on safety must accordingiy be widened, and orthodox activities such

as applying regulations, using individual protectors, and safety posters or

competitions be supplemented by vigorous use of ergonomie data and system

analysis on the unes, for example, followed by the Total Loss Centre Training

cf the University 0f Hawai.

3.1.3.4 Organisation Engineers.

The present strong opposition ta Taylorism in the industrial world is

ta a great extent legitimate; systematic Tayiorism is by no means 0f value

everywhere, and it is not the best system in much 0f modem iridustry.

But work stili has ta he properly organised. Ergonomy brings organisation
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a very considerable volume of new, useful data which engineers have to

assimilate so that useiess workload can be eut down and confidence in the

technical set-up inereased.

3.l.5.5 Other Speeialist Engineers.

It may be a surprise to fmd purehasing department engineers or new

operations engineers on the list of speeialised groups.

The fact is that officiais buying machinery for their employers must

be familiar with the standards relating to working conditions which it has

to meet. Machines not up to ILO or ISO standards and unsaleable in some

industrial countries must not be sold to enterprises in developing

industrial countries.

New operations engineers are responsible for the removals and

rearrangements so frequent in a factory. Each of these operations gives

them a chance to improve working conditions which have long caused

grumbling on the shop floor. They cannot do this if they are incompeterit.

:5.1.4 Socio-technician.s and Ergonomists.

Every country and enterprise or group of enterprises needs high quality

socio-techiiicians and ergonomists to give consultations and train other

social groups.

flot
It ±5 /necessary to dwell on this general need, but every national

hackground must be carefully studied so that the spirit and scope of these

two specialities provide exaotly what the country or enterprise requires,

and models good in other circumstances are not incautiously adopted.

Evidently, to train such specialists calis for a great effort

comprising two or three years of post-graduate training.
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4
3.1.5 The Workers.

The workers’ function in labour conditions is an immense subject,

as yet relatively unexplored anywhere. This training should give workers

a better understanding of their work and the dangers it entai.Ls, improve

their behaviour and encourage them to propose improvements.

3.2 Training Methods.

Methods of training in working conditions are innumerable, if only in

duration. This varies from the few hours of a seminar for decision-makers

to several years for socio-technicians and ergonomists.

Differences do not end there. Much of the training has, af course,

to be done at school as part of general training; this applies equally to

metalworkers in their apprenticeship school and to the curriculum of would-be

doctors, psychologists and engineers. Stili more has to be done by

recurrent training existing staff has to be quickly trained; knowledge

is soon out 0f date;and no one can go through life without adding to what

he learned in his far—off schooldays.

Some training will be highly specialised; seminars will be held on

working conditions in sugar growing-cum—refining estates or spinning milis,

and specialists of various kinds — such as engineers, doctors, psychologists

and ‘abour inspectors - will be invited.

Some training will be in particular occupations, and ergonomic data

can be submitted to factory doctors and research engineers.

For high-ievel specialists, or very restricted subjeots such as

working conditions in the merchant marine and data processing, international

meetings are preferable. For South-East Asia it is certainly very

desirable to hoid numerous Asian meetings, particuiarly if they can get

help from neighbouring countries such as India and Japari.
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Teaching must be written as well as oral. There should preferahly

be a collection of oooks on socio-technics and ergonomy, and a scientific

magazine on those subjects, for South-East Asia alone.

Brochures and popular newspapers might be very useful for mass

dissemination.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS.

Working conditi3ns are the resuit of extremely complex technical,

economic and social phenornena associated with national geography, demo

graphy and anthropoiogy.

One of the achievements of modem science is that it has better

understood the relations betweeri the various aspects of the situation and

has suggested alternatives to apparently inadequate solutions.

The scope and complexity of the problems call for the services of

large numbers of experts and informed action hy man.y social groups.

I’o improve existing conditions, and particuiarly to huild good

working conditions up from the beginning in new production centres, there

must be ample facilities for information and training.

The social consequences of such efforts are fewer employment injuries

and less ooc•upational disease, fatigue, absenteeism and labour turnover.

Their economic consequences are less financîai loss through breakdowns,

better quality goods and a steadier flow of production; greater reliability

of complex computerised and automated plant; and better use of material

and spare parts,leading to fewer imports.

The ILO can play a very important part in this work, particularly if

it can draw up regional training plans for South-East Asia.
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LIST 0F PROPOSALS 0F Mr D. R0WN RECEIVED k3Y A. WISNER
IN C0NNECI0N WITR PIACT

1 X Developing a screening test for workers on high rise buildings
2 X Personal protection against hostile environinent, travelling

exhibition

3 X Developinent of special work clothing for hot environinent
in the tropical country of Asia

4 X Seminar on rural safety and health for the asian region
S X The design of factory buildings for the tropical countries

0f Asia

6 Occupational safety posters for the developing countries
of Asia

7 The english of occupational safety and health
8 The safety consuitant’s gaine

9 The briefing of experts on aspects of PIACT
10 Technical a3pcc-t-s for the journal of certain learned and

rofcssional societies
‘ —.._c--,-’

11 inaterials — Safety models and illustrations
12 Safety manual for Bangladesh

x The proposais that are preceded by a cross (X) have beon cornmented
by A. WISNR in some notes joined to this list.
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DEV1LOPING A SCREENING TEST FOfl WOBKERS ON HIGH BISE BUIIIWGS

-a B/PIACT ‘rcj cet proposai

Backround

1. Statistics show very clcarly that certain types cf work ive

risc to more accidents and injuries than others. Pmongst the types

cf work that give rise to s proportionat1y larer number cf accidents

and injuries is construction work on high risc buildings. This trend

is t•articularly noticeable in thosc areas of Asia. where there is a con—

centraticin cf building construction of tau buildings, for exaple, in

the Republic cf Singapore. The Annual Beprt cf the Ministry cf Labeur

in Singapore for 1975 has this to say about the prcb1ei.

“As in previcus yoars, most of the accidents cccurred in th

shipbuilding and repairing, and building construction industries, the

former having 1,l12 accidents or 30 per cent cf the total accidents,

and the latter 651 or 17 per cent. The detailed breakdown by industry

and severity is iven in the followina:-

2. nalysis cf Accidents by Industry and Severity

Type cf Minor cases Permanent Fatal cases Total
Industry Disability

TOTiL 3,034 3,678 119 86 3,221 3,827

Figures in brackets denote fatalities”

3/...

Shipbuildincz F:

Ret’airin(

Building
Construct ion

Other Industrie s

19714.

838

1409

1,787

1975
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609

i955
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314
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13
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9
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870
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651

2,03k



3. Accidents in the Building Construction Industry
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4. It will be noted that while there are fewer total accidents

in bui1din construction than in shipbuiiding and repairing there are

more fatal accidents. 34 as aainst 21 jn 1974 and 2 in 1975. liowever

in 1974 one single “accident” in a sh±ps engine room causcd thc deaths

of about 12 persons. And so in Singaporc?. building construction accidents

account for about haif thc total fatalities reported to the Chief

Inspector of Factories. -

5. Investigations of the accidents occurring on high risa bildings

reveai a largc number of falling accidents. The majority of these fails

are within the structurc of the building with only a relatveiy small pro--

portion invoiving fails f ro scaffoiding on tha outside of the he11 of

the building. Most of thesc falling accidents withir the builcing occur

to workers of varous types constructirig the nterior of the bullding

and involve falis through large opcnins in f loors, stair wells and other

parts of the incompiete building.

6. The victims of thcse accidents are often workers who have flot

previously worked at heights ard the accidents often occur shortly after

they start work at a height. The account which these injured rersons

give cf ter the accident is very consistent. They nearly ail s:y that

they beame dizzy apparentiy suffering fro vertigo because of he height

they were working at and then they feu down. This is the acceunt that

is repeated c.vcr .and cver again, I became dizzy, iost tny balance arLd

feu down” or words to that cf fect.

7. This scems to be the basic problem that certain workors both

mon and women when thy go to work at heights are hable to ufer

vertigo become dizzy arLd giddy, ios thir balance and fail.

8. This accident problein is cute in Singapore and the wr:ter has

had numerous discussion with factory inspectors who have inve3tigated

these falling accidents, with medicai. officers, university staff,

supervisors on work sites and others crL the probiei and on how to

provent fails. A good deal can be donc and is done by endeavo-iring

to iake the place of work as safe as possible under the constrcution

conditions. But when a worker b-2ccmes giddy and dizzy ail thi guarding

is & iirnited value in prevnting n fcli.
9/...
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1l. The research worker would naturally make a seareh of the

literature and collect information from government inspectors ar.d other

sources.

15. As ta the research method proposed the aim of this is to

reproduce, as far as possible, the visual sensation of being at a

height and ta assess the subject’s reaction through measuring gaivanic

sida resistance, pulse, respiration, blood pressure and other para.meters.

Ail thjs would be carried out in a small simulator sited either in a

laboratory or at a construction site. The test population would be

newly engaged workers or those about to work t heights for the first

time. In addition workers who Iiad reported being dizzy, irrespective

of whether they had or had not falien down, would be another populatioi

for examination. Others also would be included in the design of the

experiment

16 To reproduce the visual sensation of being at a height it is

proposd that three-dimensional or stereoscopic photography be used

The research worker, who might probably first have ta acquaint hiinseif

with three-dimensional photographic techiiques and three-dimensional

projection would use. a 3—D camera taking standard 3-D pairs of photographie

transpaxencies. He.wouid phôtograph a variety of reai life scene taken

high up on building sites These 3-D photographa would show scenes

exactly as theyare observed by workers working at those heights. Many

of the photographs would be taken looking down through the building

structure which is the type of view that seems ta be wainly responsible

for precipitating the sensation of giddiness in workers

17 Once a good set of photographs whicb reproduced closely the

views in full three—dimensional, i e , stereoscopic vision (and therefore

are virtually identical ta the real life situation) had been obtained then

the smali simulator would be constructed. This would consist essentially

of a good quality 3—D hand viewer, or a 3—D projector using a small screen

approximately 1 ft square so the sce’ies could. be viewed by the subject

Ail would be enclosed in a small cubicle

18/...
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20. This is only the outiine cf the proposed experirnental method,

the scientist would extend it, select his subjects, carry out the

statisticii. or epidemiological studies involved, aid so the research would

go on.

21. The work could be started in the research worker’s own institution

and then be continued in Singapbre at the University under Professor W.O. Phoon,

who could be expected to be interested in such a research project and to

give it full support.

22. The writer (D.H. Brown) has, as a hobby, worked in the field

of three—climensional photography for t good rnany years and can testify J
te the extremely life—like scenes that can be depicted. When people

sec them they react very riuch as in rel life and will, for example,

sometimes gasp with surprise at a striking view.

23. It is suggested that an opinion on the experimental procedure

outlined abovebe obtained, preferbly from Professor A. Wisner, Director

cf the Laboratory of Work and. Engineering in Paris, who is belived te be

interested in such research.

21/...

:•
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18. During the experirnetal sessions the suhject would sit on a

cna connected up to th recorder which could, for example, be a

Polygraph Model RP-4 manufactured by Takei & Cd. Japan meàsuring at least

galvanic skin resistance, pulse raté,, resiration and,blood pressure

readings continaous1 Then a scene identical to wI’at he

would sec from s working position high up in the building would. be

projected and the subject would see it in full 3—dimbnsions It would

be virtually identical te being, as far as visual sensation is concerned,

in the real life situation The body readings would continue te be noted

and recorded Other scenes presenting a visual sensation cf lower or

greater height would be projected P.nd so the experiment woulct proceed

19 The simulator once constructed and working satisfactoiily could

be transported to a construction site for the convenience of th€. subjects

to. be tested.

I
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21i. As h is very nowldgeab1e on such matters Professor Wisncr

rnight also be able to suggest where tc find a suitable research worker

in the field of physiolor or ergonomies compctent in :-n photogaphic

techniques.

25. This research would appear to be partieularly suitabl for a

young scientist wishing towork for a Ph.D., who could use this as his

research.

26. It is understood that some 3-D resea,reh work has been rider—
the

taken in/University of Edinburgh ànd this is thought to be in th

department dealing with optics. A useful source of information on 3-D

techniques is the Three Dimensional Society in UK (which in fact has

members from ail over the world).

27 Although it is suggested that the project be carried oit in

Asia it ha wide applications around the world, and could if successtul

do much to reduce falling accidents on building sites.

Obi ectives

28. Tà devise a scientific means of identifying and screening out

subjects J.iable to be accident prone due to dizziness -. vertigo when

working at heights.

29. Scientific research into this is proposed em1oyin n ‘esearch

worker in the field of psychology or ergonomics. His experimental method

would include tbree—dimensional photography and measuring body raction

to simulate visual conditions found in high—rise building construction

work.
- -

Inputs

30. One research worker, initially for.2 years. Some appratus

including one standard 3—dimensional camera, 3-dimensional hand viewers

and 3—dimensionaJ. projector.

Recorder sueh as Takei & Co’s Polygraph 1odel RP—.

Other apparatus and equipment.

Research/...



at tlae University of Singapore.

Estimated Budget .

1 Research worker (initially) 2 years

Other mcl. books

--‘I

I

z
f

DHB/ca
19.1.1977

ùs$95,000 .00

/

Reseo.rch fcLcilities in th rosearch workors own institut 211(1

•2

Travel

Equipment

US$55 ,000.00

10,000.00

20,000.00

- 10,000.00

,
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DEVELOPING A SCREENING TEST FOR WORKERS

ON HIGU RISE BUILDINGS

(D.B.1)

— The research project prepared by Mr D. BROWN is related to

a very difficuit question, the loss of equilibrium among

workers of building industry who suffer from so many fatal

or very serious accidents related to fails from big height.

- It is flot a problem special to South East Asia for there

are so znany countries in the world with high rise buildings.

But it is good that now some general working conditions

problems are taken in hands and well treated by South East

Asia researchers.

— In the problem considered, 3 aspects are at least involved.

The f irst is the capacity of the workers to maintain a good

equilibrium at earth level. The equilibrium is maintained

with the help of informations coming from 3 sources :

peripheral vision, vestibulum (inner ear), proprioception

and exteroception (sensation coming from articulations,

muscles and skins of the legs). The difficulties can be

initiated by each 0f the source or by the coordination

of them. Some very simple approach are classical; for example

the ROMBERG test : the subject stands with his feet one before

the other and closes his eyes. 11e falis very quickly if his

vestibular or proprioception system is alterated. A littie

more complicated technique allows the exploration of peripheral

vision and is used in some researches in our laboratory. The

subject is moved on a small trailer and simultanously his

visual environment is moved in the same or an opposite direc

tion. The expression of desequilibrium is either fail or

in a more subtie way, changes in the electromyography of

legs muscles.
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— Another aspect of the loss of equilibrium is the 30

called “vertigo” where somebody feels he will fail and

presents some signs of anxiety if he is looing to the

ground from a high position. This can appear aven if there

je absolutely no risk (being in a caged balcony). Trie

suggestion of Mr D. BROWN is related to this aspect W

the loss of equilibrium. The experiiuental situation (3 di

mensions photographs) and the biological tests he proposes

are quite convenient. I ‘Would like only the subject flot

to be seating but standing.

- Plie third aspect that has to be considered is the relation

between the work activity and the postural regulation.

There are sometime strong contradictions between the orga—

nization of the movement ana trie organization of tue posture

to maintain ecuilibriuxn.

- At last, triera is now some doubt of tho absolute value of

selection in general except for the extrema S % (- 2 s—).

There are so riany factors combining each other in a rather

variable cornbination intersubject and intrasubject.

- Soma other approach has to be combined with selection.

In this case, it could ho training and safety equipments

like safety barriers around each unprotected opening and

safety harnesses tobig falis.
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Suggested Action on this proposai.

1. ILO to study and, if necessary, arnend this draft proposai.

2. Approach UNEP and discuss.

3. If agreed, in prnciple, then draw up a project proposai

acceptable to TJNEP and 1110.

14• As part of 3 above, carry out acourate costing.

PERSONAL PROTECTION AGAINST HOSTILE ENVIRONNENTS.

s. ILO/UNEP project proposai

An ILO/Ul4lEPproject proposai.

0bjctive.

1. This project i concèrned with making more widely known the

hazards of hostile environments throughtheuse of a travelling exhibition

which would display some cf the equipment and apparatus avaalable for tl’e

protection cf the individual hunian being against environmental hazards

The project would be concerned with the total environment, inciuding the

working environnent

Bac1ground

2. Educating the public to understand, and realise the hazards of

hostile environments which exist calis for s. wide variety cf methods and

approaches Amongst tI’ese is the use of small exhibitions, such as have

been successfully useu in different parts of Psia, e g in Bangkok

However, these exhibitions have tended to present rather technically

complicated inforintion, e g neyer methods of sewage processing,techiuques

cf air pollution analysis. In consequence they reach s. iimited audience.

3. To reach a wider audience it wôuld be more effective to appeal

to an aspect cf human interest commbn to most people, the personal pro—

tection of the individuai person, the protection cf the individual man,

= woman/..
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woman and child. For example, nost people are aore deeply impressed

by looking at a gas mask or respirator wcrn on the head cf a (plastic)

huinan figure than they are by drawings showing an air purification system

for a whole building although both types cf apparatus could, under certain

circumstances, provide protection against the sanie hostile environinent.

1. To gain maximum impact on an audience only personal protective

equipment should be shown. Such equipment is designed to protect the -

various parts of the body and the various systems cf the body against

hostile elements cf the environment. For example, this might be against

exposure in the sea using the new suits that enable a person to keep warm

aM alive in icy water for several heurs instead of dying from exposure in

a few minutes; it might be the protection cf a person wearing derk clothing

at night, while walking on busy roads with no sidepath or sidewalk and

hable to be struck by passing vehicles, by using built—in reflectance

so that even a dark suit shows up brightly in the reflected 1eadlamp beam

cf a vehicle; or it could be a miner working in a coal mine and exposed

te fine dust hable to cause pneumoconiosis and therefore wearin the

latest hightweight helmet—type respirator with a built-in electricahly

operated filtration system se that only pure air reaches the miner’s

lungs; or a worker near the aerials cf powerful radio transmitters wearing

the special wire-mesh head—covering te prevent the radio waves dainaging his

central nervous system; or deepsea fisherman sailing in cold oceans wearing

the new all-weather clothing that enables them te wcrk in extreme conditions;

or the new diving suits that enable deepsea divers te go to far greater

depths than previously by using the new design cf suits making use of the

structural techniques devised centuries ago in the coats cf arniour worn by

knights in battie, or the exhibit could be the spcial cold weather suits

devised (and tried out in the Hiialyas) for building and construction site

workers and which have enabled european motorway construction to be - -.

completed on schedule despite very adverse weather conditions; or it might

be individual high-frequency vibrators for use in rural aree.s, especiahly

in forestry and sirnilar work, to repel insects that may carry disea.se.

Details/...

I
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Details of proposai.

5. This project proposai is to

the type described above and send it

region.

6. The exhibition itself would be made up primarily of exhibits

of personal protective equipment against the hazards of hostile environ—

ments. In the Appendix is listed some of the specific items of personal

protection and general items that might be included, and some illustra

tions have been added This is a tentative list only and could be

varied considerably.

7. To obtain the exhibits it is suggested that the manufacturers

of the equipment should be approached and invited to take part in the

exhibition by providing, on. long—term ban, samples of their equipment.

It could be arranged with the manufacturer that if the sample gets bat

or stolen or badly worn he replaces it by a new one so that the exhibition

items always look neat and fresh. If a new naodel is brought out, thé

manufacturer should change the older model for this new one. The local

agent cf the manufacturer in the town where the exhibition is on view at

any particular time could assist with ail this. ?nd of course the agents

should. be invited to the exhibitions opening. As the manufacturers will

in effect be receiving some free advertising for their products mostwiil

be only toc willing to comply with these requests — as is done with other

types of exhibition.

8. The exhibition should be fully provided vith stands, showcases,

labelling, portable lighting, even possibly the rope barriers for guiding

the public through the exhibits. This would ail be prepared by a

commercial studio specialisin in diaplay work

9 Special boxes and small crates would be made to fit and carry

the exhibition. These wouid be robust, lightweight, re—useable boxes

specially designed for ease of packing and unpacking so that the exhibition

could be easily unpacked, placed on display for a week or two andthen

everything easily repacked. Each box would be labelled showin which

b

z

-

set up a travelling exhibition cf

on tour around the ILO/UNEP Asian

exhibition/...

A



exhibition piece fitted in and how. A comp1et master plan of the

packing and unpacking arrangements would be provided. so that at each

new destination it would be clearly seen what had to b done.

10. A display plan would show the requirements for the exhibition,

the floor area (with alternative arrangements for different shaped rooms)

electrical connections and any other services so that it would be easy to

select a suitable display room.

il. In addition to ail the exhibition items of the type listed in

the Appendix which should cf course be well displayed, be colcurftl and

attractive, it would be desirable to iriclude just a few bocks and photo

graphs dealing with the varicus aspects of hostile environments5 The

book display should be kept small however and there must be no question

of the exhibition becoming a book exhibiticn as this would affect its

educational character and greatly reduce its effectiveness and the audience

which it would attract.

12. One other item in the exhibition would be rnost useful in providing

a focal point and adding additional life to the exhibition. Tiis would be

a “sound.on..sljd& presentation. One of the standard sound—on-siide

projectors, which prcject on te a back projection screen for davlight

viewing, ordinary 35mrn colour transparencies while giving a recrded

comrientary on each slide up to 2 minutes per siide could be used.

S’

r;

13. A seqience cf siides dealing with the various items in the

‘exhibition eould be used- and to these would be added other slides showing

scenes from everyday life, at home, at work, at leisure dealingwith some

0f the environrnental hazards encountered. Bach programme couli last

about - 1 hour. The programme would be’presenteâ at scheduled times

during the period the exhibition was open. (This arrangement of a focal

point using a sound—on—siide projector was most effectively used a.t the

recent exhibition on Thai sllk held in the Bangkok Intercontinental Motel

when a sound—on-aide projector loaned by a UN agency showed the production

and use cf ‘ihai silk)
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14. The exhibition would. be sent on tour around Asia. Arrangements

for setting it up could be made through suitable local bodies such as;

(i) any UNEP office

(2) any ILO office

(3) any other suitable UN agency office

() any environmental group such as a public societ3r or

- government department who would like to use it.

15. The location of the room for the exhibition is important.

To obtain maximum audience exposure it is desirable to have the exhibition

in a suitable room attached to an existing exhibition or display centre,

or failing this in a large departmental store, at a major railway terminus

or in a busy first class hotel. What’ is not a good arrangement is a room,

say in an office block, to which the public have to make a specia]. journey

in order to view the exhibition.

i6. When the exhibition has been set up a forrn1 opening might be

arranged according to the wishes and knowledge of the local group. Press,

radio and television coverage could be arranged. If convenient a meeting

with a speaker, possibly e. government speaker, or a film on an environmental

subject ïnight be arranged for the opening. Various other arrangements

could also be used such as an opening reception with light refrshments.

17. The exhibition would be open to the public and special groups

from colleges and schools; environmental organisations and local societies

would be invited to make special visits.

18. Leaflets dealing with the exhibition would be distributed to

those visiting the exhibition to reinforce the message concerning hostile

environments and personal protection against the hazards.

• 19. Initially such an exhibition would use English as the medjum

of communication, and visit areas where English is widely understood.

Later, after experience had been ained additional languages might be

adcled and the circuit widened. Bilingual mernbers of the local ILO or

UNEP office might give a talk in another language at stated times but

any interpreter who viight be used should have some technical knoledge.
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Estimated Budget.

20. This would. have to be eosted in detail. It would include any

personai protective equipment hought for dispiay, cost cf display stands

and
cost cf prefabricating the special cases ail as carried out by the

commercial studio, bocks and soundon•slide apparatus and presentation,

• freight to different arts cf Asia, rent of display area, leafiets printing

costs, publicity, small receptions and incidentais.

The total cost would be for UNEP/ILO financement.

Footnot e

This type cf travelling exhibition is used by variousbodies such

l’Alliance Francaise and the British R-uncil who send exhibitions cf

paintings, sculptures and cf books, etc., on tours which may last a year

or two and take the exhibition right around the world. Before the

exhibition arrives e. suitable room or hall ha been selected according.

to the full specifications supplied. and these give full details on how

te impack the special exhibition cases, set up the exhibition, illuminate

it, store the. empty boxes and then repack and.despatch the exhibition and

send on to its next destination.

DHB/ ca
18.l.197T
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Appendix

Protection against exposure in the sea using the new suits that

enable a person to keep warm and alive in icy water for several hours

instead cf dying from exposure in a few minutes;

The protectior of a person wearing dark clothing at night, while

walking on busy roads with no sidepath or a sidèwalk and hable to be

struck by passing vehicles, by using built—in reflectance so that even

a dark suit shows up brightly in the reflected. headlainp beam of a vehicle

A miner working in a coal mine and exposed to fine dust hable to

caùse pneumoconoisis and therefore wearing the latest lightweight helmet—

type respirator with a built-4n electricaily cperated filtration system

so that only bure air reaches the miners lungs;

A worke± near the aerials of powerful radio transmitters wearing

the speciai wire—mesh head covering te revent the radio-waves damaging

his central nervous system;

Deepsea fishermen saihing in cold oceans weering the new all—weather

clothing that enables them to wcrk in extreme conditions;

The new diving suits that enable deepsea divers to go to far greater

depths than previously by using the new design of suits making use of and.

incorporating the structural techniques devised centuries ago in the coats

of armour worn by knights in battie;

The special cold weather suits devisec for building and construction

site workers and which have enabied European motorway construction to be

completed on scIedule despite very adverse weather conditions

individual high-frequeflcyvibrators for use i rural areas, especiahly

work, te repel insects that may carry disease.

__________

by civilians in some cities.

, puttees or spats (including quick release leggings

in jungles te protect against snake bites,

and as used by mouiders in foundr.iesto

provide protection against molten metal and sparks.

Ear protectors or ear muffs for protection against loudnoise such

Especially the car nuffs with a built—in radio receiver

to be piped” te the wearer or enabhing his supervisors te

Other ear protection as used by musicians, e.g. pop

S.

in forestry and similar

Smog masks as used

Boots and leggings

using Velcro fastening)

and bites of other wild

as used

animais

as jet engines.

aflowing mus je

speak to him.

roups/...
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groups’ who are hable to suffer noise induced deafness from the loud

noise cf their electronic instruments.

Biding bats for herse riders.

Hard bats cf various designs and types for use in a wide variety of

occupations.

Face shieids5 for protection against flying abjects.

Motor cychists crash helmets.

Safety 11bump cap& for motorists, te Drevent head injury.

Brightly coloured ropes as used on hazardous climbs on glaciers

• and mountains.
-

Oxygen supply for police exoosed te heavy traffic fumes (as used

in some Eurôpean citios).

• Te combat the risk of skin cancers from the combination cf sun and

çertain dusts, e.g. asphaltic dust produced during certain road building

processes, wide brimmed hats or other sun protection. These also protect

against sunburn and against ram, particularly in rural work.

Dosemeters for measuring finger, hand and body iànising radjation

exposure,. when using radioactive substances.

Goggies cf various types, for eye protection, and safety spectacles.

Safety ùoots and.shoes, (display.the cut-away version)..

The white sun umbrehla supported in a pohicenian’s beit in some tropical

countries to protect }um against the sun, as stands on traffic duty

right red “lipstick ointment as used by chimbers to protect them

against risk of frost bite or skin damage. Being bright red its absence

is quickly noticed by the climber’ s cohleagues.

Wehiington boots with steel toc PLATES and sole plates.

S
Sports clothing including yachting clothing and glider suits.

Carbon dioxide inflatable floats for personal use in water.

Positive pressurised air masks

Chimbing boots. . • .

Car safety beits and -car, explosion type bag r.estrainers.

Dust masks for asbestes5 sihica dusts, etc. .

Firèproof suits for firenien, etc.
S

S I
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Non-flanriabie material for childrens night clothes etc.

Special gloves for use at wcrk, on the road in severe cliinates.

Ergonomicaliy designed oliers. which are e. differont shapefrom

ordinary ones.

Safety beits and harnesses for industriel use.

Ergonomically designed suits and clotIjp..

Fresh air breathing apparatus.
ail fcr use in hazardous

Self-contained breathing apparatus.
environments

Oygen breathing apparatus.

Berner creams to protec the hands against acids, alkaiis, cils.

Sweat bands for use in the tropics.

Hard hats withattachanents such as ear muffs or welding face shields.

Leather anit—bite suits for dog handiers to protect against risk cf

rabies etc.

Personal oxygen suppiy for guests as now provided in the world’s

highest altitude hotel.

The special water cooled suits as used by piiots cf high speed

aircraft, astronauts on the moon and glass furnace workers.
‘-



PERSONAL PROTECTION AGAINST HOSTILE ENVIRONMENT

TRAVELLING EXHIBITION

(D.B.2.T

This idea is basicaly an excellent one. It has been

used with success in India with the Exhibition truck of

the Central Labour Institute of Bombay. It helps people to

understand at least that some personal protection could be

used in many dangerous circuxnstances.

But this idea has to be deeply studied to avaid a

situation that could be completely exterior to the visitors.

For example, we know very well that school chiidren and

even students dont fully realize the dangers of work and

cannot understand very well the necessity of personal pro

tection.

Another problem is the cost of lot of these protec

tion equipments in situations where very little money is

available for the workers.

We can consider also the lack of serious interest

of workers of a special area (agriculture for example) for

eguipments related to activities they have nether seen or

imagine (steel works for example).

So this exhibition has to be different for the

different professional groups and the different level of

resources devoted to workers protection.

This travelling exhibition is much more efficient

that one s4ing in a city like a museum, but it is much more

expensive ; salaries and travel expenses of at least 3

people. This budget is much more important than the price

of the exhibition itself.



Development of Special Work Clothing for Hot Work

Environmentsin the Tropical Countries of A.ia

Bakground

1. 0f the-varicus ènvironmental factors w-hich affect man atworkone of the rnost important is the thermal conditions to whiçh he isexpoàed. These thermal conditions may result in the mari beingcold,comfortable or hot. Ideally, man should work in thermal conditionswhich do not place any stress on hie body. Extremes of temperature,hot or cold, tend to cause stress, but cold is the casier to dealwith as the worker cari wear additional suitable clothing to keep himwarm. Dealing with hot conditions is much more difficult, and canreadily cause stress to the body., This îs not only harmful to thebody but reduces efficiency md leads to an increase in errors whichin turn can cause accidents and injuries.

2. It shouid be borne in mmd that the sources of heat are two—fold. Firstly, there je the heat in the working envirenment. Thismay reach the worker by the process 0f radiation, for example fromfurnaces, by convection currents which is the inost common routebywhich heat reaches the body, the bot currents of air envelopingthebody, and there i aio conduction. Sometimes drivers offactoryvehicles receive eoie heat from thé engine transmitted through theseat of the vohicle. But this is a minor source of heat, convectioncurrents and radiation are the two principal sources.

3. The second source of heat is that generated by the body itself.As we do work, or even simply move about our muscles produce heat asa by—product and the body has to get rid of thisheat. A mari carryingout hard marinai ork, e.g. shovelling material will produce much heatwhieh he must get rid of. Someone engaged in a sedentary occupationwill produce little heat.

4. The greatezt stress to the body is theréfore roduced wheremoderate or heavy work is involved, and the workirig enviroriment ishot. However, there are other factors to be taken into considerationand these conccrn the methode by which the human body acts to loseheat; either S.eat produced by its own muscular activity or heatabsorbed from the surrounding working environment. The body usesthree methode to lose heat. First we have vaso—dilation where thesurface blood vessels expandand bring a greater flow.of blood up tothe surface of the body. The skin looks reddish as opposed to whitewhen it is cold. he blood carnes the heat from the muscles and themore blood reaching the surface of the body the gre4ter viii be theloss of heat to the surrounding atmosphere, provided of course thatthe surrounding atmosphere is at a lowen temperature than the body.The second .method je a muscular ef fect on the surface of the body whichcauses the maximnm skin to be exposed to surface air movement. Hairtends to stand orect thus allowing the air movement to reach doserto the skin. (This can often be seen cleanly in a dog during botweather),
-

/5. These



5. Thesetwo rnethods of losing heat tend to deal with onlysmall quantities of heat. Where more heat has to be got rid of thebody uses its most powerful means of getting rid of heat — the bodysweats. That is — a fluid is secreted in considerable quantity onto the surface of the body. This f].uid whjchis inajnly waterevaporatésand te do so fequires quito a large amount of heat (tochangeiiquid at one’temperature int vapour at the sanie temperature).This latent heat of evaporation is quite large and SO sweating isapowerful method ofcooling the body.

6. Phese three methods of getting rid cf heat thus assist thebody ta maintain nérmal temperature (the bdy core temperature 0f36.9°C or98.4F) and these methodsdepend upon a nuniber of factors.Thèse include the degree of air movement reaching the body, thetemperature of that air and, very important, indeed, the hurnidity ofthe atmosphere. The last of these is very important where the bodyis sweating a gooddeal. Air at any giventetnperature can only holda certain.amount of water vapour and its relative humidity (the ratioof the amount of water vapour present in the, atmosphere to, the amountrequired to saturate the atmosphere at that temperature) is vital.Thê nearer the atmosphere is to saturation the greater will be thedifficulty of the body in sweating effectively. This can often beobserved in hot, humid climates where profuse sweating may be takingplace:, most of the sweat is running off the body instead of beingevaporated and so helping to cool the body.

7. In these comments about the heat control methods we havemade no mntion of acclimatisation which is of some importance. Pliehuman body tends to become acelimatised to the (thermal) conditionsto which it is normally exposed, but this is only true over a certainrangeof conditions. Outside 0f that range the body cannot acclimatise.

8. Working conditions, particuiarly inside buildings (as wellas in the open air in very hot ciimates) can be hot and humid and giverise te the. harmful.. èffects described at the beginning of thesecominents.

Now an important factor in the total thermal condition of thebody is theclothing worn. Plie clothing can have marked effects onthe bod.y’s.ability to lose heat, and the body’s tndency ta colleetheat. Thecalourof theclothing, the type of surface, the material,the porosity, the natureof the seamà, the abîlity of the clothing taprovide an enlarged area fôr evaporation and therefore cooling, theability to ailowmuch air movement close to the body sùrface, itseffect on vaso—dilation and skin surface movements, the tendency toding ta the bodywhèn moist with perspiration etc.; al] these areimportant. Important too are the designs, fitting, eut, shape of theclothing0 Much of this i based on tradition, culture, religious orother factors. And net much thought has been given to the design ofthe clothi.ng worn in most parts of developing Asia from the point. ofview of the weight distribution, pressures etc., especially where theworker carnes weights, or carnes tools, etc.

/10. Ail
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10. Ail of this adds up to a somewhat complex situation as far
as the design of clothing is concerned. Now for e certain amount
of work particularly in the hot industries, such as iron and steel
foundries, rollingmills, work with furnaces, and so on and also
where there is highhumïdity, such as in dyeing, laudries or where
artificial humidification is used as in the cotton industry the
comfort of the worker, or the degree of heat stress to which he is
exposed cari be aweiiorated by the design of his work clothes.

11. In the tropical countries of Asia (and other parts of the
world) we have a situàtion, in the hot industries in particular, where
working conditions could be improved by the désign of clothing best
suited to the conditions and the worker. The design of clothing ai ong
ergonomic unes wouid be a significant step forward jn the humanisation
of work. It could also heip production.

12. Men have been reported as working in a steei rolling miii
where the dry bulb temperature was as high as 260°F (water bous at
212°Ft) as recorded by research workers from Calcutta. University.

13. In the developed countries the problems of clothing design
havé usually been associated with coid and wet conditions. The
applications of ergonomic principles are much the same, scientificaily,
whether the problem is one of hot or cold. It is said that one major
motorway across Britain was oniy completed on time and under most
adverse environmentai working conditions because of the special
ciothing designed byMr. Farr, who is an authority on the ergonomic
design of clothing. Farr is also responsible for the design of the
special clothing now being increasingiy used by deep sea fishermen
around northern Europe and which has markedly improved their workirig
conditions. Recently Farr took up the post of head 0f the design
section of Hong Kong Polytechnic, where he is now concerned amongst
other things with clothing for tropical countries.

14. À smali amount 0f introductory research work on the design
of special work clotizing for hot industries in tropical conditions
has beeni carried out under Dr. Sen in the Work Physiology and Ergonomics
Laboratory of Calcutta Univerzity.

15. During the recent mission to Hong Kong of the Senior Occupa—
tional Safety and Health Officer ho visited the Poiytechnic and had
discussions with Mr. Farr. Mr. Farr is very well aware of the problems
discussed above and indeed very interested in them as the ergonomic
design of ciothing is of course hi.s speciality.

16. During missions over the iast year or so the Senior Occupa—
tionai Safety and Health Officer has discussed with government officiais
in e number of countries inciuding India, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh,
Singapore and the Philippines this problem of the need for special
clothing for Hot Work Environments in the Tropical Countries of Asia.
Ail have expressed interest and — in so far as they could comment on
the spot — have said their country would be interested in investigations
in this field.

/17. It is
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17. It is our view that a full regional project would bring
beneficial resuits. But before embarking on a full project it is
proposed that an introductory or preparatory project be set up to
study in more detail the existing situationt its needs and therefore
the methods to be adopted in the full project. It is suggested that
the Consultant for the preparatory project be Mr. M. Farr, Head of
the Design Department of Hong Kong Polytechnic. He is an expert in
the field, is interested in tbe problem, and from the recent informai
conversation with him it appears that he could have leave of absence
from the Polytechnic for a short period to carry out such a consultancy.
It is, apparently, aiso the policy of the Hong Kong Polytechnic to
support such endeavours.

18. The Consultant couldbe based on Caicutta University in
Dr. Sen’s Department of Work Physiology and Ergonomies and possibly
aiso for a time at the CLI Bombay. By working through these bodies
the Consultant shouid have fairly ready access to industry. It is
suggested that the Consultancy work be carried out during the summer
months in the northern hemisphere.

19. In addition to this 2min Consultancyit .is suggested a smaii
sum of money be made available for portable equipment to be used by
the Consultant in his field investigations.

20. After this preparatory project has been carried out and
feasible, full project detalis drawn up, it is proposed that we then
contact the governments in thé Region with a view to a Regional project
emerging.

21. These proposais are very much in une with the quest for
new technical approaches to OS&Hand with PIACT and it will also be
noted that there is a TCDC element invoived. For those who are
employeci in the hot industries of tropical Asia this project couid
heip to make their work more human.

Long Term Objective

22. The development of the total design of speciai Work Clothing
for use in Hot Uork Environments in the Tropical Countries of Asia.
The designs, once deveioped, would be made freely availabie for
manufacturers to take.up and use.

Immediate Objective

To carry out a preliminary 2 man month consultancy to draw up a
full Regional Project detailing the scientific anci technical methods
to be sed for the deveiopmeit of Speciai Work Ciothing for Flot Work
EnvironSts in the Tropical Countries of Asia.
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Estimated Budget

1Js$

Consultant 2 m/rn 7,500

Travel 1,500

Equipment (to be detailed by consultant) up to 2,500

Payment to University of Calcutta or CLI or
other body for laboratory facilities 2,500

Secretaria]. assistance and miscellaneous 750

Total 14,750
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DEVELOPMENT 0F SPECIAL WORK CLOTliING FOR TFiO WORK ENVIRONMENTS

IN ThL TROPICAL COUNTRY 0F ASIA

(u.B.3.)

Tue prob1cit of work clothinç for not work environments is an

extreinely important one and it is very well exposed in Mr D.H.

bROWL paper.

A special attention bas to be given to the work situation where

other probleins have to be treateci siruitaneous1y as irotection

against burning radiations, flot li Uiç or dangerous cnenicai

projections.

Tnere is a very iniportant scientific and tecnnical biiiograj1ïy

on taie subject in western litterature : U.. and U.S. aiIitary

researcn, Luropean coal and steel cornmunity, Pr WYNDHAN

researches in So’ith Africa.

Littie fli being donc in measuring working conditions in real

situations of tropical countries. One of the est source in

this field is the Vor Physiology Laboratory in Calcutta directed

by Dr SEN with the other Work Physiology Laboratories in India

directed by bis former students, Dr P.N. SAHA, in Central Labour

Institute in i3ornbay, and Dr P.K. NAG in the Labour Institute in

AflMEL)AbAD. A.W. had tne occasion to visit the laboratories in

EOMAY and in CALCUTTA and 1-ie ws one of tiie examiner of

Dr P.. NAG for bis very remarkable Ph.D. presented efore the

Univers ity of CALCUTTA.

ThC only problein for taes 1aoratories, ecially te one of

L)r 5i.L’4, is money. The lack of facilities is really extrue,

and A.W. thinks tnat the ILO noney available fias to e iven

as far as possj1e to these institutions.

Another very good expert in South East Asia in the field of

protection against thermal load is Pr 1.OSE of the Institute

of Public nealtu of tue University of tue PhILIPPINES MANILA.
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0f course, th capacities of Mr FARR, head of design section

Hong-Kong Polytechnic nas to be used but perhaps as a member

of a teain together witn tkie indian and philippinese erts.

At least it is difficuit for ILO to suggest that t4r FARR will

only use the facilities of the Work Pnysiology Laboratory of

Calcutta University. Mr FARR could eventuallv ie invited by

Dr SN to cooperate to a proect riven to the W.P.L. of

Calcutta University. Another solution could be that r FARR

would do nis researches in hong-Kong sirnultaneously to the re—

searches of the indian and philippinese experts. These remarks

stress the idea that scientific cooperation has to be organized

by ILO in South East Asia in the area of working conditions.



aRuralflevelçptProject

ularBudg e t

Seminaro ralOccupationalSafeHealth

for the Asian Reg.on

1. There is an urgent need te provide the rural areas cf the
Asian region with support and help in occupational safety and health
matters. For toc long now the rural areas have tended to be neglecte
and in reports before the Governing Body as well as in discussion
at the ILO ConfErence, the need to rectify this imbalance has been
emphasised.

2. As a contribution, it is proposed that a Seminar on Rural
Occupationa]. Safety and Health be held in the Asian region, possibly
at the University of Bali, Indonesia, where a significant programme
cf rural work is under the direction of Professor Manuaba, Department
of Ergonomics. If it is not convenient to hold the Seminar in Bali,
some other suitable place would be used.

3. The primary aim of the Seminar would be to produce an
informative and authoritative bock on rural safety and health for
guidance and help in the e_Asi for the next decade.

+. There is not available for the Asian region such a bock
and this gap should now be filled. (e—-- cf the existing ILO
publications meet this need).

2.ectives

5. The basic aim cf this Seminar is to meet the need for an
informative, authoritative publication on Asian Region Rural
Occupational Safety and Health for use cluring the next decade. A
secondary aim is practical and realistic recommendations on rural
safety and health. A further aim is an exchange cf information and
the provision cf an educational input.

6. It is proposed that the eminar subject be divided into
s number of sub-headings, probably 7 or 8 in ah, euch as;

/(i)

I I
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(i) Chemical and biological hazards of rural work (largely
exciuding industrial activities).

j(2) Farm; agricultural and plantation heaith and hygiene.

(3) Farm and griciiltural safety.

(4) Ergonomica for rural areas (concentrating on non—industrial
aspects).

(5) Small (rural) industry and handicraft safety and health.

(6) Fishing.

(7) Rural transportation safety.

?(8) Rural environmental pollution.

7. For each of the 7 or8 subjects,.an external collaborator
would be selected and cornmissioned to:

(a) prepare a paper on the subject (of about 30 pages, single
spacing, including illustrations). Each paper would
ultimately form one chapter of the book on Rural Safety
and Heaith.

(b) The external collaborator would present his paper at the
Seminar and arising from the discussion on his paper and
ail the other discussioat the Seminar, the external
collaborator woul be asked to incorporate this into his
paper along with such modifications as necessary.

(e) He would submit his modified paper complete with illustra
tions, etc. within 2 months to ILO Regional Office for
Asia, Bangkok.

8. The ILO Regional Office for Asia would then edit the 7 or 8
papers, and they, together with any supplementary material, wouid
form the book on Rural Safety and Healtk.

9. The book would then be published and sold priinarily within
Asia, but would aiso be available on a world-wide basis.

10. The language of the Seminar and the book would be English
but, if thouht appropriate, extracts cf the book migbt be transiated
into certain languages of the Asian region and reproduced in regional
publications such as magazines, etc.

11. The external collaborators would be selectea/frøm experts
in their respective subjects anywhere in the world, provided their
knowledge is applicable to Asia.

/1
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12, In addition to the 7 or 8 external collaborators, approxi—
mately 16 participants would be invited to attend from the Asian
region. These would be made up of 6 Government, 3 employers’, and
3 workers’ participants and 4 consultants from Asian universities
or institutions who have specialised knowledge in rural safety and
health matters of sia.

13. The Seminar would thus be tripartite in structure.

14. The participants would be carefully selected from those
with special knowledge of the problems of the Asian areas or with
some special knowledge of arent solutions to these problems.

15. The eminar would consist of the presentation of the 7 or
8 individual papers. These would then be critically exarnined in
one or two sessions. In general sessions, the interaction of the
different subjects would be tudied, and additional material added
to the total dialogue.

16. A nurnber of visits would be made throughout the rural
area to see and study at first hand the conditions and problems.

17. The Seminar wouid last 7 days.

jec t ive

18. The 7 or 8 papers rnodified and extended as a resuit of
the discussions and interchange of ideas woulcl form the basic
material for the book, which would coritribute to rural occupational
safety and health in the Asian region for the next decade.

Immediat e 0bqve

19. In addition, the Seminar would be invited to make practical
and realistic recommendations (reached by concensus) on rural safety
and health for consideration within the AsiEnregion by governments,
employers’ and ;orkers’ organisations and the ILO.

ementat ion

20. Sixteen (i6) fellowships would be offered in addition to
employment of the external collaborators.

/21.



21. Other bodies, Asian region government, workers and
employers would be invited to participate at their own expense.
FAC, îH0, UNEP, UNIDO nd APO would also be invited to participate
at their own expense.

Estimated Bud
(ubject to accurate costing)

8 ternal collaborators — 8 m/ni 30,000
- travel 10,000

16 participants - per diem 4,000
- travel 12,000

1 officiai from ILO R.0. (SOSHO) I ,200
(12 days mission)

V

Administrative and secretarial assistance 750

Ptb1ication of book 1,500

Hospitality 300

Total 59,750

I



SEMINAR ON RURAL SAFETY AND HEALTH

FOR TUE ASIAN REGIONS

(D.B.4.)

- This proect is of great intereat and the book expected as a

result is of utznost necessity.

- The general prograin is excellent and the situation in DENPASAR

IJNIVERSITY - BALI quite adequate considering the work being done

there by Pr MANUABA and his team.

- But A.W. is flot sure that we are now able to collect the right

experts for the very special tropical conditions. lie is afraid

that the speakers and book’s authors wil]. be mainly coming from

developed, temperate or cold climate countries with highly

mechanized agriculture.

- A.W. hopes that infact there are enough experts in rural

Occupational Safety and Uealth in the different tropical coun

tries of the world but there are flot yet known.

- One of the questions systematically explored by the PIACT

teams in the different countries could be the list of experts

and researcli centers existing in the country or the region

in the field of rural say and health.

— The seminar suggested by Nr D. Brown could be organized in

1980 or 1981, along the unes suggested by Mr D. Brown but with

a mixed teani of western and tropical countries experts.



THE DESIGN 0F FACTORY BUILDINGS FOR THE TROPICAL
(A Regular Budget Project Prc

Background

1. The development of the design of factory buildings from the
industrial revolution to the present time in thedeveloped countries
has been the change, from what might be regarded as littie more than
boxes to house the first machines of the industrial revolution, to S
structure now designed to meet two needs, firstly those of the machines
and processes and secondly those of the workers. The needs of the worker
include air to breath, light to sec by and s reasonable teniperature. The
ventilation of the factory building must therefore provide sufficient air
of an acceptable level of purity and. so, according to the nature of the
process the ventilation system must be capable of dealing with atmospheric
impurities such as gases or dusts produced in the course of the work.
Plie system must be able to deal with any humidity caused by the work and
the system must also provide sufficient air movement to help to keep cool
those erigaged on heavy manual wor1. Heavy manual work causes the body
to sweat in order to get rid 0f the heat caused by the work and the body
cannot lose heat efficiently through the sweating process unless there
is a.dequate air movement to allow the sweat to evaporate.

2. In the case of the hot industries the ventilation which ma.y
be natural or artificial, for example, making use of plenum systems,
must be able to des]. with the waste heat from the procesr to the extent
cf providing a working environinental temperature within the range acceptable
for the nature of the work.

3. Adequate and suitable light must be provided to enable the
workers to sec without eye strain. This will normally take the form
cf ne.tural light from windows and extensive roof lights or of artificial
lighting ine].uding local lighting on machines and elsewhere. Specia].
lighting may also be used. In addition there will be need to prevent
glare whether it be disability glare, discomfort gle.re or reflections
from surfaces cf machines and equipment.

1. A suitable working temperature is also very important. This
has been mentionec]. under ventilation but much more than ventilation is
often necessary in order to provide an acceptable temperature. Three
factors must be taken into consideration. There is first the load of
heat produced by the process tself. If this is high, such as is found
where furnaces are used then steps must be taken to reduce the ainount of
heat esca.pinginto the working environment. This escape of heat will be
mainly through convection currents and by radiation and measures must be
taken to reduce these. Such measures include the use of lagging, radiation

screens /

- 71,



screens, and cooling of the air by various means. The second factor is
the nature cf the work itself. If this is cf a heavy manua nature such
as shôvelling fuel into a fu.rnace then a suitable working tenpêrature would’
be a lover one than where, for example, the work being done vas physically
light such as operating a control panel.

5. The vital factor is that the hunan body cnly works efficiently
over a limited range cf temperatures and when it has to work in higher
or lover temperatures hum.an efficiency fails off and theworker suffers.
In the long term damage would lie done to his health, in the short tom
he is hable te inake n’istakes and errors and so increase the likchihood
cf having an accident and suffering injury.

6. The hast factor cf the three is the climatic conditions in
particular the teniperature of the whole atmosphere surrounding the factory
building. Clearly this wiil decide the temperature cf the factory building
itself based on the ambient temperature cf the atmosphere along vith radiant
heat from the sun. And cf course this viii cisc settlthe tetuperature cf
the air being used for naturalventilation as wehl as artificial ventilation,
if the air is neither heated nor cooled. Now mcst developed countries re
outside cf the tropical regions cf the world and the general ciituatic ccn
ditions tend te produce a coid, moderately cool or at ricst warrn environment.
This has had a profound effect on the desii cf factory buildings, espeeially
as regards achieving a suitable wcrking temperature. As often as net the
need is te provide extra heat inside the factory. Or where the process
does produce much heat only a srnall anount cf ventilation may be necessary
te cool down the working conditions.

7. P.nd so, cver the years, the structural design of factcries in the
relatively cool developed countries in order te deal with the thermal effects
cf the process and the level of energy expenditure cf the workers has produced
a certain balance. This balance is seen in the shape, construction and the
degree of total enclosure of the building, the amount of ventilation, the
window area and sometirnes the geographical angle cf the factory, e.g. te
capture the su&s rays through south facing factory windows (for the northern
heniisphere).

8. 8e in developed countries, •factory buildings have evclved suited
te the process and the relatively cool cliniate. For niost processes the
balance has been achieved without great difficulty but in the hot industries
even in the coder developed. countries difficulty is often experienced in
keeping down the wcrking temperature.

9. Factories have been referred te in the above cpnsiderations but
buildings that house service industries, parts cf the transport system,
have hikewise evclved along the unes discussed.

10. Now/...
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10. Now when ve turn to the developing countries we note iinmediately
that in the transfer of technology, the design of factory buildings have
been largely transferred and used with littie or no modification The
design of weaving sheds in cotton milis, of iron arid steel foundries, of
steel rolling miils, have by and large been taken c’ver from the developed
countries without significant change T’nere are few exceptions, but
they are zndeed fe

11. ere the developing country has a tropic or semitropical
climate it wiil be observed that the cliinatic factors that led. to the
evolution of the factory design in the developed country are no longer
relevant. And se the design of the factory is unsuited te the tropical
or semi—tropical climate.

12. Now it is precisely in the hot industries where the factory
design proves most unsuitable and in consequence the workers suifer
greatly.

13. As an example an iron or steel founclry in a tropical climate
built te a traditional developed country’ design, produce difficuit and
sometirnes almost intolerable working conditions. High teniperatures and
possibly high humidity cause hardship and the workers suifer a great deal.

1. Borne enlightened managements, especially where the factory
manager lias a professional background, e.g. an engineer rather than a
business man, do make some attempts te anieliorate the conditions. In
some foundries parts cf walls have been knocked eut, and large capacity
air moving fans have been used to increase air flow and se on. But
they have only miner affects as the original design cf the building was
unsuitable for the climate.

15. And se there is a very rea,l need te tackie the basic probleni
cf designing factory buildings suitable for tropical climates. The
building must suit the clmmate.

16. There is a seecial difficulty in achieving this goal cf designs
for the climate o± a developing country, and it is not aiways appreciated.

17. Most cf the students cf industrial architecture and design frein
the developing countries go and study the subject in the developed countries.
And se they learn littie 0f the needsof their own climates. As the
Conissioner cf Labeur cf one tropical country said recently “before we
send our young inen te study architecture in Britain or North P.merica,
I teil thein I want them to corne back able to design buildings for
(and he nemed his tropical developing country).. “when they return, I find
that ail they can do is te design buildings for Britain or North P.merica
flot for “ And se the unsatisfactory designs are perpetuated.

Obi ective/...
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Objct ive

18. The proposai is to start with the extreme case cf the hot

industries in the tropical countries. These couid be studied. with

a view to evolving designs more suited te the tropical conditions. This

may involve largely new concepts in the structure of the buildings, e.g.

walls that cari swing open or close according to conditions, the use of

nev building materials, e.g. glass that will not allow heat to pass through

from the sun or better stili a one—way glass that will only ailow heat to

escape froni the building but will not allow the heat of the sun’s rays te

enter the building, and se on.

19. In these, and other ways, the heat load could be reduced and se

working conditions for a large number of men and vomen made more tolerable.

This would indeed help to make work more human.

.20. It is proposed that a pilot project be carried eut te assess

the problems niuch more fully, seek out methods of approach and draw up

;lans for a fuller scale project te tackie s, whole section cf the prçblein

area.

21. It is envisaged that a team comprising Ci) an industrial architect,

(2) an occupational hygienist, (3) a doctor and (1) a process specialist

carry out the pilot study. .

Long Terni

22. The long terni objective is to produce (i) new concepts in the

design cf buildings for the hot industries in the tropical countries,

(2) to produce. actual designs for one or two cf the hot industry buildings

such as a fouridry and a steel rolling miii, (3) have. these concepts and

specific designs incorporated into the standard,designs available throughout

the world used by architects, industrial designers and others, (4) have them

incorporated into industrial architectural training courses in the major

colleges in the developed (and developing) world, (5) prepare proposais for

the modification of existing buildings in the developing ceuntries so that

sonie improvement in the existing buildings could be achieved.

23. Ail this is to reduce the stressful and harmful working conditions

and “make work more human’ for the workers in the tropics.

Short Terni

2L The short term objectives of this project is te establish the

modus operandi for the full proj.ect. area would be selected, possibly

in Sri Lnka, India or Pakistan. The team, would study conditions in

several cf the hot industries in that area. The key member cf the team

would be the industrial architect (preferably a consultant with an engineering

background) and he should be from or associated with one cf the institutes cf

industrial architecture. He would co-ordinate the findings cf the other

meinbers cf the team and produce the report on which a full project could

be based.
25. However/..



T. The illustrations in the bookiet, wherever a human being is depicted

would be siightly changed to ensure that the general features and. style of

dress etc. are those cf Bangladesh.

8. The translation and modïfied drawings should be checked and if need

be modified by the hief Inspector of Factories Bangladesh toensurethat

technical terms have been adequately translated into Bangla. -

9. The agreed version would be printed in Bangladesh. A very substaaitial

number of copies should be printed, say 10,000 usingone of the cheaper forrns

of priuting. Fairiy large print should be used as many Bangladeshis have

poor eyesight and flot ail can afford reading glasses.

10. This supply should then be distributed over say a 12 month period

through the government, mainly the Ministry of Labour, various training

and teaching institutions and centres, and through the employers’ and

workers’ organizations

li The Director of the ILO Office Dacca would personally iaunch the

distribution by presenting the supplies given to the Employeri’ and

Workers’ organisations at a brief ceremony in the oresenceof the press.

12. Care should be tken to ensure a wide distribution within the country.

13. While most would be distributed free, a nuniber, say 500 would be

retained at the ILO (and possibly UNDP) office for sale t a nominal sum

of, say, 1 Taka each.

l. Six months after the main distribution the Government, Employers’

and Workers’ organisations would each be asked for a short report on the

reactions to the publication, its degree of usefu.lness and what further

type of publication could be of special value in the field of Occupational

Safety and Health.

Inputs!...
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6. The modified version would then be translated into the language of

Bangladesh - Bangla. This translation sbould be carried out in Dacca,

arranged by the ILO Office Dacca. There are several institutesin Daces

who could do this, e.g. the Bangla Academy.



25. However, the information collected by the team would of itself
be of considerable value even if n fuller project did not develop.

Implementation

26. It would be particularly useful if the project could make use cf
existing or new scientific facilities in the developing countries such as
the Sri Lanka Institute of Occupational Snfety and Health. Working from
such an Institute would facilitate the speedy and efficient execution cf
the project.

Estimated Budget

27. k Consultants one each of an industrial
architect, occupational hyienist, plant
specialist (hot industries e.g. foundry
industrial medical officer,

k ra/m
processes)

Us$

ik,ooo

j

Travel expenses 8,000

Provision cf envircnrnental equipment if 5,000
possible on ban, including cost cf transportation

Secretarial assistance 2,000

Miscellaneous 750

Total 29,750



TUE DESIGN 0F FACTORY BUILDINGS

FOR TUE TROPICAL COUNTRIES 0F ASIA

(D.B.5.)

— The research project is related to a very important question,

is very well conceived and is able to obtain very practical

resuits in a rather short period.

— It is closely related to our own recommendations based on

observations and discussions in many tropical countries.

- It can be initiated in a very short delay as far as good

evidence could be obtained of the capacities of the member of

the team. A.W. has no special opinion on SRI—LANKA Institute

0f Occupational Health and Safety Institute. He thinks that

some indian universities could contribute in a very efficient

way as welJ. as soins philipine experts of the University of

the Philippines.

- A report could be aked to some multinational f irms or to

a group of them. It would be necessary to specify that the

report has to consider factories without air conditionning

and of cneap construction. This or these reports could be

f inanced by the f irms themselves and flot by any U.N. budget.



OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY POSTEBS FOB THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 0F ASIA

a R.B. project proposai.

.

1. As industrialisation proceeds within a country there appear

occupational hazards which are new and unfamiliar to the workers. These

arise from the introduction of machinery, plant, equipment and processes

flot previously in use or which are extensively niodified from what vas in

use before.

2. The transfer of technology is in part a transfer of hazards as the

workers are faced wi,th new and .unknown situations. And vhile the technical

details and “know.how of the procéss are transferred usually very limited

effort is made to transfer ta the workers ‘know—how’t on the ways and means

of how to deal with the hazards. Safe means of working are often only

discovered by accident.

3. One method 0f alerting the workers to these new hazards is to preseat

them d.ramatically through the visual senses. This can be done aost

effectively through the display of safety posters. These posters ay teach

throuh example, or warn by depicting the instant an accident is occurring,

or they may motivate often by associating a safe working practice with

saine desirable condition (such as family fe or other pleasures).

1. Whatever is the approach, or the psychological angle used, experience

over a good niany years bears out the fact that well deLigned safety posters

are effective in teaching, in warning and iotivating.

5. Iuch of this exp’erience has been gained in developed countries where

there is a high level of literacy. It is therefore worth noting that in

those developing countries with a much lower level 0f literacy, poster

may be even more powerful in their impact. For the worker who cannot read,

the picture depicted on a poster becornes more important, more vivid., for

the inability to absorb information through the writte word inakes hiin

more responsive ta and indeed dependant upon what he sees (and hears).

6/...
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6. The early stageof devopment is thus one where there is as5ecial

need to teach, to warn, to motivate through the use of safety posters

conveying new information to the worker, but it is aiso a stage where the

poster inay be more effective than’later on when the literacy level rises

in the working corniminty. Even at this more literate stage the safety

poster can remain a powerful tool, particulariy where its design and

message is specifically aimed at the more literate observer.

7. The value of displaying posters is well recognised in the developing

couritries at government level, in industry and establishments as weii as

amongst voluntary bodies such as national safety councils. Reciuestsare

often made to ILO for the supply of posters, suitable for the country and

area and at reasonable cost.

8. Most of these reqiaests for a supply of posters cannot be met and at

best the enquirer is referred to such bodies as the National Safety Council

of the USA or the Ioyal Society for the Prevention of Accidents, UK, as

possible suppliers

9. But the posters provided by these andalso by other sources in

Europe and Asia are not at ail suitable for use in the developing countries

because (a) if they depict a human being he or she is very clearly of an

ethnic andcultural group different from that of the developing country and

the reaction is therefore that “the poster and its message is for the

foreigner - it has nothing to do with us’, in Indonesia or Bangladesh or

wherever the poster happens to be on diaplay, (b) any written message on

the poster wiil be in English or French or German, etc., although a very

few posters may be without an imprinted message, and (e) tbe paper on

which the poster is printed is often flot suited to the wide variations

in humidity and temperature of many dveloping.countries.. H
10. Generally speaking therefore it can be said that posters produced f

in the developed countries are flot suitable for use in the developing

countries

11/
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J il. If posters are produced in the developing countries by governments

or voiuntary bodies (for example, the National Safety First Council of

Singapore produces about one poster a rnonth) the great drawback is high

cost. The number cf posters that will be sold is limited and this alone

puts up the eost per unit. Then the raw rnaterials may aise be costly,

adding to the total cost. And se not nany occupational safety posters

are produced in thedeveloping countries and yet there is a clear aeed for

suitable posters in these countries.

12. This projeat is concerned with develoning a special type of poster

suitable for use in the developing world at a price that could be paid by

governments, factories, companies and other establishments.

And it is proposed that each one cf this specia]. type of poster

would be designed so as te be suitable for use in ail or most of the

developing countries cf Asia.

13. Firstly, in this special type of poster any human figure would be

repiaced, being depicted by a cartoon figure te remove completeiy racial

or ethnie characteristics. The facial features which identify racial

groups, the dress, colour, etc., would ail disappear. This wouldbe

achieved byusing, for exainple;

(a) anonymous animal—like figures such as are used in ILO

population pamphlets,

(b) matchstick type figures,

(e) robot type figures,

(d) other ideas developeci by the artist

It is proposed that an artiat be employed te deveiop this special

type of cartoon poster.

i1. Secondly, as far as possible, posters without a human being

appearing in the scene would be designed

15. Thirdly, wherever possible posters which carry a clear “meaning

without words’ would be used, that is the illustration would se clearly

present the message that no printed message need be included in the poster.

However only sonie simple posters can be cf this type. Most posters do

require a printed message.
16/...
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i6 FrthIy, while the majority of the posters will reuire a messagê

ta convey fully the meaning, initially nothing will be printed on thê

poster. Instead a spae cf suitable size and position on the poster i11

be left blank. When these posters reach the devéloping country theycan

be Toverprinted with a message in the local language. The message would

be a carefully selected translation based on the original wording required

tocomplete themeaningof the poster. Generally the message would &lways

for simplicity, be printed on the posters in black or another standard colour.

17. Fifthly, the posters would be cf a standard size suitable for Asia,

be of robust material suitable ta withstand wide variations of humidity

and teraperature. The dyes should not be hable ta fade easily as well

as being suitable for overprinting with printing inks available in the

developing country

i8. Sixthly, the posters should make use of a himitednumber of colours

but these should be bright .ones.

19. Seventhly, the posters would beproduced in hulk for the whole

cf the needs cf the developing countries of Asia, and the printing should

be carried out in a place where production costs are minimal (for exa.irple,

Hong Kong or Hohland).

Objectives.

20. To meet the need of the developing countries cf Asia for a supply of

Occupational Safety Posters.

21. The posters to be cf cartoon style, any huinans te be depicted as anony—

mous animal figures (as used in IL0poru1ation bookiets) or robot figures

or as matchstick style figures or other designs free from ethnie characteristics.

22. The posters tobe either designed without a printed message or to

incorporate a suitable space in the design for overprinting cf a message

in the language of the developing country or area (or that of migrant

workers) where they are to be displayed.

j
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23. The pQsters to be made of a suitable material.

2k. The cost of the posters to be kept to a minimum and payment to be

made to the ILO in local currency.

Inputs.

(

proposed that Geneva seek out a suitable poster artist or

could draw these new poster designs. Such an artist could•

found through an industrial art college or through industrial

which specialise in this type of work.. The ILO public

or printing departments or sections could. probab].y arrange

artists who produced the ILO population bookiets might be

26.. The artists would be given a nuxuber of poster ideas suitabie for

the Asian countries The Senior Oceupational Safety and Health Officer,

Bangkok, couid select say 2k, suitable ideasusng smali illustrations of

standard “developed country type posters. The artist could work on these.

27. The selected artist(s) would work up initially, say 12, of these

suitable ideas into this special type of poster.

28. Geneva wouJ..d also obtain professional advice on the type of paper,

printing, etc., to zneet variations in humidity, temperat.ure, etc., and.

would arrange ail the other technical details

29. A suitable printèr would be found whose prices vere reasonable.

This printer could be in Europe or Asia.

30. Samples of the posters would be printed. These would be distributed

in the developing countries of Asia to assess interest The distributors

might include Factory Inspectorates and Minïstries of Labour, theoutlets

cf the CIS and possibiy also their infôrmation coliecting centres, voluntary

safety and health associations, other public bodies, large industrial

companies, industrial associations, employers’ organisations, workers’

organisations and so on.

a
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31. This might best be clone throughthe ILO country offices vith local

assistance of the voluntary safety and health associations and others

and the ILO Office would.select and arrange the overpriting.. he. ILO

Office ouId arrange for a local printer to act as agent, receiving the

posters frein the central printers in Europe or Asia. overprinting and

despatching them to ail who wish to purchase thern.

32.. As these wouid be ILO posters payment could however be made to the

ILO Office in local currency. This is particularly impotant as otherwise

rûost potential purchasers weuld net be able te pa.y for them in any other

currency.

Justification. -

33. -There is a very real need for suitable, reasonably priced. occupational

safety posters for the developing countries- cf Asici. To meet this need

would-be a concrete step in furthering occupational safety. Private

enterprise is unlikely for varieus reasôns te find it an attractive pro-

position te produce such posters for several years te corne — possibly

longer. Probably thé ILO alone is in a position te give the practical,

effective he.lp, recuired te provide the posters at this stade of development

in Asia.

Inunediate Action Proposed.

3k. It isproposed th.t a pilot project be setup te try eut this prôposal

aiming at — initially — the production of 12 posters.

Estimated Budget.

DITE /c a

20.12.1976

•1

35. In the long run this preject should pay fer itself. To begin with

it would bave te be supported financially. It is difficuit te cost this

support from Bangkok ad it is suggested that a cesting be made in -

collaboration with the ILO pinting section in Ge’eva.

j



THE ENGLISH 0F OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH -

a proposai for a Begular Budget PIACT project.

Background.

1. Over the past decade or se, niuch attention has been paid to the ust

of the English language for special purposes3 and a great deal 0f research

has been carried out and a good number cf bocks published and courses prepared

on tho subject.

2. This development arose from the realisation that the English language

as used by scientists, and used in technology as used in business and

commerce andas used in other ways, differs quite markediy from the English

language cf literature and of general everyday use.

3. The nieanings conveyed by some words, the structure cf sentences and

phrases, the phraseology, the forms cf expression and above ail the

vocabulary of thesespecial uses cf English differ from the everyday use

cf English as well as from classical or literary English and indeed from

one form of special English te another. As an example, business or

commercial English differs markedly from that used by engineers or

psychoiogists.

)4. This use of English for specia]. purposes became cf increasing

importance where English vas a second or foreign language and therefore

not so weli understood as it would be if it vas the speakers mother tongue.

It came to be recognised as desirable and helpfui to teach the use cf

English for these special purposto enable men and women especiaily those

for whom English vas net their mother tongue, to learn to comxnunicate more

effectively and thus achieve greater understanding.

5. Amongst the English for Special Purposes publications are therefore

found bocks and courses, some rnaking use cf tapes and records on such

subjects as:

Ci) English in Physical Science.

(2) Engiish in Mechanical Engineering.

(3) English at the Service cf Agriculture.

(4)!...



() English as a ForeignLanguage for Science Students.

(5) The English that Doctors Speak

(6) Executive English.

(7) Hotel English.

(8). The English of Chemistry.

(9) English in Workshop Practice

(b) A Prograrnmed Course of Business English.

6. As an example cf these, the content cf No, (1) Eng1ish in Physical

Science” by H. G. Widdowson and J.P.B. Allen Oxford University Press is

sumrnarised as folbows:

“This course focusses on the means used to structure and convey

information in scientific discourse. Eight units: the first seven

follow the sanie plan: 1. a scientific passage into which learning/under

standing checks are interpolated in inu1tiplechoice forrn. The answers

te these questions follow the passage along with a sumniary of the reasoning

procesa by which the answers were reached. The next three exercises focus

on contextual reference (anphora cataphora, etc.) rephrasing, and the

way relationships between statements are expressed. Then corne 2. exercises

designed to lead the student from comprehension to productive written work.

In the first diagrammatically presented information must be expressed in

words. The second concerns the writing cf definitions. The next section

poses probleras which attemt to make the student integrate his linguistic

and his scientific knowledge. The Granmiar section concentrates on structure

important te scientific discourse. In the paragraph-writing section the

student is first required te orderwords te forni sentences and then lace

those sentences in a bogical order te produce a paragraph. The student

next attempts to reprociuce this paragraph, using only an outiine provided

in the textbook. The final section, Free Reading, contains a version of

this paragraph but is intended rnainly for independent study. Unit 8

contains a number cf supplementary exercises which can be used with the

first seven

r r
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3.

Professor H.G. Widd.owson is at the Institute of Education,

Street, London.

Source: Eng1ish for Special Purposes Information Guide No. 2

The British Council,

English Teaching Information Centre,

10 Sprin Gardens, London SW1A 2BN.

8. The aiin behind the teaching of English for specia]. purposes is to

enable a person, be he an engineer, a scientist, a doctor or an econorùist,

firstiy to understand fufly and accurately what is said or written by others

of his own profession, and secondly to be abie to use English both in the

spoken and written form to convey meaning fully and accurateiy to others

of his profession so that technical and scientific information can be

exchanged and an accurate dia’ogue maintained on matters of professional

common interest.

9. Now it has been observed that there is a clear need to raise the

level cf communications within the field of Occupationai Safety and Heaith

both in the spoken and in the written English word. A cursory study of

reports, technicai documents, papers presented at conferences and seminars

reveals,all too often, a failure to convey meaning accurately and fully.

And those who have listened to talks and discussion often have difficulty

in being sure cf the meaning which the speakers are trying te convey.

Attached as an appendix are extracts which iliustrate this point. Sometirnes,

but fortunately not often, communication breaks down almost completely. and

one of the main causes of this poor level of communication arises from the

fact that for ail or- almost ail of those trying to communicate on these

occasions the English language uhich they are using is a second or foreign

language. Further the instruction they received in English was in ail

probability what ve might cali everyday English or Inay have included the

English of simple literature. Rarely have they been instructed in the

English of their profession. or that required for occupational safety and

health.

î.
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10. It would be of very great assistance to communication in occupational

safety and heaith if ail who work within the field could have available to

them an effective coursç cf instruction, in the use cf the special•English

ued for occupational safety and health.

11. This project proposai is therefore to initiate work in this field

with the ultimate goal cf oroducing a course of instruction in the special

English cf occupational safety and health preferably in the form of a bock

pubiished by the I.L.O. .

Inmediate Objectives. . . . .

12. To,enable thos who work or are concerned with occupationai safety

and health to achieve such a knowledge of the special Eng1ih of the

subject ‘as to be able to understand and to use the English cf oecupational

safety andheaith to communicate accurately and fuily.

13.. This involves a knowiedge cf the speciai meanings of words, cf the

construction cf phrases and sentences, cf phraeo1ogy, of forms of expression,

of technicai vocabulary as used in the technicai and speciaI Engiish cf ‘ .

occupationai safety and. heaith. . .

114. Some unde’standing cf both British and Pmerican English may be ‘

involved. ‘

‘

15. Within the spoken word this is to be able to use and to understand

Engiish accurately and fully in conversation, technical discussion, taiks,

lectures and addresses on cccupationai safety and health.

16. And. within the written word this is to enable priva.te written

communications, te.chnicai documents, reports, articles in journals and.

the publications of learned societies, papers and textbooks in cccupational

safety and heaith to be likewise accurately prepared and. also to be read

efficiently and fully comprehended.

17’. Thus to er4abie e higherievei of understanding during congresses,

confêrences, seminars, syosia, meetings, dealing with occupational safety

and health, as well as in ail ferias of written comniunications, bocks, journals,

technical documents, reports, etc.

Longterm/... -



Long—terni objectives.

18. To raise the overail level of communication

and health amongst those who use English in Asia.

increase the effectiveness of occupatiorial safety

research to the benefit of ail concerned.

19. This would be one means cf furthering the -programme of Making Work

More Human. The PIACT programme refers repeatedly to the dissemination

of information, not only dissemination but better means of dissemination,

it refera to the value of publications, seminars, meetings, and the like.

This proposed project wilÏ provide a tool to enable ail of these to be of

greater value.

20. Beside the above there may be some benefit to the working relationship

between OS&H Experts and counterpart staff in Asian countries.

21. An important aide effect could be that 0S&Hwould become niore wideiy

known and appreciated through its association with a book dealing with an

aspect cf the English language. Some technical students and others might

study the book for its special English language instruction and so learn

more about QS&H at the sanie time. It could thus help to bring OS&H before

a wider audiénce.

22. Note: There may be some thought along the unes that since much

OS&H is made up cf various sciences., engineering and other subjects the

special purpose English courses developed for these subjects would help

to cover OS&H needs. This is however only partiy true. A good deal

that goes into OS&H is not covered by other subjects or existing publications.

Secondly, 0SH uses sueh subjects in its on way, making use cf its own

terminology, expressions and the like. There thus :remains a need for a

special purpose English course on OS&H.

23. Ind, a most important point is that none cf the existing publications,

even where some of the matérial is relevant to OS&H, treat or present the

subject from the point cf view cf promoting OS&H. A separate publication

on specia]. pua-pose English for OS&H would, as pointed out above, thus be

a valuable tool in helping to propogate OS&H. V

-.

in occupational safety

This wiil in turn

and health measures and
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2. The overali objective is thus to enable the OS&H specialist to

communicate more fully, thus allowing a more fruitful, meaningful and

accurate exchange of views and information at conferences, meetings,

during conversations as well as by letter, through journals and scientific

papers and. also to be able to understand well textbooks on the subject.

And this in turn will promote more effective OS&H activities everywhere,

and help in the general airn 0f making work more human.

Proposed Inputs.

25. It is proposed that a feasibility study be carried out by a consultant

such as Professor H.G. Wicldowson, who would work out the best methods of

approach to the subject and draw up an outiine of the material to be

ineorporated in the course. 1-le could also advise on who, or what group,

would be best suited to carry out the preparation of the course.

26. The preparation of the course would become a more extensive project

and would incorporate the publication cf the course in bock forrn by the

I LO

27 Professer h G Wid.dowson cf the Institute 0f Education, nialet St ,

London, is proposed because (a) he is one of the foremost authorities in

the field, (b) he carried out rnuch of his earlier work in Asia, spending

severàl years in Sri Lanka, Indonesia, in Dacca (Bangladesh)and he has

promoted the US 0f special pu.rpose Engiish for technical use during training

courses in the Regional English Language Centre3 Singapore, a.nd elsewhere

in Asia, (e) about 18 months ago he expressed interest in th use of

special purpose English in the field cf occupational safety and health

during a conversation with the author cf this project.

28. The proposedproject is for the English language as this is widely

used at the technical level in Asia. Most conferences, seminars, meetings,

etc., in OS&H in Asia use English as the medium cf communication.

29. In addition the authôr of the project is aware cf the extensive

study that has gone into English for Special Purposes, the large amount

cf research work and te many publications on the subject

30/



30. There may be a comparable need for a similar project in other

languages such as French, Soanisli, etc., but the author is not competent

to judge on this. Others should however be able to advise on this.

31. Date of Commencement of the Feasihility Projeet: As soon as possible.

32. Pough Estimated Budget bfFeasibility Project.

—7-.

US$

(i) one shortterm ccnsultant on a parttime

basis for 3 m/Li 3,750

(2) Supply, probably on ban, of books, journals,

reports, etc. on OS&H for the use of the

consultant. 950

(3) Travelling costs of the consultant in tJK to attend

sample OS&H meetings, visit specialists and

have discussions. 900

R) a two week visit of consultant to ILO Geneva to

collect further background information and study

ILO?s OS&H material. 900

us$6,500

DHB/ ca

20.12.1976
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As soon as fire breaks out in the factory, arrangements shah be

made for extinguishing it on the one hand, and for throwing frorii the

windows, doors and terraces such goods situated within the factory as

can be saved from fire, on the other. But such goods shah be thrown

with care. Such goods as have been thrawn off shah be stored at a

short distance where the fire cannot spread. Since the workers have

to rush out of the factory iuirnediately after the outbreak of fire, such

transport arrangements shah be made for them as have boen provided for

in the act....

Many eontests aiming at conditions of work and then, thus also at

conditions of life, did not raise with modem world. They belong to

i3uman behaviour since men had to barter their physical or intehiectual

labour capabilities for any kind of saiary paid by those—ones who ordered

them; one should notice that disputes renained into limits of individuai

cases or narrow groups objections.

During the l9thCentury’s industrial revolution, the needs in

manpower increased very quickly and caùsed denses concentrations 0f

labourers. Because they were involved in the saine ways and problems

and into an environment they were not used to, the genemai figure was

svitched to collective objections and disputes....

With regard to inspection of nationalised plants and offices,

one kind of administrative constraint could eventualiy occur if inspector

is lower-graded than the .head of departinent or factory he is inspecting.

If so, means or ways should be iooked after ta avoid any uncomfortahle

situation or affect the fohlow—up of the statement (i.e. for instance

setting up a special inspectors status exciuding ail professional reports

or decisions and their effects froni bis personal administrative record in

order not to matter with post, upgrading or caa’eer; another way although

a littie more administrative could consist in reporting directIy ta upper

graded civil servant for decision by glas and comment on saine document

report for action record and filling with full copy for inspector’s

personal recard

i•.
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egarding ta health and confort in environment, sosie workers

even very big ones must be extremely sweltering during monsoon season

putting workers in a réai furnace. Ways to improve those situations.

should be analysed with consideration upon efficiency and cost....

rhis to say that no standard prescription is ready for intake and

curing, and more, that it will neyer be; sa that any delay or postponrnent

to state a problem in expection cf a later coming patent medicine’ is pure

utopia and will only get the scope more complicated, the right way-.out

more difficuit to reaeh and the implementation and iniprovement more heavy

and slow to carry out anci perhaps with less effect than expect....

There is an impel-ative necessity for a whole—time Museum Curator ta

help the Centre function better. This Curator is reccinmended to have an

adet.iuate training programme abroad in Museology. An Engineer was nominated.

in 197)4 for a WHO fellowship in this connection but administrative problems

have deiayed bis departure tiil 1976 and. his programme curtailed to three

months only. It is in the interests of efficiency if this or any other

selected officer is permitted ta take a training in Museum Technology

for an academic year and bis whole time services ensured for the Centre

on bis return. Further developinerit in men and material for the Museum

may await his mature recommendations on return....

Their efforts were resulted well in reduction of death cases by

accidents down ta 145 cases in 197)4. These industrial accidents in the

shipbuilding industry could be classified into the two categories in

respect to their reasons; firstly the potential dangers and accidents

should be taken into account at the phase of construction planning and

designing andalso on the occasions of changes and adjustmentsof such

plans and designs, and secondly the other potential dangers may take

place when safety check and maintenance of safety devices and equipsient

are inadeçuate and incomlete in view of the supervision of work. These

two phases of engineering and administrative potentialities should be

considered aiways for proper safety and health facilities and provisions....

—2—
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These 3 cases occupy about haif of the total surveyed. From

this we feel it necessary to give much of safety education to those

who are flot .yet familiar with the working environrnents, and./or those

who became experienced after about five years’ service longevity when

they are just about to demonstrate themselves as the skilled journeyinén....
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Background

I. In recent years new forms of training for industry have been

introduced and have proved valuable, Amongst these are the “Inbasket”

exercises for raanagement training and also the “incident technicue”.

These are designed primarily ta orovide practice in decision ma.king, and

they sjmulate business situations in a lecture room setting.

2. Within the field cf Occupational Safety and Health training, new

ideas have also been tried out and a most successful one is the “Safety

Gaine” as devised by D. Petersen and presented in his bock HTechniques cf

Safety Management” published by McGrawHill Bock Company. The Safety

Gaine appears in Appendix E, pages 2l3212

3. This Safety Game is designed to give the safety professionai

practice in inaking the kind of decisions he has ta make during his everyday

work as he goes about his ndrmal duties. The gaine can be used individually,

with or without supervision, or it can be used by a group.

)3• The writer has had experience in using this gaine and he has

been most impressed with its value in providing a certain kind cf safety

experience at a certain stage of the training cf a safety officer or

professional.

5. In this Safety Gaine the safety professional is called upon to

play the part of consultant ta n manufacturer. The gaine or exercise is

divided into n number cf sections. In each section the player studies

saine aspects cf the ccmpanyts operationand. as in real life, he does not

aiways get ail the information and cooperation he would. like to have,

saine cf the staff he speaks ta are helpful, others not, some toc busy

ta see him and sa on. At the end of the section he bas to preparea

report listing his recommendations and this report is then checked against

the kriown correct reconunendations. If bis advice was sound the manufacturer’s

freqjaency and severity rates iniprove (i.e. the figures go down), if his

advice was not correct the rates get wcrse.

THE SAFETY CONSULTA.NT’S GAME

n PIACT/RB project proposai.

J
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6. The player then moves. on to the next section and receives further

information and bas more interviews with company employees. He then

submits another report. This is evaiuated and the frquency and severity

rates again reflect his skill. And so the gaine proceeds9 section by

section.

7. Attachedas an Appendix is a copyof “The Safety Gaine, cut out r

from Mr Peterser.’s book (as this vrsion is copyright)

8 TIns concept and design of the Safety Gaine is of particular

value in a nuriber of ways. Firstly, it arouses keen interest in the

player. As aplayer becomes more and more involved in the information

provided as part cf the gaine he becomes deepiy interested in the problems

presented during the gaine. He becomes very much involved.

9. Secondly, the gaine has a ring of reality about it. It presents

circunistances as they are found in industry. Then the checking cf the

students reporta against the answers provides imniediate feedback and

reinforcement. If a group are using the gaine and they are alicwed free

discussion cf each Section tIns can prove most. stimulating and informative

as each person throws in suggestions and ideas and everyone iearns, from

this summation of thought. Ail in ail the Safety Gaine is absorbing,

instructional and the writer has not corne across any safety professional

who has played the Safety Gaine who has not said that he bas benefited

from its demands for decisions and action. The one criticism that is

made is that it is too short, the players want it te go on longer.

10. When played in an Asian country however it is feit that some

modifications are necessary. In pa.rticular the 1ess—ratio’ has litti,e

meaning in the developing couritries and could. well be dropped. The gaine

would then concentrate on the frequency and severity rates. Aise the

introductory approach whereby the consultant the safety professional — is

going to be paid a fee based on a proportion cf the loss—ratio figures is

unnecessary (the game was presumably originaily intended for use mainiy in

USA). Again this situation is much less likely to occur in Asia, so the

colunin “COSt on the critique7 pages can be omitted.

11/...



il. Now modem approaches tc Occupationai Safety and Health under

PIACT, etc. , cail for novel and. new ideas and these include methods cf

safety training. The use of the safety gie approach fits well into

this cali for novel and. new approaches.

Objective

12 Thi project proposai is to invite the autnor cf the Safety

Gaine, D Petersen or someone he recomriends, to produce another version

of theSafety Game for use in sa-fety tiaining in the developing countries

of the worid especialiy the Asian region. The gaine couid be somewhat

longer than his first one describedabove and might be modified in accordance

with the suggestions made in para 10 above. It wouid also be designedfor

easy change cf naines to suit individual countries or areas. Other features

of the developing countries would be ailowed for in the content of the gaine.

The game once produced, and paid for by ILO, would be made freely availabie

for use by ail. It could be published in bookiet feria by the ILO. In

this way a smali but useful modem teaçhing tool in the field cf occupationai

safety and heaith wouid be made available at very reodest cost, te ail.

13. If Mm. Petersen is net availabie te carry eut the work as an

externai collaborator or consultant, possibiy he could, as suggested above,

recommend someone else capable of preparing the game and carrying eut the

validation.

l4 The original ILO Safety Came would be in English, but it wouid

be weii worthwhile considering translations into other languages (e.g.

V

‘V French, Spanish) for use in other parts cf the world.

Estimated Budget

15. The cost would depend upon how much work is invoived and this

is flot easy te assess without consultation with the prospective author

to ascertain what would be involved.

16. Consideration raight be given te printing the ILO bookiet with

the Safety Gaine in an eastern European country, making use cf any

accumulated. currency cf that area.
V

DHB/ca
17.i.1977
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THE BRIEFING 0F EXPERTS ON ASPECTS 0F PIACT

a PIACm/RB project proposai

Background

1. “The International Programme for the Improvernent cf Working

Conditions and Environment” (PIACT) as approved by the Governing Body

in November.V1976 includes under Appendix II. B para 35 cf Operational

Activities, the following statement:
V

“As regards conditions cf work there will be above ail, the

introduction cf elements relating te the. iinprovement cf conditions cf

work in varicus national and regiona]. training projects under way

(vocational training, management deveiopment training or workers’

education) ...“

2. One way by which experts, especially those in the various fields

cf training referred te could. be assisted and encouraged in this direction

would be by providing them with appropriate textbooks; and todo.so at

the time cf their briefing. While it is likely that the expert may be

well equipped with his own technicai bocks and manuais it is unlikely

that he wili possess bocks on occupationai safety and. helth. This in

turn means that his knowledge of this aspect cf work may often berather

hazy and net very weii formed. Te introduce elements promoting OS&H and

“Making Work More Human” (PIAcT) we coui therefore “begin at home” by

promoting it amongst our own staff at the time cf their briefing.

3. Foliowing discussions with Vocational Training, Management
V

Deveiopment anda Workers’ Education in the Regional Office for Asia,

it isproposed that as each new expert is briefedon taking up post izi

the Asian Region, he sheuld be provided vith one or more textbooks in V

the field 0f Occupationai Safety and Health and the Environment. These

would normaily be handed over during a briefing session in the Begional

Office Bangkok, but where the expert is not brought te the R.O. the book

or bocks wouid be sent te him.
V V V
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1. The bock or books supplied would be selected according to the

field in which the expert is about to work. In addition consideration

would be given te which bock or bocks had been given te any other expert

going to or in pcst at the sanie project.

5. When the bock or bocks are handed over, preferably bï the SOSHO

or his: associate—expert, a brief account cf the PIACT programme wculd be

gîven te this new expert explaining how Making Work More Human applied

te his work. If possible, he would. also be given some appropriate notes

on the subject.

6. The expert would be asked. to study the bookssupplied, rake use

of them in his work and to make them available to the other experts 0fl:

the project. When he left the project at the end cf his tour cf service

the book/s would be handed cver for inclusion in the project’s ).ibrary.

7. The experts own B.O. Unit would reinforce the importaxce cf

OS&H and the Making Work More Hunian programme during their brie:ting cf

the expert. It would be pointed out that as an expert, he had a special

obligation and duty touphold the aims, indeed the constitution of theILO,

and as this includes ‘the protection cf the worker against sickrLess, disease

and injury arising eut of his employment” such an aim shculd be an ever—

present consideraticn.

8. In addition the expert’s unit would ask the e.pert to incorporate

into his 6-nicnthly report details and comments on the action lie had been

able to take in this field during the period under review. This review

cf activities towards Making Work More Hunian on the project wouid thus

beconie a modest but permanent feature incorporated into the routine reports

and thus a constant reminder to the expert cf ILO’s policy and rogramme

in this direction.

9. The actual selection of books would be made according o the

nature of the proect, theexperts work, his.own backgrcund and cther

books supplied to the project9s experts.

2
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10. The books would. be supplied from the following list (which

may be addedto as appropriate);

(a) ACCIDENT PREVENTION MANUAL FOR INDUSTRIAL OPLRATIONS

N.S.C., CHICAGO.

(b) FUNDANENTALS 0F INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE N.S.C., CHICAGO.

(c) TECHNIQUES 0F SAFETY MANAGEMENT

D. Petersen pub. MeGrawHi1l

(d) MAKING WORK MORE RUMAN • THE DIRECTOR GENEBALS REPORT

(e) SAFETY TRAINING FOR THE SUPERVISOR

Jrnnes E. Gardner pub. Addision-Wesley

() OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH IN RELATION TO PRODUCTIVITY

ILO, R.O. Bangkok

(g) ACCIDENT PREVENTION - A WOBKERS’ EDUCATION MANUAL

ILO

(h) ILO List 0f publications on OS&H

(j) ACCIDENT PREVENTION MANUAL FOR TRAINING PROGRAMMES

M.E. Strong pub. American Technical Society.

11’. A stock of these books would be held and the initial urehase

would be cf an estimated. years needs.

Objectives

12. To introduce the e1ements relating to the improvement of

conditions of work in various national and regional training projects

in the Asian Region as outlined in the PIACT programme. And to do this

by providing selected. bocks for issue to experts when thay are about to

join their project. The books are listed under paragraph 10 and the

appropriate book/s would be handed over to the expert during briefing.

ILO InDuts

13. Supply cf bocks.

Duplicate notes prepared by Safety and Health

Extended briefing procedure.

Estimated Budget

ii. 2 years supply cf books US$5,TOO.

DHB/ ca
17.1.1977
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2. The professiona.l plays a vital role because it is he vho decides

what iiil be the technical standards to vhich plant, uiachinery and

equipment viii be designed, èonstructed, operated and.inaintained. It

is rarely the owner or the managçr, unless he also belongs to one of the

professional groups listed, vho makes such decisions. A manager is

more iikeiy to be e, business maxi, an accountant, or sometirnes an econornist.

When it cornes to deciding the vital layout of the plant and machinery, the

constructional details of that plant and machinery, and the degree of its

safeguarding, the electrical installation and other services such as the

lighting, ventilation, including the emount cf exhaust ventilation to be

installed, heating or cooiing, the level of air contaminants to be

tolerated, radiations, noise and. vibration as well as the level. 0f process

hazards, etc., the vital decisions on ail these zna.tters are made by the

professionais/...

‘C;

1
TECHNICAL ARTICLES FOR THE JOURNALS 0F CERTAIN LEARNED

JUID PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES

a RB/PIACT project propcsal

Background.

1. In achieving a higher level cf Occupational Safety and Health a

key group is the professional men and women such as the mechanical,

electrical, industrial, chemical a.nd civil engineers, the physicistS,

chemists and other scientiats, the doctors, architects and designers.

The importance cf these professionals is usuaJ.ly overlooked as it is

commoniy assurned, that the owners and managers cf enterprises along

with the J.egislators vho formulate law relating to safety and hea.lth

and the governrnent inspectors vho are charged with enforcing that law

are the persons who are cf prime importance in establishing the levels

of safety and healthiness of the place of work. These latter groups

are indeed important. But there is a need to recognise the vital role

played by the professionals and, having recognised this, te develop rneans

of influencing and encouraging them to work for higher standards of

oceupationai safety and health in ail places of vork.
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professionals For exarnple, the architect, designers and civil engineers

viii very iargeiy decide the structure of the building, etc , using in part

professional standards supplernented to a large extent by their own knowledge

and judgement The mechanical and electricai engineers viii select

machines and equipment cf which they personally approve and viii instail

them to the standards they consider necessary. These standards viii again

be in part those of the appropriate professional Institute 0f that country

along with a good deal of personai judgernentexercised by the professional.

Similarly the standards of operation and, in particular, the leve]. of

maintenance, winch plays such an importart part in the operationai safety

of plant, viii very largely be settled by decisions maae by these professionals

3 Where non—professionai management puts pressure on the professionals

to lower standards in order to cut costs the professional is in quite a

strong position if he wishes te oppose any serious cuts, because management

is dependent on his technical adviee and finds it difficuit to dispute

technical matters. If an engineer states that a pressure vessel must be

designed te withstand a certain pressure it is difficuit for a manager

who is an acamtant or a businessman to successfully argue against tins

In the end it is by and large what the professional says that is accepted.

4 Nov while a fair proportion of the technical standards used by the

professionais viii corne from Eules or Regulations issued by the professionai

Institute, either in their on country or in other countries, much wiil

stiiibe ieft .tothe judgement and experience cf the professlonai hirnself.

Even where the standards corne from Rules cr Regulations of an Institution

it shouid be borne in mmd that these are usuaiiy dran up by seiect

comrnittees cf the members of the Institute itseif, se a great deal cornes

baclç te the individuai judgement of the professionai

5. The level o±’ safety and health standards applied by the professionals

viii depend upon a number cf factors, but two of these viii be critical

The first is the professional’s own knowledge and how up—to—da.te it is

and the second is the importance which he attaches to safety and health

matters. This iast consideration wiil largely depend upon to what

exten he is motivated te proinote a good standard cf safety and heaith

As!..

I
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As an example, the writer recalis, that a new chief electrical ûngineer

of a very iare oranisatic.n went t a reat deal of trouble to raise

very considerably the levl cf electrical safety within the 110 plants

which formed that organisation • doinç so over about 5 or 6 years. 11e

transfored conditions, as far as electrical safety was concerned, with

management giving way te his professional know1ede and technical arguments

in favour cf higher safety standards. lus motivation arase from one event -

his brother had been crushed ta death in an industrial accident.

6. When a professional is being trained at university or elsewhere

safety standards are ineluded as part of his training. On the completion

cf his training this stops. However there is one inportant way by which

most professionals atternpt to keep up to date. That is through rnembership

cf their appropriate professional o-ganisation, such as an Institute cf

Electrical Engineers. Most cf these prcfessional Institutes publish a

Journal or Pruceedings which include lectures given ta the society, new

research findings arid other technical matters, and most professionals pay

a reat deal cf attention ta the journal cf their owri society. Most of

them studying it cireful1y t- k%.ep up ta date with new dt.velrpments, and

it will usually be found, often in hound copies cn a bc,okshelf in their

office.

7. The thesis cf this proposai is that these profesianal men and women

are key persns in stting and iaii tninini the saiet and healthiness c I

places of work, and that we should (i) endeavour to assist them in keeping

up te date with new safety and health standards, and (2) encourage them te

apply fully the recognised standards endeavouring to influence them and te

mctivate them ta do so.

8. This cnn be donc to some extent during their professional traininp

at university or elsewhere and it is understcod that mensures are in hand

to improve the safety and health content of such teachin. The metivationai

effects are likely to be minimal hawever as satety does not appeal ta the

younger persan te the same extnt sa it does ta the midd.le—aged, older and

more experienced persan. It is they w’no bring the reatet pressure te

bear/...



bear in the field of safety and health. Now it is these senior

professionals who are usually in positions cf influence within their

companies and who act as consultants. It is also those very same

senior professionals who tend to guide the professional Institutes,

sitting on select cornmittees, etc. The point cf influence is therefore

the Learned and Professional Sccieties or Institutes and, in particular,

their Joui-nais, Prcceedings and other publications.

9. If the message of safety and. health can be presented through these

journals we reach the key persons the professionals — by a most

convenient route.

10. The professional journals usually maintain a high standard of contri

bution and any contributions on safety and health must be cf a comparable

high standard. Such contributions must be written by professionals within

that discipline, a mechanical enineer for the journal cf a society of

mechanical ehgineers, a cheinist for a chemical journal and so on.

li. The articles could probably fali into several classes; (a) those

which introduce new safety and health standards and explain their purpose

and give detailed specifications, (b) review type articles which refresh

the meinory and help reinforce acceptance cf existing standards, for

exainple, those of the country or if these do not exist the standards

recommended by ILO, (c) descriptions of recent accidents and da.ngerous

occurrences from which technical safety and health lessons can be learnt,

Cd) and as far as possible motivational articles, possibly based on

statistics which have become available cf injuries, damage and losses.

12. It is therefore proposed that we should (e.) make note cf the main

profess’ional societies in Asia in the various branches Df engineering,

cheuxistry, physics rnedicine, architecture, etc., as well as the main

societies in other countries to which Asia.n professionals belong and

(n) through the use, on a long terni basis, cf external collaborators have

articles” prepared and printed in the journals cf these various

learned societies. By these means we would be presenting safety and

health ta the key persons, the professionals who can do so much te set,

-
maintain/...
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maintain and improve the safety and health standards in places cf work.

13. Initially it is proposed that the project would be confined to

English language journa.ls. Later it inight be extended.

114. The PIACT programme makes mention of the need te reach the key

persons of influence. This proposai suggests one means.

Objectives.

15. To iniprove standards cf occupational safety and heaith through the

professiona.l men andwomen such as mechanical, electrical, chemical,

industrial and civil engineers, physicists, chemists, doctors, architects

and designers. These professionals would be reached through their Learned

and Professions]. Societies and Institutes and, in particular, through the

Joui-nais-, Proceedings and sizailar publications cf the Institute. Occasional

articles dealing with occupational safety and health matters, written at

the sanie high level cf competence as the other articles in these journals

would be published by professions cf the appropriate disciplines, e.g. a

doctor writing in an industrial medical journal, a mechanical engineer in

a journal cf an institute cf mechanical engineors. ILO Collaborators

would be selected from amongst appropriate professionals and these would

be the doctors, engineêrs, scientists, etc., who would prepare “occasional

articles11 for publication in these joui-nais. The sanie collaborator,

might be able to prepare articles for journals e.g. on mechanica]. engineering,

published by the institutes cf mechanical engineering in different countries.

Inputs.

16. (a) through the ILO library facilities in Geneva and. Bangkck and.

country offices in Asia prepare a list cf the main learned and professicnal

societies within the discip1ine listed (using English language as their

mediurn) which are mcst widely used by professionals in Asia,

(b) ascertain which publish joui-nais, etc., and obtain details

and specimens of these jcurnals,

(e) select and approach senior members cf prcfessionaJ. bodies

or societies, possibly university staff or others, chocsing those known

to be sympathetic to the needs cf safety and health,

(d)/...



(d) engage them as external coilaborators te prepare “occa.siona].

learned articles” in their own professional field on some aspect of

safety and health cf the type listed above under para 11,

(e) collect material and supply it to these external coilaborators,

through Geneva Headquarters, making use cf the CIS system, through the

professiona]. societies 0f the developed countries; and through reports

such as those of the CIF’s in the developed countries,

(f) theexternal collaborators could usè this material as a basis

for their articles, along with material coilected from within thear own

e otintry,

(g) these external collaborators should be automatically provided

with ail new ILO publications in the field, and receive other reference

bocks which may not be readily available in their owri country, (very

important where currency restrictions apply),

(h) these collaborators should be offered training or training

the writing and prepa.ration of tecimical articles for Journals,

Ci) payment to the colaborators could be, if requested, in the

cf bocks and other publications instead of money,

(j) these external collaborators would be encouraged whenever

convenient to attend high level conferences, seminars and meetings in

the area e.g. UNIDO meetings on their subjects. If they present a.

paper at them the aim would be te have it reproduced in thçir society

journal so that itreached the wider audience.

Est imated Budget.

17’ Initiaily it is proposed that the aim should be te gradually build

up publication to a level cf about 300 articles per yéar in the English

language journal of the learned and professional institutes of which the

professionals of Asia are members. This is based on the asumption cf

2 articles per year in sa.y 10 jcurnals. But more accurate figures should

becorne available after the action prcposed under para 16 (a) a.nd (b) had

beentaken.

This project would take seine time to develop. Its estiniated coat

for the first 2 years cf full operation might be in the region of

US$25,000, most cf this being payinents to external collaborators.

DHB/ca
17’ 1 1977
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TEACHING MATEEIALS - SAFETY MODELS AD ILLUSTEATIONS

a proposai for a Regular Budget project*

1. Government officiais and. other visitors following safety and heaith

feliowships and. visits to the developed countries have often spoken highly

of the teaching value of safety and health centres exhibitions’, museurn&,

etc. In these places safety and health teaching materiais, devices and

equipment are shown, sometimes as models, often as full working modeis and

good q.ualityphotographic enlargements are also displayed.

2. These visitors have often urged that similarcentres be set up in the

developing countries to teach the recognition of hazards and expiain safety

precautions including the design and operation of mechanical guards. It

is feit that in the developing countries such dlisplays are of particular

value in teaching employers and workers alike te recognise hazards and

dangers and the appropriate measures to be taken in dealing with them.

3. In one or two of the developing countries sfety centres of this nature

have already been set up. A fine exainple cf these is te be found in the

Central Labour Institute, Bombay, where a wide presentation of safety,

health and environnentai exhibits provide the visiter with a great deal

of useful information. In addition ta the static centre, mobile exhibitions

in the foi-m of specially designed vehicles are aise used.

)4. Some other countries, for exarnpie, Sri Lànka and Hong Kong, have

smali static or fixed exhibition centres, whiie others are asking for

them and have been seeking aid funds te heip provide such centres.

_________________________

5/...

* The Resolution concerning Future Action of the International Labour

Organisation in the Field of Werking Conditions and Environment,

adopted on 2)4 June 1975 under )4(e) eaii for, the preparation of teaching

materials and more detail is given in paras 33, 3)4, and 35 of Appendix II

of the PIACT. programme approved. by the Governing Body in November 1976.
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The equipping of such centres in this traditional fash±on can be

expensive and as an example one such aid request amounted to over

a million US$ for a very limited number cf machinês and their guards,

Costs cf this order are prohibitive and such projects are rarely

6. Yet there is a great necd to illutrate the dangerous parts of

machinery and demonstrate the standard methods cf guarding thera in a way

readily uriderstood in developing countriés.

7. This project proposai is to make it possible to meet this need at very

reasonable cost by providing firstly a set cf standard photographie illus

trations ana secondiy a set of standard models’wluch could be readily

inaiiùfactured and supplied to the developing areas cf the world. . The

project is concerned with the design of tho prototypes3 the preparation

cf standard drawings and details for the commercial production of the

models.

8. Firstly, then it is proposed that a standard set of photographie

enlargernents, each approximately 18” x l2 and preferably in the form

of colour transparencies suitable for back illumination and wali or. panel

mounting be prepared, to illustrate the Dangerous Parts of Machinery.

9. It is proposed that the reduced version cf 17 classes of dangerous

parts be used, one illustration only for each class cf dangerous parts

being sho’wn. However the total list cf dailgerous parts covered by the

class would be described in English or a space left for this to be added

in an appropriate language (or languages, in a country where the working

force may speak several languages)

10. The 17 classes are as follcws:

Ci) Revolving shafts, couplings, spindies, mandrels and bars,

e.g. une and counter shafts; machine shafts; drill spindles

chucks and drills, £tc boring bars, stock bars traverse

shafts.

5.

very

haif

etc.

supported.

(2)!...
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(2) In-running nips between Iairs f rotating part, e.g. gbar

wheeis; friction wheels; calerider bowls; mangi rolis; metal

manufacturîng roils; rubber washing, breaking and raixing r lis;

dough brakes; printing machines, paper making machines.

(3) In-rimning flips of the beit and pulley type, e.g. beits and

pulleys, plain, flange or grooved, chain and sprocket gears;

conveyor beits and pulleys; metal coiling and the like.

R) Projections on revolving parts, e.g. key—heads; set screws; cotter

pins; coupiing boits.

(5) Discontinuous rotating jarts, e.g. open aria puileys; fan blades

spoked gear wheels,and spoked flywheeis.

(6) Revolving beaters, spiked cylinders. and revolving drums, e.g.

scutchers; rag—fiock teasers3 cotton openers carding engines;

laund.ry washing machines.

(7) Revolving mixer arias in casings, e.g. dough mixers; rubber

solution mixers.

(8) flevolving worins andspirals in casin e.g. ineat mincers;

rubber extrudera; spiral conveyors.

(9) Revolving high—speed cages in casings e.g. hydro—extractors;

centrifuges.

(10) Abrasive wheels, e.g. manufactured wheels; natural sand stones.

(li) Revolving cutting tools, e.g. circulai’ saws; rnilling cutters;

circular shars; wood siicers; routers; chaff cutters; woodworking

machines, e.g. spindie mouiders, planning machines and tenoning

machines.

(12) Reciprocating tools and. dies, e.g. power presses, drop stanps;

relief stamps; hydraulic and pneumatic presses; bendîng presses;

hand presses; revolution presses.

(13) Reciprocating knives and saws, e.g. gui1lotiriesfôr metal, rubber

and paper; trimmers; côrner cutters; perforators.

(l)) Closing flips between platen motions, e.g. ietterpress platen

printing machines; paper and cardboard platen machine cutters;

somepower presses; foundry inoulding machines.

(15)!..



(15) Projecting beit fasterners and fast running belts, e.g. boit

and nut fasteners; wire pin fasteners and the like; woodworking

machinery beits, centrifuge be1ts textile machinery side beiting.

(16) Nips between connecting rods or links, and rotating wheels,

cranks •or dises, e.g. side motions of certain flat’bed printng

machines; jacquard motions on looms.

(17) Traps arising froi the traversingcarriages of se1facting

machines, e.g. metal p1ar$g machines.

- I

--

11. A photographie display of this type is te be found in the Safety and

Ii.aith Centre, Horseferry Rond, London, and Safety and Heaithvisitors and

fellows often speak highly of it. iowevr itis more suited to n developed

country than developing .ones and what isdesired unier this project is a

photographie display fully suited for use in the developing countries of

Asia (and elsewhere).

12. The exact forrn construction, 1ayout etc., would ail be left to the

diseretion and judgement of the Expert to be engaged to act as the designer

of the exhibition dispiay. r

13. Secondly, it is proposed that a set of working models be designed

and produced. These would be in size scaied down models of standard

machines, made of suitabie material and of robust ccnstruction. As far

as outward appea.rance is concerned they would resembie real machines but

wouid only operate in so far as was neeessary to denonstrate the ue of

the guarding device. Each cf the model machines in the set would be

fitted to desionstrate one cf the standard methods of guarding, etc., and

wouid be afuli working model as far as the illustration of the method of

.guarding was concerncd. They could be powered by small electric motors.

i1. These models would ha about one-quarter ta one-eighth actual size

and the standard !nèthods of guarding te be incorporated into these working

scaled down models wouldinclude;

Fixed guards •..

-

Adjustable fixed guards

Interlock guards

Automatic/...
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Autoinatic or sweep away guards

Trip guards

Distance guarding and other guarding devices.

15. The machine models chosen could possibly include a circulai saw,

overhead planing machine, slow moving power press, quick moving power

press, rubber roils (or similar machines) with trip or sensitive bar,

a guillotine with photoelectric cells,an overhead drilling machine and

others suited to illustrato the standard method of guarding and selected

from machines which readily lend themselves tc reprcduction as models.

i6. Some of these machines would be similar to the models used in the

CLI Bombay Exhibition Centre but larger than the very small models used

on the CLI mobile exhibition.

17. Again the exact form, construction, layout, etc., would be left to

the discretion and judgèment of the Expert who aàts as the designer.

18. The Expert would carry out the developmental work, produce prototye

models, make detailed engineering drawings of these and provide ail the

information so that a manufacturer (or even a centre such as the CLI Bonibay)

could, as required manufacture the models. Being only models on which

the guarding worked, their cost would be a sma.ll fraction of the full

machine on which they are based.

19. This w&ild make available for supply to the developing cpuntries

the two basic requirements, -

________

(a) a good quality set of approximately 17 large colour

illustrating the dangerous parts of machines

(b) Scale models of machines demonstrating the standard methodR

of guarding the dangerous parts machines

These would be available.at a reasonable costand could be used

in various ways.

20. In some cases a developing country raight wish to purchase, with

its o’.m funds, a set of these illustration of the dangerous parts of

machines and of the models of the methods of guarding and use them as

the basic display at a safety centre.

211...
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21. In other cases the supply of these could be included in an

Occupational Safety and Health roject (funded by UNDP mu1ti-bi1atera1

or other aid).

22. In yet other casez, projects such as Training projects,or Management

Development projects might inc].ude these in the çquipmnent to be supplied.

so that they could become a part of the instructional naterial used on the

roject.

Objectives.

23. Ta riake it possible to provide at reasonable cost to the developing

countries for use in safety exhibition centres and on training prcjects,

illustrations of the dangerous parts of machines and working models of

the standard methods of guarding of these dangerous parts.

24. To do this5 full engineering drawings and ail the other information

reçuired ta allcwsuch models to be built at any time bya manufacturer

would be required. The standard illustrations would alsc have ta be

developed.

Inputs

25. An Expert uho should be an engixieer designer/artist experienced in

carrying out the work described above.*

26. The development, in a suitable workshop, of the illustrations and

models.

Mr Madan Mohan ho has worked in the past. as an ILO Safety and Health
Expert might Le suitablè. Ne has produced soma models and illustrations
used at the Central Labour Institute, Bombay, and is quite skilledin
this work. Ne combines the skill of an engineer, a designer and an
artist; a corabination normally difficuit to find.



I.

27. Travel costs for the Expert to collect suitable photographs, etc.

This might include a visit ta UK ta the Horseferry Eoad Centre, Londen

and elsewhere.

t

1 —

Rough Estimated Budget.

28. One Expert for 12 m/m 3,750 x 12

Development costs in workshop, material,

preparation cf prototypes, etc.

Travel

Total up to

up to

Us$

)45000

17,500

5,500

us$98, 000

-ç-.

I

DHB/ca
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SAFETY MAWJAL FOR BANGLADESH

(as requested during the DaccaSeminar on Making Work More Human.)

A R.B. project proposal.*.

1. During the ILO Seminar “Ma.king Work More Human” held in Dacea

Bangladesh from 13 15 December 1976 several participants spoke of the

need for s bookiet ôr sniall nianual on the subject 0f Occupational Safety

to be distributed widely in the Rerublic. The booket should be in the

language of Bangladesh, that is Bangla, and should preferably include some

simple illûstrations interspeed in the text.

2. r.Qhe participants who asked for this bookiet came frôm both the

ernp1oyers and workers’ participants and were supported by the government

participants. One participant referred in particular to illustrated

bookiets on the subjeot of industrial safety which he had seen in Singapore

and he added that he believed “Mr. Brown had a hand” in helping to produce

the Singapore bookiet and he enquired “if Mr. Brown could possibly he1p’ in

preparing abookiet for Bangladesh.

3. In order to ineet this pressing need and to do so at the minimum of

cost while at the saine time providing a publication which would be of

value toali organisations whether teaching institutions, workers’ or

employers’ organisations, as well as for distribution by the government

the following is proposed.

1. The bookiet would be based on the well known ILO’s ‘Accident ri

a workers’ education manual”.

5. The SOS&HO at the R.O. Bangkok (Mr. Brown) would modify and adjust

where necessary the content and presentation of the bookiet to make it

better suited to the needs of Bangladesh.

6/...
* This project is very much in une vith the PIACT approach.

4
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18. The ILO Office Dacca would also carry out the foliow-up enquiry

approximateiy 6 months after the niain distribution.

Governrnent Assistance.

19. No financial assistance is envisaged.*

20. Starting Date.

As soon as possible.

Estiinated Budget.

21. Translation into Bangla, art work, and printing of approxiznately

10,000 copies.

Financia]- estimates to be obtained by ILO Office Dacca.

* As there would be no government financial comniitment involved presumably
no formai clearance by the governnient of this small project would be
required, but it would be cf course desirable to have a verbal agreement
from the Chief Inspector cf Factories Bangladesh.

—3—

Inputs.

15. The B.O. Bangkok would provide the modified version of the manual.

16. The ILO Dacca wouid arrange the translation into Bangla, the minor

modifications necessary to any o-f the manual drawings checkiiig the trans

lation fromthe technical point of view by the Chief Inspector of Factories

and Establishments, Bangladesh and the printing.

17. The ILO Office Dacca would also iaunch publication at a brief

ceremony in the presence cf the press. They would then carry out the

general distribution, allowing this to be spread over 12 months.

DHB/ e a
20.12.1976



15 Novembre 1976

Monsieur G. Spyropoulos

Département des conditions de
travail et de vie - B.I.T.
CII 1211 GENEVE 22

Cher Monsieur,

Je vous remercie de votre lettre du 11 Novembre et du
dossier qui y était joint. J’ai beaucoup apprécié les textes
récemment produits, en particulier les propositions pour le
programme 1978/79, le texte sur l’enquête générale et les fiches
programme. Je suis persuadé que tout cela donnera lieu des
réalisations du plus haut intérêt.

L’ordre du jour de la réunion me paraît excellent. Je
serai en mesure de tenir mon engagement en ce qui concerne le
point 4 du mardi 23. Un petit rapport de propositions a été
rédigé sur mon voyage en Indonésie et aux Philippines. Il est
à la frappe et j’espère vous l’envoyer à la fin de la semaine.
J’en apporterai en tout cas une dizaine d’exemplaires pour la
réunion des 23 et 24.

J’ai l’intention d’arriver dès lundi soir à 22140

(SR 731) pour éviter un retard éventuel d au brouillard.
Je serais heureux si votre secrétaire pouvait me retenir, dans
le quartier de la gare Cornavin, une chambre pour 1 personne
avec douche, sans bains (entre 50 et 70 F.S.) pour les nuits
du 22/23 et 23/24 Novembre.

Je dois déjeuner le 23 avec Monsieur Fortin et dîner
ce même jour avec Mademoiselle le Professeur Rey et les diri
geants du Centre Associé du CNAM à Feuney-Voltaire.

Veuillez agréer, cher Monsieur, l’expression de mes
sentiments dévoués.

A. Wisner

—-

w- ..—,.‘——. .—..-. — - — -— - .- .—-. —— - -—- I - —--- ,——-.- - - -
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8 Novembre 1976

Monsieur bernard Fortin
Directeur du Cabinet
Direction Générale du B.I.T.
Cii 1211 GENEVE 22 (Suisse)

Cher ami,

Je vous remercie de votre accueil au téléphone,

toujours si amical, et vous confirme le plaisir que j’ai

déjeuner avec vous le 23 Novembre.

Je vous fais parvenir, ci-joint, une copie de

la correspondance que j’ai échangée avec Monsieur Spyropoulos,

car elle peut être un élément de notre réflexion.

Veuillez agréer, cher ami, l’expression de mes

sentiments dévoués.

A. Wisner

-- - - --- a—___
-
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22 Octobre 1976

Monsieur G. Spyropoulos
Chef du Service des conditions de
travail et de vie
BIT
CH 1211 GENEVE 22

Cher Monsieur,

Je vous confirme ma présence à Genève les 23 et 24

Novembre prochain. Je me réjouis véritablement de cette ren

contre, d’autant plus que vous aurez pu évaluer déjà, en

Amérique Latine, les différents aspects du ppojet que vous

dirigez.

J’essaierai moi—même de rédiger les quelques pages

de projets pour l’Indonésie et les Philippines, que j’aurais

dû vous remettre plus tôt.

Veujilez agréer, cher Monsieur, l’expression de mes

sentiments dévoués.

A. Wisner

- y



aili INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE

BUREAU INTERNATIONAL DU TRAVAIL

OFICINA INTERNACIONAL DEL TRABAJO

Adresse postale CH-1211 GENÈVE 22

Télégrammes INTERLAB GENÈVE

Télex 22.271

Téléphone 98 5211

Réf.BIT/lLOn° PIÀCT 2—63

Votre réf, n°

Cher Monsieur,

E

L

Monsieur A. Wisner,
Conservatoire National
des Arts et Métiers,
Département des Sciences
de l’Homine au Travail,
41 rue Gay—Lussac,
75005 PARIS

(Franc e)

20 OCT. 1376

-j

J’ai pris connaissance de votre lettre du 4 octobre
1976, à mon retour de mission en Amérique latine et vous
en remercie.

Je propose que l’on retienne les dates des 23 et
24 novembre pour votre voyage à G-enève. Je préparerai
et vous enverrai,avant votre départ, des suggestions
concernant le programme de travail pour ces deux journées.
Je préparerai également et vous ferai parvenir, avant
votre départ pour G-enève, un contrat de collaboration
extérieure.

Dans l’attente du plaisir de vous revoir, je vous
prie d’agréer, cher Monsieur, l’expression de mes
sentiments très cordiaux.

G. Spyropoulos,
Chef du

Service des conditions de travail
et de vie,

Département des conditions et
du milieu de travail.



Cher Monsieur,

4 Octobre 1976

Monsieur G. Spyropoulos
Chef du Service des Conditions
de travail et de vie
L). I. T.
CH 1211 GENEVE 22

Je vous remercie de votre compréhension vis—à—vis
des positions que j’exprime dans ma lettre du 17 Septembre.

En ce qui concerne notre rendez—vous de Novembre,
je n’avais retenu ces dates que parce qu’elles figuraient dans
vos propositions initiales, mais je sais par expérience combien
nos carnets de rendez—vous peuvent être modifiés par de nou
velles nécessités.

Je suis tout à fait d’accord pour venir à Genève du
22 au 26 Novembre; toutefois, j’enseigne le 22 et le 26, aussi
vous demanderai-je de choisir soit le 23 et le 24, soit le 24
et le 25.

Je vous exprime à nouveau ma satisfaction de colla
borer avec vous-même et votre Service, et vous prie d’agréer,
cher Monsieur, l’expression de mes sentiments dévoués.

A. Wisner



ail’ INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE

BUREAU INTERNATIONAL DU TRAVAIL

OFICINA INTERNACIONAL DEL TRABAJO

r- 1

Adresse postale CH-1211 GENÈVE 22

Télégrammes INTERLAB GENÈVE

Télex 22.271

Téléphone 985211

PIACT 2—63
Réf. BIT/ILO no PIACT l—o—01

CL 28—101
Votre réf, n°

Professeur A. Wisner,
Conservatoire national
des Arts et Métiers,
Département des Sciences
de l’Homme au Travail,
41 rue Gay—]lussac,
75005 PARIS

(Franc e)

Je viens de recevoir votre lettre du 17 septembre 1976
et vous en remercie.

Je suis désolé qu’il ne vous soit pas possible de par
ticiper à la mission multi—disciplinaire que le BIT envisage
d’envoyer au Venezuela, mais je comprends parfaitement les
raisons qui ont motivé votre refus.

En ce qui concerne le colloque que nous organisons en
mai prochain sur l’aménagement du temps de travail et les
problèmes sociaux relatifs au travail par équipes, je suis
également d’accord avec vous que M. Carpentier serait qua
lifié pour participer à cette réunion. En fait, nous avons
déjà envisagé, en consultation avec l’intéressé, de l’associer
à cette réunion, non pas comme expert indépendant, mais
comme consultant qui viendrait renforcer le secrétariat que
le Bureau mettra à la disposition du colloque.

Je vous remercie de l’envoi des deux notes : celle sur
les “instituts sans mur” et votre communication au sixième
Congrès de l’Association Internationale d’Ergonomie. J’étais
déjà en possession de ces deux documents dont d’ailleurs, nous
nous sommes inspirés lors de la préparation et de la mise au
point du PIACT et des propositions de programme et de budget
pour 1978—79. L’analyse contenue dans votre communication me
paraît excellente et je souhaiterais que l’on puisse voir
ensemble comment une conception comme la v6tre pourrait être
traduite en termes d’action irilernationale.

— ..1
— ctb PÎ

L

Cher Monsieur,
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Ce point ainsi que beaucoup d’autres points concernant
le lancement du PIACT pourront être abordés lors des entre
tiens que nous aurons avec vous en novembre prochain, lies
dates des 10 et 11 novembre que vous proposez ne nous con
viennent malheureusement pas; en effet, c’est dans le courant
de la semaine se terminant le 12 novembre et au début de la
semaine suivante que le Conseil d’administration du BIT pro
cédera à une discussion approfondie du PIÀCT, ce qui signifie
que, aussi bien M. de G-ivry que moi—même et nos autres col
lègues dans le Département serons retenus par cette discus
sion. Je vous propose par conséquent que l’on fixe deux
jours, à votre convenance, dans la semaine du 22 au 26
novembre, étant donné que la première semaine du mois de
novembre sera consacrée à des discussions avec les membres
de la mission multi—disciplinaire qui se rendra au Venezuela
du 8 au 30 novembre (les dates de cette mission viennent
d’être avancées à la demande des autorités vénézuéliennes).

Dans l’attente de votre réponse, je vous prie de
croire, cher Monsieur, à l’expression de mes sentiments
très cordiaux.

. Spyropoulos,
Chef du

Service des conditions de travail
et de vie,

Département des conditions et
du milieu de travail.

J
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88. En raison de l’éparpillement des petites entreprises, c’est par l’inter
médiaire des associations professionnelles ou d’organismes interentreprises — par
exemple des services de médecine du travail et de sécurité et d’hygiène du tra
vail — que ces efforts d’amélioration ont été entrepris. Il est proposé de faire
une étude des meill rs moyens utilisés par ces associations ou organismes inter—
entreprises dans certains pays pour améliorer les conditions de travail et la sécu
rité et l’hygiène dans les petites entreprises. Souvent ces associations s’adres
sent à des centres de productivité pour obtenir une aide technique dans le domaine
de la gestion; il est essentiel de veiller à ce que ces centres consacrent une
partie de leurs efforts aux problèmes de conditions et du milieu de travail et aux
mesures propres à les améliorer’

I. Activités concernant des catégories
particulières de travailleurs

89. Si l’on veut cerner concrètement les problèmes de conditions et de milieu
de travail, il importe qu’ils ne soient pas seulement étudiés sur une base générale
ou dans le cadre d’une région ou d’un secteur déterminé de l’économie, mais aussi
en relation avec les besoins spécifiques de catégories particulières de la popula—
tien travailleuse.

90. En ce qui concerne les travailleuses, l’amélioration de leurs conditions
de travail devra être recherchée dans le cadre de la politique tracée par la Décla
ration concernant l’égalité de chances et de traitement pour les travailleuses et
des deux résolutions2 qui l’accompagnent, adoptées par la Conférence à sa session
de 1975.

91. De même, la promotion des normes internationales du travail concernant
les travailleurs migrants — et spécialement la convention et la recommandation adop
tées en 1975 - guideront l’action relative aux travailleurs étrangers et migrants,
de manière qu’ils bénéficient de l’égalité de chances et de traitement en matière
de conditions et de milieu de travail comme dans les autres domaines.

92. On veillera à ce que, dans le cadre du PIACT, des activités épécifiques
soient aussi consacrées aux conditions de travail des jeunes travailleurs, des tra
vailleurs âgés et des travailleurs handicapés.

J. Collaboration avec d’autres organisations
intergouvernemen±ale s

93. lia plupart des réponses reçues des diverses organisations gouvernemen
tales mentionnées au paragraphe li ci-dessus manifestent un grand intérêt pour la
résolution adoptée par la Conférence à sa session de 1975 et affirment leur volon
té d’assurer à l’OIT leur pleine collaboration à cet égard. Celles reçues de la FAO,
de l’OMS et de 1’ONUDI sont particulièrement détaillées dans les informations qu’elles
donnent sur les activités entreprises par ces organisations qui pourraient faire l’ob
jet d’une action conjointe ou reliée au PIACT. De leur côté, plusieurs gouvernements
ont insisté dans leurs réponses sur le rôle de coordination qui devrait revenir à
l’OIT en ce qui concerne les activités des diverses organisations internationales
relatives au milieu de travail.

1 Voir également la “Résolution concernant la contribution des petites et
moyennes entreprises au progrès économique et social et à la création d’emplois, en
particulier dans les pays en voie de développement” adoptée par la Conférence inter
nationale du Travail à sa 60e session (1975).

2 Résolution concernant un plan d’action en vue de promouvoir l’égalité de
chances et de traitement pour les travailleuses et Résolution concernant l’égalité
de statut et l’égalité de chances pour les femmes et les hommes en matière d’em
ploi et de profession.
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94. Une mention spéciale doit être faite du Programme des Nations Unies pour
l’environnement étant donné que le paragraphe 4, 3) du dispositif de la résolution
de la Conférence invitait le Conseil d’administration à charger le Directeur
général “d’entreprendre, avec la collaboration et l’appui du Programme des Nations
Unies pour l’environnement, un programme cohérent de l’organisation internationale
du Travail concernant l’environnement”. A sa 198e session (novembre 1975), la
Commission des organisations internationales du onseil d’administration a été
saisie d’un document détaillé sur cette question , et le Conseil d’administration
a donné des directives2quant aux lignes directrices qui devraient guider l’élabo
ration de ce programme

95. Une mission de programmation conjointe PNIJE/OIT doit avoir lieu à la fin
du mois de mai 1976. En plus “des activités en matière d’enseignement et de forma
tion concernant l’environnement” — sur lesquelles la résolution mettait spécifi
quement l’accent — que l’OIT pourrait entreprendre dans le cadre de ses divers
rograrnmes de formation, il est prévu que l’amélioration des conditions et du
milieu de travail, considéée comme un éco—système particulier, sera l’élément
essentiel des discussions avec le PN1JE, car c’est dans ce domaine que la collabo
ration entre l.’OIT et le PNIJE peut être particulièrement fructueuse. Cette coopé
ration s’étendra à certains aspects des établissements humains, le milieu de
travail étant l’une des composantes de ceux—ci, et à certains aspects du dévelop
pement et de l’environnement, étant donné les “conséquences économiques et
sociales des politiques de l’environnement”, autre aspect mentionné dans la réso
lution de la Conférence.

96. Ainsi le programme d’action de l’OIT en matière d’environnement, qui
représente la contribution spécifique de l’OIT au Programme des Nations Unies pour
l’environnement et qui doit être entrepris avec la collaboration et l’appui du
PNUE, apparaît comme une extension du PIACT qui le relie aux domaines plus larges
des établissements humains, de l’environnement et du développement. Par ailleurs,
ce programme peut représenter l’une des voies par lesquelles les conditions et le
milieu de travail peuvent être incorporés à la gestion de l’environnement et à la
planification du développement. Il est de nature à favoriser la coopération,

• non seulement avec le PNUE, mais aussi avec dautres organisations internationales.

Document GB.l98/I0/6/7,

2 DocumenisGB.l98/l5/26 et GB.l98/IO/6/7.



Cher Monsieur,

Je n’oublie pas nos conversations de Décembre

dernier, et je vous fais parvenir, sous un autre pli, le

petit dossier que j’ai établi à l’intention de Monsieur

Blanchard et Monsieur de Givry, à la suite de mon voyage

en Asie du Sud-Est.

Le voyage que j’ai l’intention de faire aux Etats

Unis se confirme. J’y serai probablement du 1er au 18 Juillet

1976. Pendant la semaine du 12 au 17, je serai à l’Université

de Maryland, près de Washington, au Congrès de l’Association

Internationale d’Ergonomie (x).

Je ne suis pas encore certain de mon emploi du

temps de la première semaine mais je pense rester sur la c8te

Est et, probablement, à Ney-York. Peut-être aurat-je ainsi

l’occasion de vous rencontrer.

Veuillez agréer, cher Monsieur, l’expression de

mes sentiments dévoués.

(x) 61± Congress of I.E.A.
Congress Chairman : Harry L. Davis
Human Factors’Section B.56 K.P.D. Eastman Kodak Company

Rochester, New York 14650 U.S.A.

f-.I

r’

*
9 Avril

Monsieur Kane

ILO Liaison Office
345 East 46th Street

NEW-YORK 10017
(U.S.A.)

A. Wisner



Cher Monsieur,

J’avais emporté avec moi, comme lecture de week-end,

le rapport PIACT destiné au Conseil d’Administration du BIT,

et j’avoue que cette lecture m’a profondément réjoui. Non seule

ment j’y ai retrouvé certaines vues qui me sont chères mais,

encore, je les ai trouvées insérées dans le vaste mouvement qui

porte le BIT depuis des dizaines d’années, ainsi que les diverses

organisations internationales.

Je crois, en effet, comme vous, à la nécessité de rénover

profondément les conceptions en matière de conditions de travail

et de sécurité, et de ne pas se limiter à la législation, à la

normalisation et au didactisme formel, mais je crois également

que, dans bien des cas, il faut aussi employer la vieille artil

lerie lourde.

Sur bien des points j’ai très envie de collaborer à la

réalisation du PIACT mais c’est de vous que j’attends mon affec

tation, en tenant compte du fait que naturellement j’aime mieux

agir sur place en analysant la situation, en choisissant les

hommes et en organisant des dispositifs, qu’à Genève à rédiger

des documents.

Je vous adresse ci—joint le texte d’un exposé que je

vais faire au prochain congrès de l’Association Internationale

d’Ergonomie sur un des aspects du PIACT.

Veuillez agréer, cher Monsieur, l’expression de mes

sentiments amicaux.

A. Wisner

P.S. Je ne fais pas part de mes sentiments à Monsieur de Givry

car il ne m’a pas encore adressé ce document, probablement

par discrétion vis-à-vis du Conseil d’Administration.

1er Juin 1976

Monsieur Bernard Fortin

Directeur du Cabinet

Direction Générale du B.I.T.

CH 1211 GENEVE 22 (Suisse)

I



Informai Consultation relating to the
Launchin of the International Programme
for Working Conditions and Enviromnent

( P I A C T )1

Bangkok, 12 — 13 February 1976

Working Conditions and Envirorjment

The conditions under which men and women perform their daily
work lie at the heart of the ILO’s mandate. This was strongly re—
emphasised by the International Labour Conference at its iast
session in 1975. After a thorough discussion of the Director—
Generai’s report which was entitled “Making Work More Human”, the
Conference unanimousiy adopted the Resolution concerning Future
Action of the International Labour Organisation in the Field of
Working Conditions and Environrnent. This Resolution “solemniy
reaffirms that the improvement 0f working conditons and environ—
nient and the well—being of workers remains the first and permanent
mission 0f the ILO.

The Resolution earnestiy invites member States:

(i) to promote the objectives of the improvement 0f working
conditions and environment with ail aspects of their economic,
educational and social poiicy;

(ii) to set periodicaily for themselves a number 0f definite
objectives designed to reduce as far as possible certain
industrialaocjdentsand occupational diseases or the most
unpleasant and tedious cf jobs;

(iii) to normalise the application of scientific research so that
it is carried out for man, and not against him and against his
environment.

Moreover, the Resolution has supported the world—wide action
suggested by the Director—Generai in his report with s view to re—
considering the current activities cf the ILO and to launching an
international, programme for the improvement of working conditions
ind environment which is designated to promote or support activities
of inember 3tstes in this field. The Resolution has specified that
such s programme should be drawn up tafter consultation with the
conipetont international organisations as well as with the national,
roj’ionsi and international bodies specialised in working conditions
and environment”. These consultations are under way.

French initiais of the Programme
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IL i thus clear that ILO action with regard to working
condiLio.ni and enviroriment should be given s strengthened
omphasic in the next years and the general objectives should be:

(j) ta encourage meinber States ta set for themselves s number
cf definite objectives for the improvement of working
conditions and environinent and for the establishment of
national programmes for the achievement of such objectives;

(ii) to provide support for the implenientation of these national
programmes in assisting goverriments, employere’ and workers’
organisations in the preparation and carrying out 0f
programmes for the improvement of working conditions and
environment which correspond to theîr potential;

(iii) to asseas periodically the progress made in the implemen—
tation of the national programmes towards the achievement
of the objectives thus defined.

Marir of the specific activities cf the ILO to meet these
objectives will only be determined when the consultations requested
by the Conference have been completed, and such activities will
have to be constantly readjusted if the international programme to
ho launched. in 1976 is to be truly dynamic and responsive to the
needs of rnember States.

With s view to collecting the views and suggestions of the
participants to the consultation, the following points are pro—
osed for discussion.

L. Problems, Needs and Trends in the Pield of Working Conditions
and Environment

1. What are the main needs with regard to working conditions and
envirorunent? What is the general situation at national
level as to occupational accidents and diseases? Trends
of .frequency, severity rates and needs in regard to their
prevention? What are the main problems in this respect?

2. Do there exist specific national programmes or strategies
aimed at improving working conditions and environnient?

j) National laws and regulations.

ii) Institutional arrangements in regard to official
services for occupational safety and health. Are
different sectors of activity covered by different
administrations? Is there a tendency to set up a
central authority to deal with occupational safety
and health in all sectors and branches cf activity?
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iii) Inspection facilities to verify the implementation
0f the occupationai safety and health legisiation
in the undertaking by services not forming part of
the undertaking (officiai services and other services
empowereci by the competent authority).

iv) Research and information institutions (officiai, semi—
officiai, private).

y) Role and functions of social security institutions in
prevention of occupationai accidents and diseases, in—
cluding private accident insurance institutions.

3. What is the management’s attitude towards occupational safety
nd heolth and working environment?

4. la there any workers’ participation in the design and impie—
mentation of occupational safety and health and conditions of
work programmes in the undertaking?

5. What is being done with regard ta education and training in
occupational safety and health and worlcing enviroriment in
general (primary schools, professional schools, universities)?

6. Are mass—media used for information of the public at large?

7. Which methoda could be used for defining specific objectives
to improve working conditions and environment and for
ovaluating progress in the attainment of such objectives?
What specific targets should be set up concerning the re—
duction of dirty, noisy, difficult or unpleasant jobs? What
are the industries and. occupations where the worst working
conditions are found?

8. What are the conseciuences for conditions of work and
occupational safety and health of the ‘various technologies
being adopted in developing countries? What specific measures
could he utilised during the development of industrialisation
projects in order to adapt imported technologies to the
social cultural pattern of the labour force? re there any
studies on the possibility of adapting traditional forms of
work organisation to industrial work?

9. Economic and social advantages of various measures referring
to the improvement of working conditions and environment?

10. Is there a need for s specific programme for improving
conditions of work and environruent in the rural areas? In—
dicate what specific action should be taken at national level
with respect to conditions of work in the rural sector
(hours of work, holidays, social services, housing). Extension
of labour inspection to rural areas. Deveiopment of safety
and heslth training for rural workers.
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II. ILO Action
C

A. Standard—setting

11. Is there a need for new ILO standards in this ±‘ield?
On what subjects? Do you think that new initiatives
are needed at the international level concerning the
length of working time? What are the main problems?
High legal maxima in agriculture? Excessive overtime?
Insufficient reductions in working time for specially
arduous work? Shift and night work?

12. Would it be advisable to prepare a comprehensive inter
national instrument providing a framework of national
poiicy for occupational safety and health and the improve
ment of the physicai working environment?

13. Have you any suggestions for improving the application
of existing instruments?

14. Is there a need for revising some of these standards?

15. What should be the role of the sectoral approach
(industry by industry) in implementing the PlAOT?
(role of Industrial Coinmittees?)

16. Would it be advisabie to prepare further codes of
practice (which may be adapted to national or local
conditions) for specific sectors or branches cf
activity or specific hazards? For which sectors or in
regard to which hazards?

17. What rie should be reserved to the regional approach
(e.g. Regional Conferences) in the implementation of
the PIACT?

B. Research and Reports

18. What sort of research should be imdertaken by the ILO
(big comparative studies; articles on trends; con
tributions to outside meetings)? Should comparative
studies normaily be undertaken for submission at ILO
Conferences, industrial committees and/or expert
meetings or as independent research projecta? How
can the 1M stimulate research at the national level?
Should assesament cf national needs and resources for
implementing s nation—wide programme on working
conditions and envirorunent be systematically promoted?
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O. Cicaring—House

19. How can the ILO best contribute to the collection
and dissemination of information with regard to
working conditions and environment?

20. Role 0f C.I.S. ? of the Social and Labour Bulletin?
of the General Conditions of Work Series?

21. Should simplified fact—sheets on specific subjects be
of use?

22. Role 0f symposia and seminars for exohanging
information. At what level (international, regional,
national, or sectoral) ?

23. Is there a need for developing audicisual aids apart
from publications to assist in information and
education campaigns?

24. Should. governnients, employers’ and workers’ organisa
tions be encouraged to address more requests for in
formation to the ILO concerning developments in other
countries, so that dissemination of information can be
adapted to the particular needs of the author of the
request?

D. Technical Cooperation

25. Would pilot missions of the inultidisciplinary team
referred to in the Conference resolution be of use in
your country? If yes, indicate what should be the
composition of the team and what should be its field
of action?

26. Is there s need for technical cooperation in the field
of conditions of work?

27. What are the best forms 0f technical cooperation to
improve working conditions and environment :

j) assistance in labour legislation

ii) strengthening of labour inspection services

iii) strengthening o±’ the labour management relations
machinery and, with respect to rural areas,
assistance in promoting the establishment of
rural workers’ organisations?
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iv) establishment of national occupational safety and
hoalth institutes (to deal with applied research as
well as with education, training and provision of
information at large).

y) provision of fellowships

vi) advice for the setting up of plant occupational safety
ond health programmes

2. Should special efforts be developed to promote training
schomes for 1’barefoot safety delegates especially in
snull undertakings and rural areas?

5.2.1976
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